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(ABSTRACT) 

The development methodology for today’s computer systems is lacking in the area of prelimi- 

nary design. Decisions that greatly influence the product’s life-cycle cost are made during this stage 

of the design with minimal knowledge. One of the key decisions made during preliminary design 

is the allocation of the system’s functions to hardware, software, or firmware implementations. This 

research investigates methods to automate the decision making process during preliminary design. 

These decisions include the hardware, software, and firmware allocation process and the reduction 

of the preliminary design space by ordering the design space and determining a cut-off point. 

A general system model is presented based on the top-down design methodology. A decision 

process is applied to the lowest level functions of the system model to order the allocation design 

space. The methods explored to perform decisions are the general linear model and fuzzy logic 

membership functions. A computer based tool is developed that applies the decision methods to 

a system model. The output of the tool is a set of optimum hardware/software/firmware function 

allocations. The application of this tool greatly reduces the overall allocation design space which 

allows the human designer to make improved decisions during preliminary design.
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Chapter 1. Introduction 

1.1 Research Objectives 

The objective of this research was to develop a method of preliminary system design focusing 

on the allocation of each of the lowest level functions of a system to a hardware (HW), software 

(SW), or firmware (FW) implementation. This method is used to facilitate the designer’s capacity 

to absorb information, organize it, perform HW/SW/FW allocation, and evaluate the results. 

A tool was proposed, designed, and implemented in prototype form to assist a designer in de- 

riving a set of functions for a system and assigning characteristics to those functions. An algorithm 

to reduce the number of possible HW/SW/FW configurations was also developed. The resulting 

method and tool are intended to reduce design time, increase productivity, and improve quality 

during the preliminary design phase. 
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1.2 Motivation for Research 

Computers encompass a tremendous array of systems impacting all aspects of modern day life. 

In general, a computer system consists of hardware such as processors, input/output channels, and 

memory, in addition to software and firmware that operate on the hardware. The components are 

organized to create a system that fills a need with certain performance characteristics [20]. 

As the advance in technology continues, so must the basics of system design if it is expected 

to take full advantage of available resources. The design process is being aided with new tools to 

facilitate almost every aspect of design [10]. Computer-aided design tools have become common 

in intermediate and final design, but engineers still start the preliminary design process based on 

experience and traditional industry practices, but largely without the aid of design tools. Formal 

methodologies are needed to direct the designer’s thinking toward an optimal design. 

Another problem is the lack of focus during the design phases. Preliminary design begins with 

the initial identification of a need with varying degrees of known requirements in the problem 

statement. The identification of this need may be imprecise or ambiguous [10]. 

Preliminary design has become a critical part of the system design phase because of the large 

amount of life cycle cost (LCC) committed versus the small amount of knowledge gained about the 

design. The estimated percentage of committed LCC and knowledge gained versus design time is 

presented in Figure 1. The objective is to bring the two curves of Figure 1 closer together by in- 

creasing the initial knowledge gained during preliminary design or by reducing the commitment to 

LCC [8]. 

One area of design pertains to the allocation of the individual functions of the system to 

hardware, software, or firmware implementation. Creating a procedure for the allocation of 

HW/SW/FW to functions and evaluating how it affects the system as a whole can greatly increase 

the ability to predict the final system performance and relative complexity of subsystems. In addi- 

tion, the designer gains an understanding of the actual types of parts necessary to build the system, 

e.g. number of processors, set of software routines, communication ports, etc. 
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Most HW/SW/FW allocation performed in the past has been based on the designer’s previous 

experience in addition to existing practices in the industry. System design benefits from this practice 

due to the current knowledge base that is present. However, gains in system performance may be 

possible if some of these biases are examined and removed. System effectiveness could be increased 

if the designer is presented with options to remove design biases. 

1.3 Approach to Solution 

The designer needs a design approach or methodology to be inserted into the preliminary de- 

sign phase. This approach is implemented after the designer has identified a need and determined 

the system’s desired performance and requirements. After the design approach has been applied, 

the detailed design of the system’s lowest level functions can begin. 

It is proposed here to begin the design by creating a hierarchy of interconnected functions 

down to the lowest level functions of the system. A set of alternative system configurations is 

constructed on which the final design is based [10]. This includes decomposing the complete system 

into a set of lowest level functions with well defined interconnections. 

The design procedure then connects the functions to see the propagation of design changes 

throughout the whole system. This can show the results of forcing certain functions to fit existing 

components as in a bottom-up design approach so that the top-down approach can be used in 

other areas of the system. 

Page-Jones presented the following definition of structured design in deriving a solution from 

a problem definition: 

Structured Design is the development of a blueprint of a computer system solution to a problem that 
has the same components and interrelationships among the components as the original problem. [19] 

In this research, the “blueprint” solution Page-Jones described takes the form of a block diagram 

where the designer allocates the lowest level functions to HW, SW, or FW. The designer improves 
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the design process by applying strict methodologies and design guidelines. This type of approach 

to system design eliminates any biases in the final design. 

This research produced a design approach to assist the designer in making a primitive model 

of a system with its functions allocated to HW, SW, or FW during preliminary design. The designer 

must decompose the system into its lowest level functions, develop an interconnection scheme, and 

assign characteristics or attributes to each of the functions. Algorithms are then applied to the 

model to determine HW/SW/FW allocation. The goal was to create a design process as general 

as possible to let the designer have control over design decisions and yet create a rigorous structure 

for the design process. 

1.4 Tool Development 

The research presented here is part of an overall design methodology called the Design Deci- 

sion Support System (DDSS) [15]. The DDSS is applied in this research to create a workstation 

to interface a designer or design team with a specific design process. Figure 2 presents a block di- 

agram of this process and the interface [4]. 

The first component of the DDSS represents the human interface to the system. This is where 

a designer or design team inputs the structure of the system, offers feedback to the design process, 

and makes decisions based on information presented by the design tools. 

The computer-aided design/engineering (CAD/E) section of the DDSS assists the user in de- 

veloping the structure of the system, accepts the user’s system attribute definitions and values 

through the human-computer interface (HCI), and provides a suggested set of design alternatives. 

The Estimation/Prediction section accepts the design structure and attributes determined by 

the CAD/E tool(s) and provides an estimation of the system’s performance in terms of design de- 

pendent parameters (Xz). The evaluator section of the DDSS then evaluates the design in its current 

iteration and presents to the user an evaluation of its effectiveness (£). 
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This research focused on the CAD/E block of the DDSS. The research produced a tool, the 

System Design Allocation Tool (SDAT), to provide the necessary functions of this block of the 

DDSS. The primary purpose of this tool was to develop an initial design using algorithms for 

function allocation, parameter estimation and prediction, and evaluation of the final results. The 

output of this tool has enough information for the Estimation/Prediction function of the DDSS to 

determine design dependent parameters. The final stage of the research was to interface the tool into 

DDSS and develop the user interface. 

A problem arises during the initial design and function allocation of a system; the configuration 

and function definitions are extremely vague. The proposed tool is able to pull information from 

the designer, evaluate it, and then reorganize it to derive a better idea of the initial system design. 

Initially, each function will have no allocation and can be implemented in either HW, SW, or FW. 

Allocation of only one function to HW, SW, or FW reduces the number of possible system designs 

to one-third of the original number of design possibilities. Therefore, it is helpful to allocate as 

many functions as possible to HW/SW/FW as it reduces some of the initial design ambiguity. This 

type of design process suggests a layered procedure with a large amount of feedback. 

At the beginning of conceptual design, the large number of possible allocations of the system 

functions creates a prohibitively large design space. The designer needs an efficient way that reduces 

this design space quickly while, at the same time, avoids eliminating good design options. Choosing 

a “good” design option eliminates costs incurred from having to re-design due to a poor early design 

choice. 

Last of all, due to the variability of different system requirements, the design tool is also ca- 

pable of evaluating many different performance parameters. 
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1.6 Overview of Thesis 

Chapter 2 presents the background on which this research and the System Design Allocation 

Tool are based. This includes background in HW/SW/FW allocation, general system design, and 

fuzzy logic. Chapter 3 describes in detail how SDAT and the DDSS fit into the design process. 

Chapter 4 discusses the development of the SDAT program and how the different design theories 

were implemented. Chapter 5 details the use and results of the SDAT program through a case 

study. Chapter 6 contains a summary of the work and discusses opportunities for future research. 
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Chapter 2. Background 

2.1 Introduction 

This chapter summarizes background research on which the system design and the 

HW/SW/FW allocation processes are based. To start with, an in depth description of structured 

system design is presented. This includes the design methodologies, the design process flow, system 

decomposition, and the development of system attributes. To support the process of a structured 

system design, the Design Decision Support System is presented along with the purpose of each 

of its components. This includes an elaboration of this research’s role in the DDSS. General dis- 

tinctions between the implementation media are also presented with some of the attribute charac- 

teristics of each media. A HW/SW/FW allocation tool is then examined pertaining to its decision 

making based on the differences between the implementation media. Finally, the theory of decision 

making using fuzzy logic is examined in addition to the mathematical use of fuzzy logic. 

The typical preliminary design process involves taking a relatively abstract linguistic description 

of the functions and desired performance of a system and translating it into an implementable sys- 

tem description. Much research has focused on improving the quality of the design process in- 
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cluding computer-based tools and processes that are capable of describing the system down to 

silicon. Most of these design aids have been applied to the later, more detailed stages of the design. 

The focus of this research is to bring design aids to preliminary design where detailed de- 

scriptions do not exist. Hubbard defines logical design as the management of information gathered 

during conceptual design which is then organized into structures and hierarchies to match the sys- 

tem’s configuration [11]. The SDAT program gives the system designer a starting point on which 

to base a logical design. 

2.2 Structured System Design 

First, it is useful to present a definition of a system as it is interpreted in this research. A system 

is a set of elements and relationships between these elements operating as a single unit [16]. It has 

an objective or a range of objectives along with a set of inputs and a set of outputs. This research 

is applied specifically to computer-based systems where the elements are functions performed by 

HW, SW, or FW. Boundaries for the system must be defined to eliminate ambiguous definitions 

of inputs, outputs, and overall objectives. The purpose of system design is to take an overall ob- 

jective, sometimes called a need, and create and combine elements effectively to perform the ob- 

jective. 

In the past, system design has been very unstructured and haphazard [19]. This often causes 

the resulting system designs to be inefficient, too expensive, and overly complex. A rigorous or- 

ganization of the processes used to design systems is needed to overcome these problems. 

Recently, a disciplined combination of science and system design has formed called systems 

theory [4]. Systems theory studies the disciplines applied to system design to create a framework 

for the process of designing a system. This framework is called structured system design. Structured 

system design organizes the approach to designing a system to eliminate inefficient, expensive sys- 

tems and to simplify the organization of the system so it is easily understood. To improve the 
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design process, the design engineer needs to become disciplined in a rigorous design methodology. 

Meilir Page-Jones [19] claims the traditional design of computer systems has been to force the re- 

quirements of the design into an already existing system configuration. He goes on to state that the 

structured system design process creates the guidelines to implement a top-down design. 

Page-Jones states that structured system design has the following five aspects [19]. 

1. The solution fulfills the need instead of the need being forced to fit the solution. 

2. The complexity of the problem is simplified by applying a method of dividing the system into 
an organized set of “black boxes.”’ The design of these black boxes becomes incidental. 

3. Computer aided design (CAD) is used extensively. 

4. The processes for developing a design solution are well defined. 

5. Evaluation criteria are used to determine how well the solution fits the need. 

Structured system design forces the designer to become more disciplined and utilize resources ef- 

fectively [19]. 

2.2.1 System Modeling 

System modeling is used in the design process to give the designer a preliminary depiction of 

his or her system. Eisner defines a system model as a set of relationships that act upon the variables 

of an entity to represent the performance of the entity being modeled [7]. This is a very broad de- 

finition of modeling and Eisner even states that items such as diagrams and flow charts representing 

a system could be considered to be models [7]. 

In terms of system design, Eisner only uses three types of models: the conceptual model, the 

configurational model, and the flow and computational model. These models represent the devel- 

opment of the system through the design process [7]. 

The conceptual model is the starting point for the design. It is a definition of the purpose of 

the system, the system’s requirements, its functions, and the interconnection of the functions. The 

configurational model is the assignment of the functions of the system to implementations, 1.e. 
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HW/SW/FW allocations in the context of this research. The flow and computational model re- 

presents the actual operation of the system in terms of data, computation, and input and output. 

The lack of design support identified by this research exists between the conceptual model stage 

and the configurational model stage. In the process described by this research, the designer creates 

a system tree with information from the system requirements and specifications. In this conceptual 

model the system is broken down from the top level to the lowest level functions. The design 

process then reduces the number of possible HW/SW/FW configurations, thereby reducing the 

number of possible configuration models to be addressed. 

Meredith defines three similar system models used in the development of a system. He starts 

off by defining a model as the construction of a symbolic representation of a systern using actual 

physical, analog, schematic, or mathematical representations [14]. This definition appears to be as 

broad as Eisner’s. Meredith also defines three types of system models [14]. 

1. Descriptive model: A detailed description of the final specification and the items necessary to 
implement a system. A good descriptive model can be used as the starting framework for a 
system design. 

2. Behavioral model: A description of the operational characteristics of a system or a part of a 
system. This can be used as a basis for the design of individual components of the system. 

3. Decision model: A model used to reduce the number of design choices available to the design 
engineer. Decision models are used to isolate the optimum design choices. 

The model definitions are similar to Eisner’s, however, they define the function of the models 

as opposed to the construction. Once the designer has broken the system down to its lowest level 

functions, each lowest level function is described by an algorithm thereby creating the behavioral 

model. The behavior model is analyzed to determine attribute values for the functions. Then the 

design process created by this research can reduce the number of possible HW/SW/FW configura- 

tions. This creates Eisner’s configurational model which is equivalent to Meredith’s decision model. 
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2.2.1.1 Hierarchy 

Both Eisner and Meredith decompose the system description from a top-level down to the | 

lowest level functions, or leaves, of the system design tree for their models. Therefore, a method 

of system diagramming needs to be chosen before modeling can begin. The representation of a 

system should be consistent throughout the DDSS process. For the most part, the design engineer 

who uses this program should already have the system requirements and the system hierarchy 

broken down to lowest level functions and their interconnections identified before SDAT is applied. 

The practice of representing system structures with hierarchical diagrams has been increasing. 

This is due largely to the increasing complexity of systems. The distinctions between the various 

representations that have been used are vague, yet each one has specific benefits and purposes. 

Many of the methods of diagramming a system use a numbering system to indicate the hier- 

archy of the design. The most common method starts out by numbering each of the top-level 

functions 1, 2, 3, etc. The sub-functions on the first level of decomposition have the same number 

as its parent function with individual numbers after the decimal point. For example, the sub- 

functions of the top-level function 3 are numbered 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, etc. The sub-function 3.2 has 

sub-functions 3.2.1, 3.2.2, 3.2.3, etc. and so on until all functions and sub-functions are numbered. 

A hierarchy of the functions can be traced through the system diagram with this numbering. This 

is referred to as a Dewey-decimal type of breakdown [7]. Unfortunately, this method does not offer 

any information about relationships between sub-functions having different parent functions. 

The decomposition scheme used with SDAT is called the functional flow diagram. These di- 

agrams focus on processes instead of system elements. Eisner describes the methodology of the 

functional flow diagram by describing what comprises a function [7]: 

e a description of the function, 

¢ a list of inputs and outputs, 

e the objective or process to be performed by the function, and 

¢ the allocation of the function to an element of the system. 
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The last element described above is part of SDAT’s objective. Functional flow diagrams re- 

move biases toward HW/SW/FW allocation that might be present in an elemental decomposition 

of a system. In addition, it allows interrelationships between the functions to be represented more 

easily since each functional block represents data flow from and to other functions [7]. 

To begin developing a functional flow diagram, a functional system description should be 

created for the top level of the system. This will be based on the specification and requirements 

of the system found during conceptual design. It should include a list of the major functions of the 

system, their interconnections, and the flow of information through each function. Eisner states 

that typically there are five to fifteen of these top-level functions. The result is the functional flow 

diagram which is described below with an example. 

Assume that a need has been identified to design a small security system peripheral to monitor 

alarm points and send information about those alarm points in addition to its own status back to 

a central station. It will send messages based on a poll and select format. In other words, the 

system will only send messages when the central station has specifically sent a poll to this system’s 

address. If it does not respond in time, it loses its chance and has to wait until the next poll. If it 

has no message to send, it sends a negative acknowledgment. 

The first design step according to Blanchard and Fabrycky [4], is to translate these system re- 

quirements into the major functions of the system. Therefore, the major functions are broken 

down into: 

1. monitor alarm points, 

2. classify data from alarm points into specific alarm types, 

3. create a message based on alarms to send to the central station, 

4. initiate any preprogrammed local alarms in response to the tripped alarm point, and 

5. send the alarm message to the central station. 

To fulfill the requirements of the system, these five functions should operate continuously until the 

system is shut down. Figure 3 presents the top level functional flow diagram based on these 

functions. Notice how the figure presents the flow of operation through the functions in addition 
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to representing functions occurring in parallel. Lower levels will also show decision points used to 

decide what function to perform next. 

Figure 4 presents the first-level functional flow diagram for function 5, “send the alarm mes- 

sage to the central.” Once again, the functions required to perform the overall objective are listed. 

Next they are ordered with regard to the process sequence. 

Last of all, function 5.7 of the first-level functional flow diagram is broken down into its 

functions and configured to form Figure 5. Notice the numbering of the functions provides a 

traceable path through the system hierarchy. This numbering is used in the SDAT program to keep 

track of parent and child functions. 

2.2.1.2 Lowest Level Functions 

Eisner defined functions as they were used in the functional flow diagram, but how does the 

designer know when to stop decomposing the system? Ideally, the system should be decomposed 

until the point where the resulting functions can be designed from a simple functional description 

of a HW, SW, or FW implementation. At this level of decomposition each function can be per- 

formed by a single algorithm or routine. 

Page-Jones uses the term “black box” to describe the lowest level functions [19]. He states that 

a lowest level function has the following characteristics: 

e the inputs are well defined, 

e the outputs are well defined, 

¢ =the algorithm is well defined based on the inputs and outputs of the function, and 

¢ knowledge of its internal configuration and operation is not necessary in order to use it. 

This process of decomposing the system into lowest level functions forces the design engineer 

to see the necessary system interfaces at an early stage of development. When the design engineer 

is focused on the specific parts of the system design, these interfaces tend to be ignored. Unless the 

design engineer is experienced with handling these interfaces, this may become a major source of 
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problems later in the design. The functional flow-diagrams bring potential interface problems 

quickly to the attention of the designer [4]. 

Decomposing the functions while keeping in mind the criteria produced during conceptual 

design ensures that no objective of the system’s development, operation, and support are over- 

looked. It also organizes the system’s structure and provides preliminary ideas on packaging and 

configuration [4]. 

One of the most effective tools in functional decomposition is brainstorming. Brainstorming 

is where a group of individuals responsible for the design of a system present ideas or opinions to 

each other in an effort to uncover design improvements. This activity can be improved by en- 

couraging the participants to share all ideas. In addition, all ideas should be recorded so they can 

be built upon with future suggestions. When a design engineer becomes too focused, more inno- 

vative design solutions tend to be obscured. 

2.2.1.3 Interfaces 

Eisner’s definition of a function includes a list of the inputs and outputs. This is the function’s 

interface to the rest of the system. Page-Jones states that the definition of a function or process can 

avoid over or under specification by providing the proper interface description [7]. In addition, 

knowledge of the inner workings of the function is not necessary if the inputs and outputs are well 

defined. 

For example, assume that a function is used to calculate the interest on a principal investment. 

The inputs are the principal, interest rate including type of compounding, and period of time. The 

output is the interest gained. This information forms the interface to the function. A general idea 

of the process of the function is obvious, but not necessary. 
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2.2.1.4 Coupling 

The system decomposition from a system requirement may differ greatly between design en- 

gineers. This may depend on anything from the techniques used to break the system down to the 

past experiences of the design engineers. A measure is needed to prioritize different design config- 

urations. One general method used to determine a well-partitioned system is to look for the char- 

acteristic of minimal coupling. 

Page-Jones defines coupling as the measure of dependence between two functions [19]. For 

instance, the operation of the video display unit of a personal computer does not depend on the 

computer’s printer interface, but it does depend completely on its connection to the graphics card. 

This simplistic example shows how the design of individual functions is simplified with a lower 

measure of coupling. The video display’s graphics card design is complicated by its tight association 

with the video display. 

Page-Jones goes on to say that low coupling can be attained by either “eliminating unnecessary 

relationships between functions, reducing the number of necessary relationships, or by easing the 

tightness of necessary relationships” [19]. A better understanding of tightness can be derived by 

presenting the five types of coupling between functions. Page-Jones presents them as below in or- 

der of tightness [19]. 

1. data coupling good coupling or loose 

2. stamp coupling | 

3. control coupling | 

4. common coupling | 

5. content coupling bad coupling or tight ~ 

Data coupling is the passing back and forth of information. It does not define the protocol, elec- 

trical connection, etc. Stamp coupling goes one step further by defining a common data structure 

between the two functions. Control coupling is when one function can control the internal logic 

of the other function. Common coupling occurs when both functions must use the same external 
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resources. Last of all, content coupling occurs when one or both functions must access resources 

internal to the other function [19]. 

A reduction in coupling provides fewer connections between functions, higher maintainability 

because of lower interdependence, and ease of altering one function without having to change an- 

other [19]. The design engineer should examine the coupling between functions before using SDAT 

to allocate HW, SW, or FW to them. 

2.2.2 System Design Theory and Decision Making 

This section presents different methodologies used in system design. These methodologies at- 

tempt to streamline the design process to produce cost effective solutions. 

2.2.2.1 Top-Down Versus Bottom-Up Design Methods 

The trend today is toward making a problem fit an existing solution. Forcing a problem to 

fit a current implementation tends to leave sections of a system unused. The name given to this 

type of design is the “bottom-up” approach. In other words, the designer starts with an existing 

set of components and builds up toward a final system design. This method does have its advan- 

tages. The components of the system are usually cheaper and the design time is reduced. In ad- 

dition, information is available on the past performance of the components. 

A “top-down” approach can also be used. This involves starting with a design problem and 

developing components simply by dividing the system into individual functions and building a 

component to fill each function’s needs. The techniques used to create a functional flow diagram 

support this design approach. The advantages of this method include efficient use of system com- 

ponents and ease in meeting the performance goals of the system specification. The disadvantage 

is that it is expensive and time consuming to develop new components for each of the separate 
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functions. Money can be saved by using components from an existing system to perform a func- 

tion. The ideal system design technique utilizes a little of both types of design approaches [7]. 

2.2.2.2 System Design Methodologies 

Hooton [10] states that the design of a system usually begins with an ambiguous definition of 

requirements and goals for the system. The process of system design develops and refines these 

requirements through past experience, design failures, and a close interaction with the clients for 

whom the system is being developed. Hooton [10] also states that the designer’s task is to elaborate 

the design and/or the requirements of the system so as to evolve them both into a more convergent 

solution. By a more convergent solution, Hooton means that through modifications of either the 

requirements or the system design, the design begins to match the requirements more closely, i.e. 

converge. He states that a cyclic design process using feedback should be used so the convergence 

can occur. Figure 6 presents this design structure. 

Typically, knowledge for a preliminary design is provided by the system requirements, brain- 

storming, and past experience. This knowledge 1s used to create a preliminary system configuration 

using SDAT. SDAT then applies algorithms to test the feasibility of the system and to see if the 

general design can handle the requirements set down by the client. The sections of Misfit Elimi- 

nation and Misfit Identification in Hooton’s structure are used to reduce the design space being 

considered for the system. 

In addition to using feedback to isolate optimum design configurations, application of the 

SDAT tool also helps to combine the benefits of top-down and bottom-up design methods. 

2.2.2.3 Design Decision Support System 

For this research, a more specific configuration of the design process, the Design Decision 

Support System, was used. The DDSS gives structure to the designer or design team’s process. 
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The human designer is still in control of the design process, but the design aids guide the designer 

to make better decisions. A description of the uses and requirements of the DDSS is presented in 

Chapter 3. 

2.2.2.4 Preliminary Design Process 

Blanchard and Fabrycky [4] state that to create a cost effective design solution to a particular 

need, a sequential and iterative design methodology is necessary. They break down the system 

design process into a “thought process” in order to direct and organize the design engineer’s design 

evolution. This process is presented in Figure 7. 

Each block of the system design evolution has inputs and outputs. If any block is completed 

with an inadequate set of outputs, the next block cannot fully complete its own output. Further- 

more, any extraneous output from a block will result in wasted time and effort. Therefore, a careful 

study should be made of each block and its necessary inputs and outputs. 

SDAT performs the function of the System Optimization block of the Preliminary System 

Design section of the evolution diagram. Examination of the inputs of this block determine the 

necessary steps the design engineer needs to take before application of SDAT. In addition, the 

outputs of this block define the necessary functions of SDAT. 

2.2.2.5 Conceptual Design 

Conceptual design takes the abstract identification of a need and transforms it into a system 

specification with requirements to be met by the design. Once a need is established, the design 

engineer begins conceptual design. The technical requirements of the system are derived from the 

system operational requirements that are determined during conceptual design. For instance, an 

operational requirement of a data link of 9600 baud over 10,000 feet has a direct affect on the 

minimum requirements of the technical design. 
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Blanchard and Fabrycky present seven guiding criteria for producing the system operational 

requirements [4]. These criteria are presented below. 

1. Mission definition: The system’s prime objectives and how they will be accomplished. 

2. Performance and physical parameters: The attributes critical to the system accomplishing its 
objective as described in Section 2.3. 

3. Operational deployment or distribution: The resources necessary for the system’s intended use. 

4. Operational life cycle: A time line of the system’s projected needs and functions. 

5. Utilization requirements: The system’s use requirements once it is put into use, e.g. hours of 
use per day. 

6. Effectiveness factors: The system’s measurements of merit. Items in this category include re- 
liability, maintainability, etc. These factors should also be included in the development of the 
system attributes. 

7. Environment: The system's environment during transit, storage, and operation. 

Some of the criteria involve the identification of system attributes. These are the attributes 

used in the HW/SW/FW allocation of SDAT. Therefore, to supply the proper inputs for the 

SDAT block of the design process, the procedures outlined later in this chapter for attribute de- 

velopment should be performed during conceptual design. 

Conceptual design involves a major step away from the identification of a need toward the 

system design. Therefore, a conceptual design review should be performed to evaluate the progress 

and see that it is going in the right direction. This preliminary design feedback should eliminate 

any deviations from the system requirements [4]. 

A formal design review provides this check in addition to keeping all design personnel up to 

date on the design progress and providing a record of the conceptual design decisions. Continual 

practice of this design feedback creates a more mature design [4]. 

Hubbard defines conceptual design as the initial brainstorming performed by gathering, re- 

cording, and editing data applicable to the system design requirements [11]. In other words, the 

designer starts with nothing except a concept. From this concept, a design is conceived. 

To start with, a general framework for the system representation and the feasible options is 

addressed. Bell, Keeney, and Raiffa [13] state that the basic representation of a multi-optioned 

problem can be handled in the following way. There exists a set of options or actions 
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A;, Az, ....Am Which in this application represent allocation to HW, SW, or FW. For the single 

function this leaves only three possible actions; but applied to the system with n components, where 

each component can be implemented in hardware, software, or firmware, 3” possible actions are 

presented. 

For each function, there are a set of m attributes or factors such as throughput, reliability, cost, 

etc. which are represented by %, 2, .... Xm. A number x(i,j) represents the value of attribute X; for 

the function A;. This presents a vector x(i) that holds the values for each of the attributes for 

function A,. 

Ozernoi and Gaft presented a more detailed problem representation than that used by Bell et 

al. [25]. The problem is represented as a 7-tuple: 

{t,S,K,X,f,G,r} 

where 

t = a statement of the problem 

= a set of feasible alternatives S 

K = a set of criteria 

X = the estimating scales 

f = a mapping of the feasible alternatives for the set of vector-valued estimates 

G = the decision maker’s preference system 

r = the decision rule 

In SDAT, the “statement of the problem,” t, is to assign the system functions represented by the 

system configuration to HW, SW, and FW. The overall design problem is addressed in the Design 

Decision Support System (DDSS) presented earlier and shown in Figure 2 on page 6. Specifically, 

the “System Design and Analysis” block of the DDSS addresses this problem statement by ana- 

lyzing the system’s configuration and attributes. 

The set of feasible alternatives, S, is represented by the design space. The design space begins 

as the set of all combinations of all functions implemented in HW, SW, or FW. This leads to 3” 

feasible alternatives. After the user specifies the characteristics of the system, a cutoff value can be 
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specified as to how small the final design space should be. The “Estimator/Predictor,” block 3 of 

the DDSS, applies the set of criteria, K, to obtain the estimating scales, X, and provide the map- 

ping, f. 

Finally, the tool allows for input from the user due to preference, availability of existing 

equipment, or restrictions to force certain solutions. This allows for a combination of the top-down 

and bottom-up design schemes. The user is basically left in charge of the preference system and the 

decision rule. The result should be better decisions based on more information provided by the 

DDSS. SDAT must not hinder the “brainstorming” of the designer, but instead, present informa- 

tion not previously not available to him or her. 

2.2.2.6 System Functional Analysis 

System functional analysis is the first step in the Preliminary System Design block of Blanchard 

and Fabrycky’s design evolution diagram. At this point, the designer applies the tools presented 

earlier to develop the functional flow diagram. This diagram will be the basis to allocate the per- 

formance specified in the system requirements and specifications. 

2.2.2.7 Performance Allocation 

The next step in Blanchard and Fabrycky’s design evolution block diagram 1s to allocate the 

performance of the system down through the system design tree. Blanchard and Fabrycky define 

allocation as the “distribution, allotment, or apportionment of top-level requirements to lower 

indenture levels of the system” [4]. Now that individual functions of the system are defined, the 

performance of the system can be distributed through the system to the individual functions. This 

procedure becomes clearer through examples. 

Some examples of performance are cost, weight, reliability, and throughput. For instance, if 

a system X, consisting of subfunctions A and B, has a cost of $1500, then the $1500 cost must be 
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allocated between subfunctions A and B. A may cost $50 and B may cost $1450 or the split may 

be more even. The point is specifications in performance assigned to the overall system must be 

allocated through the system. 

The allocation of system performance for some factors may be more complicated than others. 

For instance, the reliability measure of Mean Time Between Failures, (MTBF), has the following 

equation for system X (assuming a series network with a constant failure rate and independent el- 

ements A and B) [4]: 

1 —!] 

—_|__) MTBFiB) MTBF(X) = (WiTBRAD + 

Therefore, each performance factor must be examined in terms of how to allocate its values through 

the system design tree. 

System design theory gives the techniques used to propagate factors such as reliability, main- 

tainability, cost, etc. and many algorithms exist to allocate these factors through the system design 

tree. These algorithms are not addressed in this thesis. However, the performance factors described 

in this section that are determined during conceptual design are equivalent to the attributes de- 

scribed later in this chapter. The SDAT program uses the attributes to allocate the system’s lowest 

level functions to HW, SW, or FW implementations. In addition, SDAT makes provisions to ac- 

cept the algorithms used to allocate performance through the design tree to assist the designer. 

Some of the performance values of the subfunctions may be known through past design ex- 

perience, specifications, or existing components that will perform certain functions. SDAT accepts 

attributes input from the design engineer as “hard” values and attempts to allocate the remaining 

attribute values to the functions with “soft” values, 1.e. values not specified by the design engineer. 
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2.2.2.8 System Optimization 

After defining the constraints the functions must comply with, the process of determining al- 

ternatives and evaluating their effectiveness must begin. This is the block of the design process 

where the DDSS is utilized. 

The SDAT program performs the System Design and Analysis function on the information 

found in the previous sections of preliminary design. This information includes: 

¢ items determined during conceptual design, specifically attributes and their ranges, 

¢ items determined during system functional analysis, specifically the functional breakdown of 
the system design tree, and 

¢ items determined during performance allocation, including function attribute values, attribute 
allocation algorithms, existing attribute values for certain functions, and attribute measures. 

The output of the SDAT program is a set of alternative system configurations with regards to 

HW/SW/FW allocation. 

Blanchard and Fabrycky present a flow chart of the evaluation of alternative system config- 

urations which is shown in Figure 8 [4]. The allocated system parameters are provided by the de- 

sign engineer from the previous sections of the preliminary design. SDAT provides the alternative 

approaches section of the flow chart by reducing the design space into a workable set of 

HW/SW/FW configurations. 

After the user accepts one or more of the configurations provided by SDAT, the “Estimator 

Predictor,” block 3 of the DDSS, determines design-dependent parameters for evaluation by the 

“Evaluation” function, block 4. The “Evaluation” function performs the “Evaluation of Alterna- 

tives” function of Blanchard and Fabrycky’s flow diagram. 

From this discussion, the input, output, and required functions of the SDAT tool were deter- 

mined. A balance between the top-down and bottom-up design approaches is achieved by begin- 

ning the design with a purely top-down methodology. Multiple passes through the system design 

iteration process may present situations to the design engineer where previous experience from other 

design solutions may be used, i.e. a bottom-up methodology. 
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It is important to remember that system effectiveness is determined by evaluating the criteria 

determined in conceptual design. In addition, SDAT makes its decisions based on the attributes 

which are derived by evaluating those criteria. Therefore, since SDAT is based on the criteria which 

are used for evaluation, it should produce a convergent solution to the design need [4]. 

Successful implementations of the DDSS and the SDAT program allow the design engineer 

to keep the criteria, performance allocation, and design alternatives of a complicated system design 

well organized. This results in better informed decisions during the detailed design phase. 

2.3 Attributes 

Blanchard and Fabrycky define attributes as “the properties or discernible manifestations of the 

components of a system” [4]. These attributes characterize the parameters of a system. In other 

words, they are the common characteristics between functions by which the functions can be ranked 

relative to one another. 

2.3.1 Use of Attributes in System Design 

The designer should be aware that determining the attribute characteristics of HW, SW, or FW 

may depend on how they are implemented. For instance, the type of language that may be used 

to design the software may affect costs. If a software language such as ADA is used to develop the 

system software, the development costs may be greatly reduced over another language while the 

remaining life-cycle costs may be greater due to maintenance and enhancement costs [1]. The pre- 

vious experience of the software design team may also affect the attributes of implementation in 

software. 
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Due to the different characteristics of HW, SW, and FW, various research has been conducted 

in the area of HW/SW/FW allocation. Webster developed a HW/SW/FW allocation tool to im- 

prove the allocation process [22]. The tool is based on evaluating factors that are important to the 

allocation and using analytical techniques to determine the optimum allocation. 

Webster examined three analytical methods for determining allocations of certain functions to 

HW/SW/FW based on the characteristics of HW, SW, and FW for measures such as throughput, 

adaptability, accuracy, and reliability. The characteristics of HW/SW/FW were determined through 

surveys sent to avionics developers. Webster’s work is described in more detail later in this chapter. 

Webster created a large set of ranked attributes based on interviews and a questionnaire pre- 

sented to avionics developers [22]. The following is a list of these attributes. 

Throughput/Speed 
Adaptability 
Accuracy 
Reliability 
Safety Factor 
Technology Stability 
Interface Requirement 
Testing Confidence 
Allowable Error 
Schedule 
Development Cost Expectation 
Requirement Risk 
Security Classification 
Required Documentation 
Life Cycle Cost 

Webster’s questionnaire determined the effect of all of these attributes on the allocation of functions 

to HW/SW/FW and is of great importance to this research. His research and results pertaining to 

individual functions are presented in Section 2.4. 

2.3.2 Determining a Set of Attributes 

Attributes should be carefully examined for each system. An initial concern of the designer 

or design team is to generate this set of attributes and to rank them in order of importance. In 

addition, it should be noted that if a system in general has a prominent attribute, this attribute is 
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not necessarily characteristic of all of the sub-functions. For instance, an expensive system does 

not imply its components are also expensive [22]. 

For the factors to be useful during the system design, they should cover all pertinent aspects 

of the system and they should be as independent, or non-overlapping, as possible [25]. The prob- 

lem of eliminating or including non-unique attributes will be addressed later in this chapter. 

In addition, it is important to note that the values of these attributes are compared to each 

other and replaced with a more general set of relative values, high (HI), medium (MED), and low 

(LOW). Because of this, it is necessary to examine the units in which the attributes will be meas- 

ured. For instance, cost may be measured in dollars, millions of dollars, schillings, etc. as long as 

the units are consistent for all of the functions. An attribute such as reliability, however, could be 

measured in Mean Time Between Failures, (MTBF), or in failures per unit time. MTBF should 

be used in this case due to the fact that the larger the number, the “higher” the reliability; a higher 

failure rate however produces a “lower” reliability. Once again consistent units must be kept in 

assigning values to different functions. 

Ozernoi and Gaft [25], state that there are two typical goals in determining a set of attributes 

to test a system design: stay as close to the real-life model as possible and make the model as simple 

as possible. They suggest that the first goal, trying to mimic real-life as closely as possible, tends 

to increase the number of attributes whereas the second, simplifying the model, tends to reduce 

them. Ozernoi and Gaft present a process to determine a set of criteria for decision making that 

involves brainstorming for possible attributes with an elimination of attributes found unnecessary. 

The process begins with a compilation of all possible attributes affecting the decision making. 

Expert help from professionals, participants in similar earlier decisions, and officials for which the 

work is being done is necessary. This “brainstorming” should reveal numerous attributes. The 

second step is to have the designer evaluate the set of attributes and eliminate criteria which are not 

directly connected with the design decision. Ozernoi and Gaft use the example of “system 

reliability” being a criteria while “system redundancy” is not [25]. It is clear that system redundancy 

may increase reliability, but it is not the only method to increase reliability, especially in imple- 

mentations such as software. 
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Steps 3 and 4 determine the technique for measuring and scaling the values to be assigned to 

the attributes. This was addressed earlier in Section 2.2.2.5 where the seven design criteria were 

presented. Step 5 checks for the complexity of the criteria. If the criteria is too complex, it should 

be evaluated to see if it can be divided into simpler attributes. If this is done, the user should return 

to step 2. If not, step 6 updates the list. 

Step 7 checks to see if the addition of the attribute to the attribute list changes the outcome 

of the decisions at all. A possible way to check this is to create 3” functions of the n attributes. 

Each of these functions would represent one of the HI, MED, or LOW combinations of all of the 

attributes. If an execution of the HW/SW/FW allocation tool does not indicate any difference from 

the n-1 original attributes, then the new attribute has no effect on the outcome. Further research 

can be performed in this area. 

2.4 Implementation Media Characteristics 

To perform HW/SW/FW allocation, the properties of HW, SW, and FW must be understood. 

The development of the functions with these media is usually concurrent in a system design and 

normally includes: 

e an analysis of the function’s requirements, 

e = preliminary design and review, 

@ detailed design and parts evaluation 

¢ prototype implementation, 

e testing and redesign, 

® integration, 

e = final testing, and 

¢ production. 
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These portions of the design process occur well after the application of the DDSS and SDAT, but 

the decisions made using the DDSS and SDAT directly affect these processes. Therefore, the 

characteristics of HW, SW, and FW implementation should dictate DDSS and SDAT decisions. 

2.4.1 Hardware 

Hardware consists of the permanent, physical implementation of circuits and devices. If soft- 

ware or firmware is being implemented, hardware is also required. Hardware consisting of 

processors and logic execute the software and firmware in addition to interfacing to other hardware 

functions. 

Hardware cannot be adapted easily to changes in the functional design. Changes in hardware 

require manipulating the physical circuitry. 

2.4.2 Software 

Software is used to control the hardware and can range from machine languages operating at 

the processor level to high-level languages that separate the user from the low-level functions of the 

hardware. Since software is usually contained in some form of read/write memory, software is 

easier to change. 

In early hardware/software systems, software costs were absorbed into hardware costs [10]. 

This was due to a number of reasons, one of which was that the development cost of the hardware 

far outweighed the development cost of the software because of the primitive nature of the software. 

Many users were expected to write the bulk of their own software. In addition, the manufacturing 

costs for the hardware was so much greater that if the development costs were not prohibitive, the 

software could be given away with the sale of the hardware. 
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Today, software manufacturing costs are still essentially non-existent. This is because manu- 

facturing consists simply of replication. Software development costs, however, have risen tremen- 

dously [10]. In addition, generalized or reusable hardware is quite common. As a very simple 

example, the personal computer takes a single hardware configuration, that is able to execute many 

different software packages. A more complex example is a reconfigurable or dynamic computer 

system that is capable of adapting to the specific type of software. For instance, it might be capable 

of parallel structures as well as sequential ones. 

Software on the other hand, is usually hardware dependent. A desired target for software de- 

Sign is portability, or the ability of the software to move from one environment or hardware con- 

figuration to another [1]. In addition, software is usually developed in parallel to the hardware 

taking little note of previous experiences and existing software. These designs are usually developed 

in a stand-alone atmosphere. This results in a high number of failures and lack of re-use due to 

being so application specific [1]. 

Finally, costs are rising due to the lack of development tools and methodologies [1]. Hardware 

is nearing the point where a user can go from a hardware description language representation to a 

very large scale integration (VLSI) implementation without ever seeing the intermediate steps. The 

level of abstraction of software development tends to prohibit this type of design. In addition, 

simple tools such as compilers sometimes do not have a very high level of coding efficiency. 

Therefore, if a system must have a tremendously high throughput, sometimes only the lowest level 

software language is possible. 

2.4.3 Firmware 

As the name suggests, firmware lies somewhere between hardware and software. Firmware is 

usually contained in erasable programmable read only memories (EPROM’s). Firmware can be 

used to contain permanent programs for processors or they can be used to mimic hardware func- 

tions. Programmable logic arrays (PLA’s) are an example of firmware that mimics hardware. 
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Firmware is not quite as hard to alter as hardware. A change to firmware can be performed by 

swapping EPROM’s or PLA’s. 

2.5 Webster's Decision Support System 

The objective of this research is the allocation of the lowest level functions of a system hier- 

archy to HW, SW, or FW. This allocation is used to reduce the design space for future iterations 

of the preliminary design process. The process of HW/SW/FW allocation is based on Webster’s 

decision support system [22]. 

2.5.1 Contributions to SDAT 

SDAT requires each function of the system to have a HW weighting, SW weighting, and FW 

weighting. These weightings play the part of numerical recommendations for the implementation 

of a function. In this case, the higher the weighting, the more the carefully the designer should 

consider that particular implementation media. The result of these weightings is an ordering of the 

HW/SW/FW allocation design space. From this ordering, the designer can determine a threshold 

to restrict the design space or SDAT can provide that threshold. Webster’s decision support system 

provides the allocation weightings. 

Specifically, Webster created an IBM-PC based tool in the programming language Pascal for 

the decision support system. Decision techniques called the general linear model (GLM) method 

and the analytic hierarchy process (AHP) were implemented by Webster in his software tool. The 

GLM method was used in SDAT as a procedure based on Webster’s code. SDAT incorporates the 

GLM to create the HW, SW, and FW weightings. 
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In addition to the GLM method, Webster’s research provided the characteristics of the attri- 

butes used in the decision process. Webster sent out surveys to design engineers to determine the 

attributes and their characteristics that are pertinent to HW/SW/FW allocation. The results of this 

survey can be found in [22]. 

2.5.2 Algorithms 

Webster based his GLM procedure on work done by Stahl and Zimmerer [20]. The procedure 

assigns weightings to a set of possible options based on the inputs to the decision. The user can 

use these weightings to make a final decision. The two primary components to produce these 

weightings are the relative importance of the factors on which the decision is based and the option’s 

value for that factor. The procedure uses the additive model of the GLM method. This model is 

presented below for n factors. 

Y= (hx Xi) 
i=1 

where: 

= the weighting of the decision alternative 

B, = the relative weight of factor i in the decision 

X; = the value of the decision option for factor i 

For instance, assume the decision to buy a car is based on the following factors listed in order 

of importance: price, luggage space, and color. The relative weights of the factors, B,, may be as- 

signed: 

B(price) = 3 

B(luggage space) = 2 

B(color) = 1 
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where the higher weight indicates the better choice. If price was of a much greater importance than 

luggage space or color, the relative weights may be assigned: 

B(price) = 5 

B(luggage space) = 2 

B(color) = 1 

This is an example of the adaptability of this method. Now, let the method of measurement of each 

factor be: 

5 - great 
4 - good 
3 - fair 
2 - poor 
1 - bad 

Car A may have a good price, great luggage room, and a fair color, while car B may have a great 

price, fair luggage room and a great color. The following weightings would be determined: 

¥(Car A) = (5x4) + (2x5) + (1x3) = 33 

Y(Car B) = (5x5) + (2x3) + (1x5) = 36 

The suggested choice would be car B based on the additive GLM method. Webster’s routine 

uses the attributes of HW, SW, and FW determined during conceptual design as the factors and the 

allocation to HW, SW, or FW as the decisions. 

First, Webster’s method uses two inputs from the user to order the attributes. The first input 

is the rank of the attribute, R;. This is a number from 1 to 15, inclusive, that simply places the 

attributes in sequential order. Remember from the example, however, that the spacing between the 

importance of factors may not be even. Cost had a much higher rank than luggage space or color 

while luggage space and color were fairly close. This “spacing” of the attribute ranking can be 

varied using Webster’s weight importance factor, Wi. This is a number from | to 3, inclusive, in- 
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dicating “very important” (1), “mildly important” (2), and “not very important” (3). These two 

factors are combined to produce the variable B; in the GLM method. 

The remaining factor in the GLM method is the dimension value of the decision for the factor 

i, X;. In other words, what value does this alternative have for the i-th attribute? In terms of 

HW/SW/FW allocation, how does this function’s value for the attribute favor the implementation 

in question? 

For the variable X;, Webster’s method creates a mapping from the function’s value for an at- 

tribute to the level of the decision option for each attribute. The creation of the mapping takes 

place with the user’s input for the attribute. For a specific attribute, each implementation media, 

i.e. HW, SW, or FW, is given a level from 1 to 5 indicating the likelihood of implementation cor- 

responding to a function having a high, medium, or low value for this attribute. This value is given 

the notation H; for HW, S; for SW, and F; for FW. For instance, for the attribute throughput, the 

likelihood of implementation, (1 through 5), in HW may be: 

high attribute value: 1 (almost certain) 
medium attribute value: 3 (uncertain) 
low attribute value: 4 (more than likely not) 

The mapping is performed by giving a function a value of high, medium, or low for an attribute, 

and mapping it to the 1 to 5 likelihood. For instance, for throughput, a function having high 
Lanes: ce :$ theo te, gies gee i oa Phiogendu ss § tae: Corde Be cs gE ok obi ost Cte xis 

ed x . 5 throughput would be mapped to a level of Hj=1. Wave « & ¢, Ee a get 

For Webster’s mapping, the following levels were used corresponding to the probability of 

implementation: 

LEVEL QUALITATIVE QUANTITATIVE 

  

Almost certainly 95% 

2 More than likely 75% 

3 Uncertain 50% 

4 More than likely not 35% 

5 Almost certainly not 10% 
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Figure 9 presents the input screen used to define the characteristics of an attribute. 

Note that a larger number in the GLM weights indicates a higher level, but in Webster's no- 

tation, a lower number indicates a higher level. For the variable B;, the relative attribute weights 

are given the correct weighting with the defining equation: 

B, = 7 * 16 Ro 

The value of the decision option for an attribute has a similar equation: 

The decision weighting, Y, is calculated for HW, SW, and FW. The last step Webster’s routine 

performs is to add the total of the decision weights for HW, SW, and FW, divide each weighting 

by this total, and them multiply by 100. This gives a likelihood of implementation on a scale of 0 

to 100. 

2.5.3 Strengths and Weaknesses 

Webster indicates that the two types of research are exploratory and confirmatory [17] and that 

his was exploratory in nature. His decision support system explored areas of system design that 
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were relatively unknown. Confirmatory research is necessary to support previous research. This 

research offers the opportunity for designers to apply Webster’s work to specific designs. This will 

verify Webster’s work and is, therefore, considered one step toward confirmatory research. SDAT 

not only implements Webster’s work, but it also automates his decision support system so designers 

can test his theories by applying the tool to future design processes. 

Webster also states that the area of top-down design lacks support in allocation of functions 

to HW/SW/FW [22]. Therefore, SDAT was needed to link Webster’s HW/SW/FW allocation tool 

to top-down design. 

One of the strengths of Webster’s work is the adaptability of the decision support system. 

Being able to define the attributes for HW, SW, and FW with such flexibility allows the tool to 

assist with decisions based on specific types of HW, SW, or FW. For instance, one designer may 

consider microcode used to drive a piece of HW as FW and code in an EPROM used to run a 

microprocessor as SW while another designer may consider a Pascal program as SW and assembly 

language code as FW. The adaptability of Webster’s decision support system allows this flexibility. 

The decision system is based on a careful use of attributes and could even be used for decisions like 

how to allocate sports cars, luxury cars, or station wagons to different types of drivers. All it takes 

is a Clear definition of the attributes during conceptual design. 

Last of all, Webster’s decision support system is used to document the design process. SDAT 

brings this process one step further by keeping track of the entire system instead of a single function. 

2.6 Fuzzy Set Theory 

Many of the principles used in SDAT are based on assigning values to elements without a clear 

idea of the exact value to assign. For instance, the tool presented by Webster assigns high, medium, 

or low values to an attribute of a function. The attribute’s real values may be measured in anything 
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from bits/second to pounds. In addition, where should the cutoff line between high and medium 

and medium and low be drawn? 

SDAT applies the theories of fuzzy logic to this imprecise form of assigning preliminary values 

to a system design. Chapter 5 describes how fuzzy logic was implemented in SDAT to assign at- 

tribute values in addition to the selection of candidate systems for further evaluation. 

This research applies fuzzy logic to the SDAT program in two ways. First, it is necessary to 

quantize the array of function attribute values into HI, MED, or LOW categories. Secondly, to 

determine a set of “most likely” allocations, a likelihood threshold is determined using fuzzy logic. 

Some of the problems that need to be addressed in the application of fuzzy logic to the SDAT 

program are listed below. 

1. The function values must be shown to possess fuzzy, instead of probabilistic, characteristics. 

2. The function values need to have a mapping to a [0,1] range of membership grades. 

3. A method for mapping membership functions to specific classes based on the grade of the 
membership is required. A membership function indicates classification to high, medium, or 
low classes. 

Zadeh [24] states some of the problems in existing methods of analysis. He feels that science 

places too much importance on quantitative analysis in dealing with human problems and deci- 

sions. If the point of this design tool is to assist the human decision process in the design of a 

system, then Zadeh [24] is supporting the use of fuzzy algorithms on which to base design deci- 

sions. Fuzzy logic can simulate the designer’s decision making capabilities. 

Zadeh states that any humanistic system is too complex to be analyzed with conventional 

quantitative thinking. He brings up a “principle of incompatibility”: 

Stated informally, the essence of this principle is that as the complexity of a system increases, our 
ability to make precise and yet significant statements about its behavior diminishes until a threshold 
is reached beyond which precision and significance (or relevance) become almost mutually exclusive 

characteristics. [24] 

This suggests that as system designs become more complex, it becomes more difficult, if not 

impossible, to make good decisions about design. If we want to keep track of all of the complexities 

of a new design then, in addition to computer-aided tools, we need to have the computer make 

human-like decisions. 
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Webster’s tool even uses a primitive application of fuzzy logic. A function allocation is based 

on so many attribute values that these values are placed in an order. In other words, they are given 

weighting values relative to each other. Zadeh indicates that human thinking performs a similar 

weighting function. A human being absorbs masses of data and orders it by placing fuzzy weights 

on the data. This order reduces or summarizes the complexity and size of the input data so that 

the human brain realizes that not all of the information is pertinent to the decision [24]. 

2.6.1 Linguistic Variables 

Zadeh’s approach has three main features. The first 1s what he calls linguistic variables. For 

example, assume a function in a system possesses a certain reliability. In fuzzy terms, this function 

may have high reliability, very high reliability, not very high reliability, low reliability, not high or 

low reliability, etc. In this case, reliability is described in fuzzy terms such as “high” and “low,” 

with the complementary values described with “not,” intersection or union described with words 

like “and” and “or,” and scalars such as ‘‘very.” The different fuzzy values are assigned to a variable 

named reliability. Reliability is a linguistic variable where no numbers are assigned, only linguistic 

descriptions. 

Zadeh claims that each word in a human language such as English represents a fuzzy subset 

of the universe of objects U [24]. For instance, the word “reliability” is associated with a certain 

membership function u(reliability) that defines a fuzzy subset of U called M(reliability). The word 

“high” is also associated with a membership function u(high) defining another fuzzy subset 

M(high). The intersection of these two subsets produces the fuzzy subset M(high reliability). 

A difficulty arises in creating the membership functions. A membership function for the word 

color could be defined using certain wavelengths, but how does one define a membership function 

for the word high. Zadeh states that his main application of linguistic variables is to create an ap- 

proximate way to define complex or abstract ideas or objects [24]. 
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2.6.2 Fuzzy Conditional Statements 

In terms of boolean logic, conditional statements have absolutely no ambiguity. Results can 

be determined from a truth table. When it comes to fuzzy logic, truth tables cannot be formulated. 

For instance, if a function A has high reliability, high adaptability, and low throughput require- 

ments, it could be implemented in software, but firmware may also be a good option. The goal is 

to have a conditional statement “if A then B” where A and B are fuzzy subsets [24]. For this re- 

search, this goal leads to the conditional statement “if A then B” where A is the characteristic of a 

function defined by its attributes and B represents the implementation in hardware, software, or 

firmware. Both of these sets are fuzzy subsets. 

2.6.3 Fuzzy Algorithms 

Fuzzy algorithms provide the means by which the values of the fuzzy set membership func- 

tions are produced [24]. A fuzzy algorithm is analogous to the functions used to represent a truth 

table in boolean logic. Though these algorithms may not produce exact results, the results may 

be sufficient to produce good results in terms of design options. 

2.6.4 Fuzzy Membership and Relations 

Fuzzy logic is a form of reasoning applied to infer a decision based on information that 1s im- 

precise, incomplete, and unreliable [23]. Qualifiers such as “many,” “large,” or “very fast” are dif- 

ficult to represent with precision. The values associated with fuzzy logic are measured in degree 

rather than a yes or no as associated with two valued logic, yet fuzzy logic still contains the yes and 

no answers as the upper and lower limits of the degree range. 
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The theory of fuzzy sets is based on a membership function that takes on values from 0 to | 

inclusive. This membership function describes a degree or grade that an element is a member of a 

set. Zero indicates no membership, values near 0 indicate possible but unlikely membership, values 

near | indicate strong membership possibilities, and 1 indicates membership [12]. 

The following notation is used to represent fuzzy membership functions: w,(x) is the mem- 

bership of x in the fuzzy subset A. This defines how much x, which 1s a member of a universal set 

U, is a member of A which is a fuzzy subset of U. 

In the manipulation of boolean values, the value of a variable (of length one) is either a 1 or 

a Q. This can be interpreted as a subset of the fuzzy membership function u(x), operating on the 

variable x, where the variable belongs, u(x)= 1, or it does not belong, u(x)=0, to the set. Algo- 

rithms based on boolean logic are very precise and no deviation from the 1 or 0 membership is al- 

lowed. Even if a variable is unspecified in design, in the actual implementation it always has a 1 

or a 0 applied to it. Fuzzy logic is applied when imprecise information makes it impossible for a 

membership function to declare whether a variable belongs to a set or not [12]. 

Three primary operations are applied to these membership functions. They are extensions of 

the boolean functions OR, AND, and NOT. The following definitions are operations on the fuzzy 

subsets A and B of the universal set, U. 

The UNION of A and B, denoted A+ B is the largest fuzzy subset that contains both A and B and 
is defined for all x in U: 

U4 4 p(X) = max(uy(x),up(x)) 

The INTERSECTION of A and B, denoted A.B is the smallest fuzzy subset that contains both 
A and B and is defined for all x in U: 

U4 p(X) = min(u4(x),up(x)) 

The COMPLEMENTATION of A where B is the complement of A, and vice versa, is defined for 
all x in U: 

up(x) = 1 — uy(x) 

These operations will be applied to the user’s input for function attributes to determine their 

membership functions. 
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Zadeh explains how the “grade” or value of a membership function could also be fuzzy. In 

other words, a membership function u(x) of A could be defined as a algebraic function of x. 

ug(x) = (1— x)? 

or it could be defined in terms of fuzzy sets operating on x as in this example for x in a universal 

set {a,b,c,d,e,f,g}: 
us(x) = low for x = a,b,e 

us(x) = med forx = dg 

us(x) = high forx = cf 

where tw (Y), Umea (Y), and Uign (y) are all fuzzy membership functions in the interval [0,1]. The 

membership functions can be used to dictate a boolean type membership by using a crossover 

point. A crossover point is the element at which the membership function’s value is 0.5 [24]. This 

point can be used to convert a fuzzy set to a boolean type set. Membership functions are usually 

continuous over a continuous universal set. Therefore, the membership function above and below 

the crossover point or between crossover points in functions with more than one crossover point 

are usually all above or below 0.5. 

Zadeh also describes a fuzzy relation as a fuzzy subset of a cartesian product. In other words, 

if X is a set and Y is a set, the fuzzy relation of the cartesian product X x Y is represented by the 

membership function u(x,y) operating on the ordered pair (x,y) [24]. This can be extended to the 

n-ary fuzzy relation operating on the universal sets. 

A membership function manipulation can take the form of: 

A* or axA 

where a is used to adjust a membership function like an adjective would modify a noun in the 

English language. Assume the membership function of A is u(x) where x is a member of the uni- 

versal set. The membership function of A* would be [24]: 

A® = (u(x))" 

The membership function for a x A would be [24]: 
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axA = axu(x) 

Zadeh shows how these linguistic hedges are used by presenting three uses. 

The first use is with an operation is called concentration. This operation is used to concentrate 

the number of elements above the crossover point by reducing the membership values of the ele- 

ments not very far above 0.5. The function takes the form A’ where a> | [24]. 

The second used is called dilation. It works in the opposite way by using A? where a< 1. This 

causes the elements whose membership function are almost, but not quite, 0.5 to end up above the 

crossover point [24]. 

The final use combines both a x A and A? in a function called contrast intensification. This 

operation 1s used to increase the difference in membership function values around the crossover 

point while not moving any elements to the other side of the crossover point. The function is 

shown below. 

2(A), for 0.0 < u(y) < 0.5 
INT(A) = _ 

2(A), for 0.5 < u(y) < 1.0 

where the bar indicates complementation. This type of membership function manipulation can be 

used to allow the user to select the degree of “good” in selecting optimum design choices. 

DuBois [6] states that one of the most common questions in applying fuzzy logic is how and 

from what data can membership functions be determined. Membership functions should model the 

responses of a large sample of humans to the question, “Does x belong to this category?” [6]. For 

instance, presenting the question, “Is a $1000 price expensive?” will result in a diversity of re- 

sponses. 

DuBois states that membership functions themselves may be fuzzy [6]. The question “Is a 

$1000 price expensive?” will produce different membership functions for cars than for a man’s suit. 

In terms of system design, this can create problems if a system’s lowest level functions have not 

been decomposed to an even level. 

Many procedures for estimating membership functions have been created in an effort to apply 

fuzzy logic to decision making. In 1972, Zadeh [25] presented a membership function estimation 
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by means of a survey. The procedure begins by creating a set of responses ranging from True to 

False similar to the qualitative range that Webster created for the probability of implementation 

input for attributes. The next step is to assign numerical values to each level. For a fuzzy set such 

as “high,” a group of people could be surveyed to see how they relate the fuzzy set “high” to a 

certain numerical value. These associations would be used to represent the membership function. 

This example creates problems for SDAT. Since the membership functions themselves are 

fuzzy, a different survey would have to be applied for each distribution of values. For instance, 

membership functions would have to be produced for costs ranging from $10,000 to $25,000 with 

a concentration at the lower values in addition to a situation where costs range from 10 cents to 

$1 with a concentration at the high values. 

2.6.5 Use of Fuzzy Logic in SDAT 

The membership functions used in fuzzy logic are often confused with probability functions. 

Probability predicts the chance of a certain outcome whereas fuzzy logic determines the likelihood 

that an element is a member of a certain fuzzy subset. De Mori [5] states that possibility, repres- 

ented by fuzzy membership, represents a degree of feasibility. Probability represents the number 

of successful occurrences out of a sample group. He uses the example that something that is pos- 

sible may not be probable. 

DuBois used the possibility distribution to show the difference between fuzzy decisions and 

non-fuzzy decisions based on probability [6]. The possibility function can be described by an ex- 

ample. Suppose A is a non-fuzzy subset of X. For instance, X could be the set of natural numbers 

with A = {1,3,4,5,9}. The possibility distribution p for the statement “‘v takes its value in A” is: 

lifxisinA 

p(v=x) = pv) = 
OifxisnotinA 
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In other words, if v is in A, then any element in A has a possibility of 1 of being v and any element 

not in A has a possibility of 0 of being v [6]. This is distinguished from a probability function where 

each value in X is mapped to a ratio of the total number of favorable outcomes to the total number 

of outcomes [9]. This forces the sum of all of the probabilities over all possible outcomes to be 

equal to 1. This is where the two functions differ. A possibility function indicates that a value v 

could possibly take on a certain value or not. It is a true or false result with no intermediate degrees. 

The probability function states the percentage of time a value v would take on a certain value. 

Fuzzy logic assigns magnitudes to the possibility distribution to produce a membership func- 

tion. For instance, assume that the set A is a fuzzy subset of X. With a fuzzy restriction placed 

on the possibility function p, the distribution now looks like [9]: 

. 

p(v=x) = p(v) = u(x) 

As an example, assume X equals the integers between | and 20 and A is the fuzzy subset of X de- 

fining “high” with a membership function u of A. The membership function may take on values 

like: 

u(l) = 0 u,s(6) = 0 ug(11) = 0.1 u,(16) = 0.5 
u,(2) = 0 u,.(7) = 0 u4{12) = 0.2 us(17) = 0.6 
u(3) = 0 u,(8) = 0 ug(13) = 0.2 us(18) = 0.8 
u,s(4) = 0 us(9) = 0 ug(14) = 0.3 u,(19) = 0.9 
us(5) = 0 ua(10) = 0.1 ua(15) = 0.4 u,4(20) = 1.0 

There is no probability involved. When v takes on the value x, it possesses a degree of “high” as 

defined by the fuzzy subset A. 

2.7 Summary 

This chapter presented the theories and processes of structured system design. This included 

the roles of the designer or design team and the CAD/E tools. The DDSS was described along 

with the purpose of each of its components. The decision making process was examined in terms 
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of HW/SW/FW allocation and fuzzy logic membership functions. The general characteristics of 

HW, SW, and FW were presented to indicate how the attributes of each affect HW/SW/FW allo- 

cation. Webster’s HW/SW/FW allocation tool was described along with the algorithms it uses. 

Finally, a detailed examination of fuzzy logic and how it can be applied to decision making was 

presented. This creates the foundation for the development of SDAT. 
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Chapter 3. Design Concepts 

3.1 Introduction 

The purpose of this chapter is to relate the theories and ideas presented in Chapter 2 to the 

operation of SDAT. It describes the role of SDAT in the DDSS and shows how SDAT uses fuzzy 

logic in its decision making. The general organization of the tool, which concentrates on the 

top-down method of system design, is also presented. 

3.2 Function and Role of SDAT in the DDSS 

The DDSS is based on Blanchard and Fabrycky’s definition of a DDSS [3]. It contains the 

following components: 

1. a human designer or team, 

2. a design generator, 

3. estimators and predictors, 
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4. a design evaluator, and 

5. a database. 

The DDSS gives structure to the designer or design team’s activities. The human designer is still 

in control of the design process, but the design aids guide and assist the designer in making better 

decisions. 

The design generator assists the designer in creating the preliminary design configuration. This 

includes creation of the hierarchy of functions and HW/SW/FW allocation. The designer uses the 

processes described in Chapter 2 to effectively decompose the system into its subfunctions. Then 

SDAT completes the design generator function by reducing the design space through HW/SW/FW 

allocation. 

The estimators and predictors are applied after the design generator has determined a group 

of design alternatives. The function of the estimators and predictors is to determine the set of sys- 

tem performance measures based on each of the design alternatives. In other words, the design 

generator takes the set of system performance requirements and turns it into a design. The esti- 

mators and predictors take that design and see if the design meets its goals. 

The estimators and predictors also determine the consequences for certain implementations. 

For instance, it must be realized that if a function is implemented in software, this will also require 

a processor, memory, and any interfaces necessary to communicate with its functional neighbors. 

The design evaluator then computes an overall effectiveness measure to allow the designer to 

compare the design to the requirements and to design alternatives. 

Last of all, since this is a knowledge based system, past design experiences, system require- 

ments, design model, etc. are stored in the DDSS database. The iterative nature of the DDSS forces 

the database to grow with the information gained from previous iterations. 
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3.3 Relation to System Design Theory 

With SDAT as the design generator, it should make the transition in the design from Eisner’s 

conceptual model to his configurational model. It accomplishes the transition by applying the 

principles of structured system design as described by Page-Jones and presented in Chapter 2. 

The first of Page-Jones’s requirements for a structured system design is to fit the solution to 

the need. In terms of SDAT’s operation, the HW/FW/SW allocation is based on the fulfillment 

of the functions’ requirements. Unless the designer violated the process of the top-down decom- 

position of the system, the design solution will fit the problem. 

The second requirement of structured system design is the use of lowest level functions. Once 

again, if the designer has followed the methods of top-down decomposition properly and has 

reached a set of lowest level functions for all branches of the design tree, this requirement will be 

fulfilled. If this is done, each function can be described by a simple set of inputs and outputs and 

a basic algorithm. This makes the HW/SW/FW allocation more reliable since it is unlikely that 

variations in the attribute values are hidden. Hidden attribute values can occur easily in functions 

higher in the hierarchy. For example, a $10 function may consist of two functions of equal im- 

portance, one which costs $9.50, and another which costs $0.50. This may make a difference in the 

HW/SW/FW allocation. 

SDAT is a response to the third and fourth requirements of structured system design: the use 

of computer aided design tools and the need to develop well-defined design processes. SDAT is 

designed to interface with a CAD integration and database tool that can accept an ACSII data file 

describing the hierarchy, attribute values, and allocations of a system. This integration and database 

tool combines the information from tools such as SDAT and the design databases to provide a 

graphic interface to the user. This aids the user in organizing his or her information and performing 

design changes. The development of SDAT was based on the IDEEL integration and database 

package which was developed by Automated Images [2]. 
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The remaining portions of the DDSS fulfill Page-Jones’ last requirement of structured system 

design: the use of evaluation criteria to determine the success of the design solution. 

3.4 General Organization 

Every level of the design process presented here is an isomorphism of Hooton’s design process 

structure presented in Figure 6 on page 23. In his design structure, the start of each iteration is 

viewed as a proposed solution to the requirements. The iteration is performed to alter the re- 

quirements and the design solution to reach a converging solution [10]. During later stages of the 

development, any design iteration may be modified or simply thrown out. 

The conceptual design stage of the design process is an isomorphism of Hooton’s design 

structure where the input is the definition of a need and the output is the operational requirements 

for the system. The definition of a need produces the requirements block of Hooton’s design 

structure. Brainstorming on new and previous operational requirements performs the transition 

from the requirements to the design block of Hooton’s process. Hooton’s critical test 1s performed 

when the members of the conceptual design team analyze the need and create a tentative list of the 

operational requirements. The operational requirements that the team creates are then compared 

against the need definition to see if they converge. If there is no convergence, incompatible re- 

quirements or misfits are identified and modified or eliminated. 

The DDSS is also an isomorphism of Hooton’s design structure with the operational require- 

ments as the input and the design configuration with the parts allocated to HW, SW, or FW as the 

output. The requirements of the system design are defined during the conceptual design. The 

“database” for these requirements is the human designer(s) of the DDSS morphology and the 

DDSS database in Figure 2 on page 6. The DDSS CAD/E tools transform the requirements into 

a tentative design structure and a set of HW/SW/FW allocations, thereby satisfying the functions 

of Hooton’s Design block. The output of this block should be a design solution which is to be 
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evaluated to identify configurations that do not converge with the requirements. These misfits are 

then either modified or eliminated for the next iteration. 

A similar analysis was performed to create the structure of SDAT. Since SDAT operates as 

the CAD/E section of the DDSS, its requirements also originate during conceptual design and the 

interface for these requirements is the human designer(s). The design requirements also take the 

form of attributes and the equations that define them throughout the system tree. These items are 

part of the DDSS database. 

The human/CAD interface allows the designer to use SDAT to take the requirements and 

transform them into a preliminary system design. This block of Hooton’s design process contains 

the general system structure of functions, the attributes of these functions, and any of the user’s 

desired allocations to HW, SW, or FW. 

The designer then uses SDAT to propagate attribute values through the system tree to perform 

the critical test block of Hooton’s design. This “tests” the user’s predefined requirements of his or 

her system design to determine how the undefined attributes must be set to satisfy the design re- 

quirements. 

Finally, the misfits of the HW/SW/FW allocation design space are identified by SDAT. SDAT 

accomplishes this by ordering the design space and allowing the user to define a cutoff point below 

which all misfits are eliminated. An evaluation of the remaining design space can determine if the 

tentative design converges with the requirements. Manipulation of the design and requirements 

creates the input to the next iteration. Hooton’s evolutionary structure of the design process was 

adapted to produce the structure of SDAT presented in Figure 10. 

The first block of SDAT receives the system requirements from the user to produce the pre- 

liminary system configuration. This includes: 

¢ attributes information, specifically 

» attribute name, 

» range of values, and 

*# equation to propagate values through design tree, and 
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e = functional breakdown, specifically 

=» hierarchy through design tree, 

» interconnection with functions on same level, and 

» tentative attribute values for each function. 

Next, the attribute equations are used to propagate values through the system hierarchy. These 

functions complete the assignment of tentative attribute values to the system. The output of this 

block is a complete tentative design in terms of the requirements. At this point, the design space 

still needs to be reduced. 

Misfit elimination is performed by applying Webster’s HW/SW/FW allocation tool and or- 

dering the design space. Once the user determines a boundry to the allocation design space and 

examines the results of SDAT, the design requirements can be adjusted and a new preliminary 

system configuration can be input. This can involve fixed assignments of functions to specific 

HW/SW/FW allocations, a redesign of the system design structure, or different attribute values. 

3.5 Use of Fuzzy Logic in SDAT 

As discussed in Chapter 2, fuzzy logic can be applied to decide if an element is a member of 

a set. SDAT makes two decisions based on membership in a set: attribute values need to be as- 

signed to one of the three sets representing high, medium, and low and the allocation possibility 

values from Webster’s tool need to be checked for membership in a set of feasible allocations. The 

implementations of these membership functions are described in Chapter 4 in the sections where 

they are used in SDAT. 
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Fuzzy logic routines are used in SDAT to simulate the human designer’s decision process. 

This involves a compilation of the universal set of elements on which the decisions are made, i.e. 

the set of attributes, and the development of the membership functions which make the decisions. 

Two applications of fuzzy logic are used in SDAT to assist the designer. First, the lowest level 

function attributes need to be assigned high, medium, or low values. These values are used by 

Webster's tool in the assignment of functions to HW, SW, or FW. SDAT uses standard mem- 

bership functions to create the fuzzy subsets “HI,” “MED,” and “LO.” Each attribute of the 

lowest level functions is assigned a value of high, medium, or low based on their membership in the 

fuzzy subsets “HI,” “MED,” and “LO.” The idea is to base the assignment of a function’s attribute 

to high, medium, or low on the attribute’s value with respect to the other functions in the system. 

A human’s assignment may be biased by past experience or it may be such a tedious process for a 

large system that mistakes may be made. 

The second application of fuzzy logic in SDAT is used in the reduction of the design space. 

At the end of each cycle in SDAT, the user is provided with a list of “best” design options. The 

user is also able to determine a degree of “best” in order to reduce the design space even further. 

A fuzzy set “BEST” will be created using standard fuzzy membership functions. Zadeh’s contrast 

intensification [24] described in Chapter 2 will be used to provide the further reduction of the 

“BEST” subset. 

3.7 Summary 

This chapter showed how SDAT fits into the overall design process. This included SDAT’s 

fulfillment of Page-Jones’ requirements of a structured system design process. SDAT’s purposes 

in Blanchard and Fabrycky’s DDSS were also described. Last of all, the uses of fuzzy logic in 

SDAT’s decision making were shown. 
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Chapter 4. System Design Allocation Tool 

4.1 Introduction 

This chapter presents the implementation of SDAT. This includes the development of fuzzy 

logic membership functions, the development of a system hierarchy, the incorporation of Webster’s 

HW/SW/FW allocation tool, and the ordering of the design space. A description of the develop- 

ment of SDAT along with the development portion of the chapter follows the block diagram of 

SDAT presented in Figure 10 on page 59. 

4.2 SDAT Development 

Much of the work in creating SDAT was involved in researching and combining the theories 

and procedures of the structured system design process. SDAT is based on Hooton’s modular 
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structure and supports easy refinement of individual sections of the tool. Chapter 5 presents a de- 

sign example to show how SDAT is used. 

4.3 Preliminary System Configuration 

The preliminary system configuration block of SDAT combines the information from con- 

ceptual design, functional analysis, and requirements allocation. The input from conceptual design 

must include the list of attributes that will determine HW/SW/FW allocation, the performance 

values that the system must meet, and the mission definition. During functional analysis the de- 

signer must apply the techniques described in Chapter 2 to produce a system hierarchy down to the 

lowest level functions with minimal coupling. Last of all, the system requirements need to be al- 

located to the individual functions. 

Preliminary system configuration is the starting point for the input of all this information. 

SDAT assists the designer in the allocation of system requirements, but all of the other steps in the 

system design should be completed before the designer uses SDAT. Chapter 2 describes the basics 

behind each of these steps. 

The first step in SDAT is for the user to input the necessary attributes of the system. The 

designer must know: 

e the definition of the attribute as it is used in this system to avoid ambiguity, 

e the unit of measurement for the attribute value, 

e the range of values that this attribute can take on in this system, 

e the rank and weight of the attribute relative to other attributes for Webster’s decision tool, 

e = the defining equation to propagate the attribute’s values through the design tree, and 

e = the likelihood of implementation in HW, SW, or FW corresponding to a function having a 
high, medium, or low value for this attribute. 
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It is important to remember that the relative values of the unit of measure for the attribute must 

coincide with the likelihood of implementation mapping, or the results will be incorrect. The de- 

finition of the attributes may be maintained as a separate data base from the system design. They 

need not be known to each designer or be re-defined for each new design. 

The next level of user input is the system hierarchy. The tool starts as the user would at the 

top level of the system. The designer creates the system hierarchy in a top-down fashion, forming 

the subfunctions that were determined during functional analysis. At each level of the hierarchy, 

the designer must either input the values of the attributes for the functions and subfunctions or have 

SDAT propagate the values using the equation entered during the attribute inputs. The designer 

can also input the connectivity between subfunctions of the system at this point. Since SDAT uses 

the same process of hierarchical breakdown to enter the system as the designer did to create the 

hierarchy, the designer is given another opportunity to review the hierarchy and create changes in 

an attempt to eliminate misfits earlier in the design process. The DDSS should now contain all of 

the information necessary from the designer to begin design iterations using SDAT. 

4.4 Propagating Attribute Values Through System Tree 

The allocation of performance through the system must be performed after the system hierar- 

chy has been created. To apply Webster’s decision tool, the attribute values for all of the functions 

must be determined. This may be done during the performance allocation step of preliminary de- 

sign or during the hierarchical decomposition of the system in SDAT. 

Attribute values may be propagated through the design hierarchy in SDAT to create a pre- 

liminary performance allocation. This may be done either top-down or bottom-up. For instance, 

the cost of a parent function can be determine by adding the costs of the children functions or the 

individual costs of the children functions may be determined by dividing the remainder of the par- 

ent’s value cost across the children whose cost has not yet been determined. 
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In SDAT, there are two types of attribute values: hard and soft. Hard values are determined 

by the user and are not affected by the propagation of values with the attribute equations. Soft 

values are determined by propagation through the hierarchy with the propagation equations. 

4.5 Overall System Requirements and Hierarchy 

At this point, the present iteration of the system design has been defined in SDAT. This in- 

cludes all of the information determined during conceptual and preliminary design in addition to 

information gained by propagation of attribute values through the design tree. Therefore, most of 

the information is from the designer’s input. At this point, SDAT starts making decisions based 

on that input in an effort to merge the design at this iteration with the design requirements. 

4.6 Defining the Sets HI, MED, and LO 

When Webster’s DDSS [22] is applied to each of the functions to determine suggested allo- 

cations, the values of the attributes are given as high, medium, and low. The user, however, may 

have input the attribute values as numbers. The transition from absolute to relative values is per- 

formed through an evaluation of each function’s attribute value as compared to the other function’s 

values to create a membership function. 

As opposed to the linguistic variables to which Zadeh refers [24], programming languages do 

not have the ability to make fuzzy decisions [6]. It would be nice to have a programming language 

which could execute instructions such as: 

IF (A LARGE) THEN GOTO LABELI1 
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Or 

IF (HEIGHT = TALL) THEN 

ELSE IF (HEIGHT = SHORT) THEN 

ELSE 

A programming language such as Pascal does not include linguistic qualifiers and, therefore, the 

statements shown above must be simulated. 

The fuzzy sets used by SDAT are identified as HI, MED, and LO, respectively. Chapter 2 

explained how certain fuzzy sets relate to one another. For SDAT, the fuzzy set MED should 

contain attribute values that are not members of LO or members of HI. In terms of fuzzy arith- 

metic, the membership function of the fuzzy set MED for the element x is: 

UyED(xX) = {U-zo(x)}a{u- yx} 

UyED(X) = min{(1 — wz, 9(x)),(1 — uq7(x))} 

Therefore, using this equation, SDAT only needs to determine the fuzzy sets LO and HI. 

De Mori [5] states that to determine a fuzzy set membership function, all definite members are 

initially assigned a value of 1 in the membership function and all definite non-members are assigned 

a value of 0. In terms of the set HI, a definite member would be the largest member of the set of 

values and a definite non-member is the lowest value and vice versa for LO. The next question is 

how many of the values interior to the range of values should be made 1 and 0. 

For the membership function describing “HI” in SDAT, if the next number less than the value 

given a membership of | is more than 100 percent divided by the total number of functions less than 

the first number, it too is given a value of | in the membership function. In other words, if x and 

y are two consecutive values in a set, y being the larger, and the membership value of y is 1, the 

membership value of x is 1 only if (x — y) is greater than the total range of values divided by the 

total number of members in the set. 

For example, assume SDAT needs to determine the membership function “HI” for the attri- 

bute reliability for 10 lowest level functions with MTBF values ranging from | to 21 months. In 
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this case, the full range is 21-1= 20 months. If the second largest MTBF was 20/10=2 less than 

the largest value, then it too would have a membership value of 1. This process is repeated for the 

smallest values for the fuzzy set “LO.” This procedure is used to eliminate special cases. For in- 

stance, if most of the functions had MTBF’s in the range 2 to 10 months but one had an MTBF 

of 20 months, the special case should not bias the rest of the group. 

To find the non-members of the sets “HI” and “LO,” SDAT starts by determining the median 

value between the lowest member of the set “HI” with a membership value of 1 and the largest 

member of the set “LO” with a membership value of 1. All values below this median value have 

a membership function value of 0 for the set “HI.” All of the values above this median value have 

a membership value of 0 for the set “LO.” 

De Mori states that the next step is to interpolate between the members and non-members of 

the membership function [5]. The requirements for the interpolation are: 

e aslope of 0 at the lowest member of the set with membership function equal to 1, 

¢ aslope of 0 at the highest non-member of the set with membership function equal to 0, and 

¢ acontinuous slope across all values of the membership function. 

The parabola was chosen as the characteristic function to interpolate between the members and 

non-members of the fuzzy sets. The use of two parabolas is presented in Figure 11. This config- 

uration satisfies all of the requirements of the continuous interpolating function. 

The general equation to describe the parabola is 

Y = (Kx(X— Xo)" + Y,) 

where (X,,Y,) represents the base of the parabola in the plane and K determines whether the 

parabola is concave up or concave down in addition to making sure that the two parabolas meet 

at Y=0.5. An example is presented here to explain the calculation of the constants of the general 

equation. 

Figure 12 shows a membership function for “HI” where the definite membership starts at 

x= 17 and the definite non-membership starts at 11. It is necessary to create the continuous in- 

terpolating function between these two points. Start by defining Y, and X,. For the concave up 
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portion of the function, Y, = 0 and X, = 11. This is the base of the concave up parabola. The 

center of the interpolating function is at Y=0.5 and X is half way between the definite members 

and definite non-members, i.e. X = 0.5(11 + 17) = 14. The variable K is solved for by inserting 

these values into the general equation: 

0.5 = (K (14- 11)? - 0) 

K = 0.5/9 

K = 0.05556 

For the concave down function, K = —0.05556. This set of symmetric K values forces the slope 

to be continuous at X= 14, Y=0.5. 

The same calculation is performed for the fuzzy set “LO.” The fuzzy set “MED” is then cal- 

culated as presented above from “HI” and “LO.” 

4.7 Webster's Allocation Tool 

Once the attribute values are assigned to the fuzzy sets “HI,” “MED,” and “LO,” Webster’s 

HW/FW/SW allocation process can be applied. The calculations used in Webster’s decision 

process are presented in Chapter 2. 

4.8 Systen HW/SW/FW Allocation Design Space 

Now the designer has a suggested ordering of the design space. Certain functions may be given 

“hard” HW/SW/FW allocations due to the designer’s experience, parts availability, or system design 
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requirements. The remaining functions are ordered in the design space to allow SDAT to create a 

cut-off point. 

This is the other purpose of membership functions in SDAT. SDAT creates a fuzzy set 

“BEST” that represents the opttmum allocations of the parts to HW, SW, or FW. This fuzzy set 

is equivalent to the fuzzy set “HI” developed for the attribute values. The same process is per- 

formed to create the basic fuzzy set “BEST.” The difference here is the use of linguistic hedges such 

as “good,” “very good,” “very very good,” and so forth. Zadeh’s method of intensification [24] is 

applied in SDAT to reduce the fuzzy set “BEST.” The particular method used is to apply expo-. 

nents to the fuzzy set. For example: 

_ 2 
UyeryBEST ~ “BEST 

2 
WeryveryBEST — “veryBEST 

This allows the user to further eliminate misfits at the end of each iteration. 

4.9 SDAT Implementation 

SDAT was developed on an IBM PC using Turbo Pascal. The choice of an IBM PC was due 

to the large availability of CAD packages and integration and database tools to create the overall 

DDSS structure. SDAT was implemented in Turbo Pascal because of the ability to create a user 

friendly software tool with it. In addition, the decision tool developed by Webster was also devel- 

oped in Turbo Pascal, thereby allowing easy integration. 

The program is executed from a single main menu. From this menu the system can be de- 

scribed, the fuzzy sets “HI,” “MED,” and “LO” can be created, attributes can be input, lowest level 

functions can be allocated, and files for interaction with integration tools such as IDEEL can be 

created. 
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4.10 Summary 

This chapter described the development and implementation of SDAT and its necessary input 

from the designer. The creation of the membership functions for decision making was constructed 

and supported. 
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Chapter 5. Application of SDAT 

5.1 Introduction 

This chapter illustrates the use of SDAT using a case study. The system design model is cre- 

ated using the following processes: SDAT’s inputs from conceptual design are created, the system 

hierarchy is defined, the HW/FW/SW allocation process is performed, and the design space is re- 

duced. 

5.2 General Description 

The hypothetical example of a security system peripheral design presented in Chapter 2 is ex- 

panded for the case study. Specifically, the study evaluates the timer routines used to monitor 

communications to the central station. This involves starting the timer at the end of the last 
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transmission, setting the timer count value, having the timer indicate a time out condition, and 

performing the count down function. 

5.3 Attributes 

Conceptual design begins after the need has been identified. One of the inputs to SDAT from 

the conceptual design phase is the set of design attributes. These are determined by the design team, 

for example, by evaluating Blanchard and Fabrycky’s seven conceptual design criteria presented in 

Chapter 2. The design team brainstorms to derive a list covering all possible attributes affecting a 

security system design. This preliminary list is reduced to the final list using Ozernoi and Gaft’s 

principles of attribute reduction presented in Chapter 2. The preliminary list of the attributes for 

this design is presented below. 

Throughput/Speed: A general attribute including the processing rate of software, propagation 

rate of hardware and firmware, the symbol rate across data links, etc. 

Adaptability: The ability of an implementation to adapt to different tasks and/or information. 

Accuracy: The precision with which the implementation operates on information. 

Reliability: The time between failures. (Time between failures was chosen over failure rate for 

consistency because a higher value indicates better performance.) 

Safety Factor: The amount of physical or mental risk a user is taking by using this imple- 

mentation. 

Technology Stability: How much advances or changes in current technology affect this type 

of implementation. 

Internal Interface Requirement: The degree of coupling within the system that this imple- 

mentation can handle. 
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External Interface Requirement: How well does this implementation adapt to electronic and 

protocol standards of the industry and whether the standards allow this type of implementa- 

tion. 

Testing Confidence: How easily is this implementation tested. 

Allowable Error: How does this implementation adapt itself to errors or glitches during oper- 

ation. 

Schedule: How well does this implementation adhere to a product development schedule. 

Development Cost Expectation: How much does the development of this implementation cost 

in terms of workstations, learning curves, test equipment, prototypes, time for development, 

etc. 

Security Requirements: How well does this implementation keep information secure from in- 

trusion. 

Required Documentation: How much information does the user need to operate this imple- 

mentation. 

Life Cycle Cost: How does the implementation affect life cycle cost. 

User Interface: How difficult is it to interface the user to this implementation if needed. 

Regulatory Standards: Is this implementation usually used to implement regulatory standards. 

The design team reduces the set of attributes to the set considered most important to this sys- 

tem design. Ozernoi and Gaft’s methods on attribute set reduction [13] presented in Chapter 2 are 

used to come up with the following set of attributes. 

Throughput/Speed: The unit is operating in real time. Therefore, speed is a great concern. 

Reliability: The unit must be very reliable and must have the ability to fail gracefully. 

Development Cost Expectation: In the past, these security systems have been very SW inten- 

sive. SW usually takes up about 80 percent of the development time over HW and FW. 

Internal Interface Requirement: A size requirement is being imposed. Therefore, a small board 

with as few traces as possible is desired. 
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External Interface Requirement: Different users will want different methods of communication 

to the central station. This may be due to their existing hardware or environment. 

Allowable Error: When dealing with a security system, there must be error checking and 

methods to recover from glitches. 

Security Requirements: The unit must be resistant to tampering by unauthorized personnel. 

Regulatory Standards: A standard such as the data encryption standard, (DES), must be im- 

plemented in hardware according to the standard. The standard is not adhered to if it is im- 

plemented in software. 

The ranking of the attributes is important in this method of HW/SW/FW allocation. Unfor- 

tunately, this research revealed that ranking may be forced to differ between functions within the 

same system. For instance, a system design may place throughput as the most important factor. 

In this particular case, a set of status indicators to the user is needed. In the past it has been con- 

firmed that a set of LED’s and latched drivers, i.e. hardware, has been the best implementation. 

Due to the slow reaction time of a human to see LED’s as compared to the operation of the rest 

of the system, the throughput requirement is low. Webster’s decision tool consistently came up 

with a software allocation to this function when throughput was ranked most important. A re- 

evaluation of the ranking of the attributes according to the needs of the indicators resulted in a 

hardware implementation. Therefore, it is necessary for the user to properly determine the ranking 

of the attributes in addition to using common sense in the area of allocation. This also indicates 

that attributes with a lower rank have much less affect on HW/SW/FW allocation. The observa- 

tion of how lower ranking attributes have much less affect on allocation supports Ozernoi and 

Gaft’s method to reduce the number of attributes. 

Before the attributes can be assigned their rank in terms of their implementation, the defi- 

nitions separating HW, SW, and FW must be made. This system is to be based on an embedded 

microcontroller design. All of the code for the controller will be developed in assembly language 

and stored in an EPROM on the circuit board. The following definitions draw the lines between 

HW, SW, and FW: HW is the physical digital and analog circuitry, SW is the code for the micro- 
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processor, and FW is the programmable logic such as PLA’s. The implementation of SW will also 

require some HW since the code is contained in an EPROM, the program variables are contained 

in RAM, and the execution of the code is performed on a microprocessor. 

Next, questionnaires are distributed to engineers who had designed similar systems. Informa- 

tion from past projects or surveys might also be used. These questionnaires are used to determine 

the rank of the attribute and the tendency for an attribute to force a certain implementation. The 

questionnaire developed by Webster for his HW/SW/FW allocation tool could be used. The gen- 

eral format of the questionnaire along with an example is presented in Figure 13. 

In addition to the overall value factor, the engineers are asked to order the attributes in level of 

importance from | to 15. Last of all, the engineers are asked to identify methods to propagate the 

numerical information representing these attributes through the design tree. 

The results presented in Figure 14 are hypothetical with some support from Webster’s work 

5.4 System Description and Attribute Input to SDAT 

The next step is to create the hierarchical decomposition of the system. The design team cre- 

ates the system decomposition by following the procedures and hierarchical format presented in 

Chapter 2. For this case study, only a section of the decomposition is presented. The section ad- 

dressed is the set of timer functions that are used to determine if the system has waited too long for 

a communication event from the central station. This section is presented in Figure 15. 

At this point, the system characteristics are ready for input into SDAT. Execution of SDAT 

presents the main menu in Figure 16 on page 82. Choices 1, 2, and 3 allow the construction of the 

system hierarchy in SDAT. Choice 1, “input a new system,” is used to input the root of the system. 

For this particular section of the system, the system function “timer routine” is used as the root 

of the system. In most cases, the overall system will be started from this root. The information 

input includes: 
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Name: Attnbute name 
Hardware 

High performance 12345 

Moderate performance 12345 

Low performance 12345 

Overall value of factor: VI MI -NI 

Name: Throughput/Speed 
Hardware 

High performance <1>2345 

Moderate performance 12<3>45 

Low performance 123<4>5 

Overall value of factor: < VI> MI NI   Figure 13. Webster's questionnaire format [22]. 

Software 

12345 

12345 

12345 

Software 

1234<5> 

1<2>345 

<1>2345 

Firmware 

12345 

12345 

12345 

For instance, for the attribute throughput, a returned questionnaire may look like: 

Firmware 

12<3>45 

12<3>45 

12<3>45 
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1. Throughput/Speed 

Level HW SW FW 
H, It 5 3 
M 3 2 3 
L 4 1 3 

Rating: VI 

2. Development cost 

Level HW SW FW 
H 1 5 2 
M 2 4 2 
L 3 3 3 

Rating: VI 

3. Reliability 

Level HW SW FW 
H 5 2 3 
M 3 3 3 
L 2 4 3 

Rating: MI 

4. Security requirements 

Level HW SW FW 
H 1 5 2 
M 3 3 3 
L 4 2 3 

Rating: MI   Figure 14. Attribute definitions for case study. 

5. External interface requiremcat 

Level HW SW FW 
H 5 2 4 
M 3 3 3 
L 2 4 3 

Rating: MI 

6. Allowable error 

Level HW SW FW 
H 4 2 3 
M 4 2 3 
L 4 2 3 

Rating: MI 

7. Regulatory standards 

Level HW SW FW 
H 1 4. 3 
M 2 3 3 
L 4 3 3 

Rating: NI 

8. Internal interface requirement 

Level HW SW FW 
H 3 2 4 
M 2 2 4 
L 1 3 4 

Rating: NI   
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Please input the desired design procedure: 

1 - Input a new system 

2- Input a new level to an existing system 

3- Input characteristics for a certain function 

4- Evaluate attributes of lowest level functions 

5- Run Allocation Tool 

6- Select optimum set of configurations 

7 - Change attribute characteristics 

8 - Read/Write IDEEL files 

9- Change program settings 

0- Exit to DOS 

  Figure 16. SDAT main menu.   
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e = the child functions of this parent function, 

e the attributes of the parent and all child functions, and 

e the interconnection between the children of a parent function. 

The attribute assignment to the parent and child functions at this point is assisted by the attribute 

propagation equations entered by the user. 

Choice 2, “input a new level to an existing system,” allows the user to input the child functions 

of a parent function already in SDAT’s system tree. It asks for the same inputs as choice 1. 

Choice 3, “input characteristics for a certain function,” allows the user to alter the individual 

characteristics of a function and its child functions. 

Choice 4, “evaluate attributes of lowest level functions,” creates the fuzzy logic membership 

functions HI, MED, and LO. It then assigns the attribute values of the lowest level functions to 

these fuzzy sets to determine whether an attribute value is high, medium, or low relative to the other 

functions. These assignments to the sets HI, MED, or LO are used in the execution of Webster’s 

HW/SW/FW allocation tool, choice 5. 

Choice 6, “select optimum set of configurations,” orders the design space with regards to the 

HW/SW/FW allocation recommendations from Webster’s tool. A cut-off point is then determined 

by fuzzy logic or by the user. 

Choice 7, “change attribute characteristics,” allows the user to input and alter the attribute 

descriptions that were determined during conceptual design. 

Choice 8, “Read/Write IDEEL files,” reads or creates a generic ASCII text file of the system 

hierarchy including Dewey decimal number, the function attribute values, and the suggested 

HW/SW/FW allocations. These files are typically used to exchange data with the IDEEL data 

manager. 

The input of attributes begins with attribute characteristics for Webster’s tool. Figure 17 

presents this input screen. This screen is used to input the characteristics of the attributes that were 

determined during conceptual design. Following the input of the attribute characteristics, it is 

necessary to input the range of the attribute values and the propagation equations. The screen 
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following Webster’s input and the mput of the attribute value range is used for propagation 

equation input and is presented in Figure 18. 

A choice must be made here as to the direction of the attribute value propagation. Selecting 

“up” presents the list of choices in Figure 19 to create an attribute propagation equation. This type 

of equation propagates the attribute values from the children to the parent function. For attributes 

such as cost, this may be the method of choice. A good estimate of the lowest level functions’ cost 

may be available and the values can be propagated up the system tree. 

Note the availability of a connection matrix as a selection in the development of the attribute 

equations. This matrix is created when the connections between child functions are defined during 

the definition of the system hierarchy. The matrix will be explained later in this chapter. 

Figure 20 presents the functions used to create the downward propagation equations. If the 

user wants to simply take the system performance measures and propagate those values down 

through the system tree, it may be best to use downward propagation equations for all of the at- 

tributes. 

Once the attribute propagation equations are defined, the system hierarchy can be entered into 

SDAT. To begin the input of the system, choice | is selected from the main menu. This presents 

the screen in Figure 21. 

For this particular case study, attributes with unknown units of measure are represented by a 

scale of 1 to 10. The input for the attributes allows the ranges to be altered to allow any range of 

units or a relative scale. 

Next, the children of the parent function need to be input. This is done with the input screen 

presented in Figure 22. 

The next step is to define the connection matrix between the children of a parent function. 

This connection matrix can be used in the propagation of attribute values through the system tree. 

This matrix is created with the screen in Figure 23 on page 91 for each of the subfunctions. 

The connection matrix is unidirectional, i.e. it is sensitive to direction. That is why the con- 

nection matrix input screen asks if a function “transmits” to another function instead of asking for 

a simple connection. A | in a row of the connection matrix indicates that the function represented 
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Factor Name: 

SET MODEL TRADE-OFF FACTOR WEIGHTS 

  

| Level HW SW FW 

| 
| High 
| 
| Moderate 

| 
| Low 

  

  

Weight __ Input: VI, MI, or NI 

Ranking __ Input: 1 to 15 

Helpful Messages: 

Type “help” for Instructions 
Type “quit” to Exit 

  Figure 17. GLM factor input screen. 
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Attribute Equation Development 

This screen is used to develop general equations to calculate 

attribute values. The first step is to determine the direction 

of the calculation through the tree. In other words, is the 

value propagated up through consecutive parent functions or 

down through the children. 

Please input the direction for calculation for the attribute 

(u - up, d - down): u 

Figure 18. Attribute equation development.     
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To begin the design process, please input: 

’ SYSTEM NAME: Timer routine 

Input the parent’s value for the following attributes: 

Throughput Range:( 1.000to 10.000) 7 
Reliability Range: ( 0.000to 1000.000) 575 
Development Cost Range: ( 0.000 to 20000.000) 2000 
Internal interface Range:( 1.000to 10.000) 6 
External interface Range:( 1.000to 10.000) 2 
Allowable error Range:( 1.000to 10.000) 7 
Security reqrmnts Range:( 1.000to 10.000) l 
Regulatory stndrds Range:( 1.000to 10.000) l 

  Figure 21. SDAT’s parent function input screen.   
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Parent Function: Timer routine 

Functions: 

  

Timer Enable Check 
Timer Reset 
Timer Clear 
Timer Load 
Timer Enable Set Check 
Timer Enable Set 
Hi-Lo Clock Detect 
Timer Decrement 
Timer Count Zero Check 

. Timer Done Flag Set 

. D m
—
O
o
W
S
O
I
A
W
A
W
N
e
 

Input the subfunctions of the parent function listed above 
using the following special commands: 

hit [RETURN] after each entry to start next entry, 
enter D for last entry to indicate end of list, and 
enter U to edit previous entry. 

  Figure 22. SDAT’s children function input screen.     
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Function: Timer Enable Check 

  

Functions: Functions that 
transmits to: 

1. Timer Enable Check 1.4 
2. Timer Reset 2. 6 
3. Timer Clear 3.7 
4. Timer Load 4. 
5. Timer Enable Set Check 5. 
6. Timer Enable Set 6. 
7. Hi-Lo Clock Detect 7. 
8. Timer Decrement 8. 
9. Timer Count Zero Check 9. 
10. Timer Done Flag Set 10. 
Il. Done 

Enter the function that Timer Enable Check transmits to by 
entering the number of the function listed in the left column. 

Figure 23. Connection matrix input screen.   
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by the row transmits to the function represented by the column. For the timer function, this con- 

nection matrix looks like the following. 

Columns 
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The ones on the diagonal indicate the assumption that each function is connected internally. 

Once the parent and child functions are defined, the attribute values need to be propagated 

down from the parent function to the child functions. This is done in one of two ways with the 

screen in Figure 24. 

The values of the individual functions can be edited by placing the cursor at the value to edit 

and pressing the [RETURN] key. Once all of the predetermined attribute values for the functions 

are entered, pressing the [END] key calculates the remaining values with the propagation equation 

defined in the attribute’s definition. Completion of this input for all of the system’s attributes re- 

turns the user to the main menu. 

To input a subfunction of one of Timer Routine’s child functions, press 2 while in the main 

menu. The screen presented in Figure 25 is shown. At this point in the design process, no allo- 

cation to HW/SW/FW has been made. From this screen, the user selects the parent function for 

building the system tree. Repeating this selection for all parent/child function sets will create the 

system tree. Selection 3 from the main menu allows the designer to edit the system when it be- 

comes necessary to change the system structure or to edit function attribute values. 
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Input screen for the attribute Throughput 
with arange from 1.000to 10.000 

Hit the up arrow on the key pad to go up. 
Hit the down arrow on the key pad to go down. 
Hit [RETURN] to edit the function’s value. 
Hit [PgDn] to go to the next function. 
Hit [End] to calculate remaining values with equation. 

Timer routine 7 

Timer Enable Check 0.000 
Timer Reset 0.000 
Timer Clear 0.000 
Timer Load 0.000 
Timer Enable Set Check 0.000 
Timer Enable Set 0.000 
Hi-Lo Clock Detect 0.000 
Timer Decrement 0.000 
Timer Count Zero Check 0.000 
Timer Done Flag Set 0.000 

  Figure 24. Attribute value input screen.     
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Sub-system Design tree Possible 

  

name level Alloc. 

Use [PgDn] to 
Timer routine UNKN page through 
Timer Enable Check 1.0 UNKN the sub- 
Timer Reset 2.0 UNKN systems. 
Timer Clear 3.0 UNKN 
Timer Load 4.0 UNKN Use [RETURN] | 
Timer Enable Set Check 5.0 UNKN to exit from 
Timer Enable Set _.. 6.0 UNKN this screen. 
Hi-Lo Clock Detect 7.0 UNKN 
Timer Decrement 8.0 UNKN 
Timer Count Zero Check | 9.0 UNKN 
Timer Done Flag Set 10.0 UNKN 

          

  Figure 25. System tree display screen.   
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5.5 HW]SW/FW Allocation in SDAT 

Once the system tree is built, the lowest level functions need to be allocated to HW, SW, or 

FW. This process is started by selecting 4 from the main menu. At this point, SDAT does not 

require input from the user. It simply determines the set of lowest level functions in the system tree 

and assigns each of their attribute values to the fuzzy subsets HI, MED, and LO for each attribute. 

It then returns the user to the main menu. 

Selection 5 uses these fuzzy set assignments to perform HW/SW/FW allocation using 

Webster’s GLM method. For each function, the suggested HW/SW/FW allocation weightings are 

presented as shown below. 

FUNCTION NAME: Timer Enable Check 

Hardware: 26.23 

Software: 38.32 

Firmware: 35.45 

This screen is presented for each of the lowest level functions of the system tree. The user is 

then returned to the main menu. At this time, if the user wants to edit the system tree, the system 

tree display screen now has the recommended allocation as shown in Figure 26. 

The selection of option 6 from the main menu starts the process of the design space reduction. 

The screen in Figure 27 prompts the user to determine the method to reduce the design space. In 

addition to presenting the options for design space reduction, this screen also presents the number 

of lowest level functions along with the size of the design space. In this case, the number of lowest 

level functions is 10 and the design space contains 59,049 possible allocation configurations. 

After the user selects the desired option, SDAT orders the design space, eliminates the unsuc- 

cessful allocations, and produces the output file of possible allocations. This output file is a text 

file containing a table of the recommended system allocations in order of likelihood. A possible 
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Sub-system Design tree Possible 

  

name level Alloc. 

Use [PgDn] to 
Timer routine UNKN page through 
Timer Enable Check 1.0 SW the sub- 
Timer Reset 2.0 FW systems. 
Timer Clear 3.0 HW 
Timer Load 4.0 SW Use [RETURN] 
Timer Enable Set Check 5.0 SW to exit from 
Timer Enable Set 6.0 SW this screen. 
Hi-Lo Clock Detect 7.0 HW 
Timer Decrement 8.0 HW 
Timer Count Zero Check | 9.0 HW 
Timer Done Flag Set 10.0 HW 

          

  Figure 26. System tree display screen.   
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Number of leaves in the system: 10 

Size of entire design space: 59049 

1- Find the top n options 

2- Find the top n% options 

3- Find all options with an allocation 
probability greater than n 

4- Use the allocation probability limit 
determined by fuzzy logic: 

Select 1, 2, 3, or 4: _ 

  Figure 27. Design space reduction option screen. 

Which method of design space reduction will be used: 
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output of this file for the timer routines is presented in the list below. The columns of the table 

correspond to the lowest level functions ordered by their Dewey decimal number. 

Configuration 1 is: SW -FW 

Configuration 2 is: FW -FW 

Configuration 3 is:. SW -HW 
Configuration 4 is: FW -HW 
Configuration 5 is: SW -FW 
Configuration 6 is: FW -FW 

Configuration 7 is: SW -HW 

Configuration 8 is: FW -HW 
Configuration 9 is: SW -FW 

Configuration 10 is: FW -FW 
Configuration 11 is: SW -HwW 
Configuration 12 is: FW -HW 

Configuration 13 is: SW -FW 
Configuration 14 is: FW -FW 
Configuration 15 is: SW -HW 
Configuration 16 is: FW -HW 

-SW 
-SW 
-SW 
-SW 
-SW 
-SW 
-SW 
-SW 
-SW 
-SW 
-SW. 
-SW 
-SW 
-SW 
-SW 
-SW 

-SW 
-SW 
-SW 
-SW 
~SW 
~SW 
-SW 
~SW 
~SW 
-SW 
-SW 
-SW 
-SW 
-SW 
~SW 
-SW 

-SW 
-SW 
-SW 

Configuration | in this particular output file indicates the following HW/SW/FW allocation. 

Timer Enable Check 

Timer Reset 

Timer Clear 

Timer Load 

Timer Enable Set Check 

Timer Enable Set 

Hi-Lo Clock Detect 

Timer Decrement 

Timer Count Zero Check 

Timer Done Flag Set 

- SW 
- FW 
- HW 
- SW 
- SW 
- SW 
- HW 
- HW 
- HW 
- HW 

The Estimator/Predictor section of the DDSS can evaluate each of these system allocations to 

predict the performance of the design. 
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5.6 Summary 

The use of SDAT was presented in this chapter through a case study. This included devel- 

opment of the system conceptual model, the input of the system and the system attributes, and the 

final construction of the configurational model by SDAT. The case study presented a process that 

a design team might use to perform a preliminary design with SDAT. 
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Chapter 6. Conclusions 

6.1 Introduction 

This chapter presents a summary of the research performed on structured system design 

methods and the development of SDAT. The results of the research are reviewed with comments 

on the contributions and areas for future research. 

6.2 Summary of Research 

The objective of this research was to develop a tool to direct the designer in a structured system 

design process. This included a definition of the necessary results of conceptual design, the creation 

of a design iteration process, the creation of a process to analyze each design iteration, and a process 

for decision making. This research created a tool to discipline and order the use of existing theories 

of structured design. 
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The theories of structured system design were presented along with the models upon which 

they are based. The techniques of structured system design were described to show their intended 

results. It was shown that the complete output of each step of the structured design process was 

necessary for the next step to operate correctly. 

An examination of the components of the DDSS was performed with a concentration on the 

use of the design generator.’ This design generator was defined in terms of its input, output, and 

configuration. The development of SDAT in this research focused on its operation as the DDSS 

design generator. 

Methods for system description and hierarchical decomposition were presented along with 

some examples. In addition to system decomposition, the items necessary to define each of the 

system’s functions were presented. It was shown how a complete function description is necessary 

to produce a complete system decomposition and to perform HW/SW/FW allocation. This was 

used as a starting point for the DDSS iteration process. 

The definition of a lowest level function was used to begin a discussion of HW/SW/FW allo- 

cation. The algorithms and operation of Webster’s HW/SW/FW allocation tool were examined for 

their uses in the decision process. The theories of fuzzy logic were also examine in terms of decision 

making. 

The creation of SDAT was outlined with respect to the structured system design process. 

Fuzzy membership functions were shown to support decision making during early design. The 

membership functions were then constructed according to the decisions that they were performing. 

Finally, the uses and benefits of the design tool were presented through a case study. The case 

study started with the identification of a need, progressed through conceptual design, and ended 

with the first iteration of HW/SW/FW allocation. 
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6.3 Contributions of This Research 

With the increasing complexity of system design, a structured design process is essential. The 

implementation of top-down design methodologies only gives direction to the creation of the sys- 

tem’s functions. This research applied the theories of iterative design to the top-down development 

of a system. 

With the increase in the complexity of system design, the number of factors on which a design 

decision is based has also increased. The focus on decision making in this research with Webster's 

GLM method and fuzzy logic assists the designer in making the broad range of decisions during 

preliminary design. The simulation of the human decision process with fuzzy logic transfers some 

of the burden of decision making from the human to the computer. This allows the decisions to 

be based on information past what the human can absorb. 

In addition, this work links the exploratory research of Webster’s HW/SW/FW allocation tool 

to the design process. HW/SW/FW allocation is only a portion of the design process. If the de- 

cisions made in any other portion of the structured system design process are incomplete, the 

HW/SW/FW allocation may not be reliable. Webster’s tool simply presented a starting point for 

the development of the DDSS. Now, the DDSS can be linked to the CAD/E decision making 

process through a work station. 

When a designer applies the theories of structured system design along with the GLM method 

of HW/SW/FW allocation to preliminary design, some undefined areas still exist in the process. 

The first area is after the system hierarchy has been defined by structured system design and before 

application of the GLM method. The lowest level functions of the system hierarchy are defined 

relative to each other while the GLM method operates on a single function at a time. Since SDAT 

assigns attribute values to the fuzzy subsets “HI,” “MEDIUM,” and “LOW,” based on their values 

relative to the other lowest level functions of the system, a link is provided between all of the lowest 

level functions. This converts the input of the GLM method from a single function to the entire 

set of lowest level functions of a system. 
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A second area that SDAT supports during preliminary design is the reduction of the design 

space. The GLM method simply orders the design space. A ‘cutoff’ value must be defined to 

reduce the HW/SW/FW design space. SDAT provides this through the application of fuzzy logic. 

SDAT also allows propagation of the attribute values through the design tree with user defin- 

able equations. This allows the user to assign attribute values with the SDAT software instead of 

jumping from design tool to design tool to complete the preliminary design process. The entire 

preliminary design process has been linked with SDAT. 

6.4 Opportunities for Future Research 

The tool developed by this research supports the basic functions of the structured system de- 

sign process. The logical flow of the design process starting at the identification of a need and 

ending at the point of production needs to be more level. Currently, many decisions are made 

during preliminary design without direction that have a tremendous effect on the final design. Areas 

of human intensive design decision making need to be identified and examined for possible CAD/E 

solutions. In the design generator section of the DDSS, this may include: 

e = the identification of bottlenecks in information flow, 

¢ better algorithms in the creation of fuzzy membership functions, and 

e better user interfaces including the use of graphics and user friendly input. 

A bottleneck may be described as a function in the system whose input far exceeds its capacity 

to produce output. The final system design is only as fast as its slowest bottleneck. Therefore, the 

identification and elimination of bottlenecks 1s critical. 
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The decision making capacity of this tool is based on the creation of the fuzzy logic member- 

ship functions. Adjustments in the membership functions may be necessary for the individual de- 

sign. Therefore, a procedure to create n.ore case specific membership functions may be helpful. 

Finally, the IDEEL workstation cavironment was applied to SDAT to link it with the DDSS. 

The final configuration of the workstation placed the user too far from the operation of SDAT. 

A better interface to SDAT would improve the tool’s productivity. 

Designers also need to have a tighter link between HW/SW/FW allocation and the actual im- 

plementation of the components of the funct ion. For instance, a method could be created for 

converting the lowest level function descriptions into a hardware description language routine. 

These routines could be combined to begin simulation and synthesis of the system. 
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Appendix. System Design and Allocation Tool Code 

Const 
{ 369626 IEDEIEDE IESE IEIEIEIE IE JE IEFEDEIEIEIEIEIEIE IESE BEDE DEDEEIEIEIERE TERE TEDEEIEIENEIEIEIETETEDEDEFEEDEIEIEIEIEREFEDEDEIESE } 

{% *} 
{% OPERATION - is used during the equation development to x} 
{% display the proper equation while the user is *} 
{% editing. %) 
C% x} 
{* HI_MED_LO - is used when to display alternate values of *} 
(% high» medium, or low corresponding to the *} 
Cx attribute values of 1, 2, or 3. (0 is UNKNOWN) *} 
* x} 

(* H_S_F - has a similar function as HI_MED_LO for HW, SW,*} 
{x or FW. Specifically, it is used for the system} 
(% hierarchy display. *} 
(* x} 
{3E9EIEIEIE FETE TE IE IEIE HE IE IE IE IE IE DEDEDE IE IE IE HEHE IE IE IE IE HE FE IE IEE IEDE HE FE IEEE IEE JE JE DEBE HEDE IEE IE FEE IEE ETE IE FETE ETE } 

OPERATION : Arrayl-7..81 of String[5] 
= (' *% ( ','MAX (','MIN (€', ‘fT ](',°SUM (','INV (',"INV (',' ('; 

‘INV C', INV €'°,'DIV (','ET]*0','"MIN (5, "MAX ('s* % € ',"EQU (')5 

HI_MED_LO : Array[0..3] of StringI[5] 
= ( 'UNKN','HI','MED','LO' 33 

H_S_F : Arrayl[0..3] of StringI5] 
= (‘'UNKN',’°HW','SH', FR D5 

null = ''; 
NUL : String[80 ] 

= ys 

NUL8&O : StringI 80 ] 

Type 

HARD_SOFT_STATUS = 0..1 3 

STR_ONE = String[1] 3 
STR_TEN = Stringl10] 3 
TEN_REAL = Array [1..101] of Real 3 
DEC_REAL = Array [1..100] of Real 3 
T_DEC_REAL = Array [1..300] of Real $ 
TEN_INT = Array [1..10] of Integer 3 
DEC_INT = Array [1..100] of Integer 3 
TEN_STATUS = Array [1..10] of HARD_SOFT_STATUS 3; 

STRING8O = String! 80] 3 

TEN_STR = Array [1..10] of STRINGS8O 3 
MATRIX = Array[1..10,1..10] of 0..1 3 

(3838380088088 ER RUBE HBR EB ERE BBE BHUBREE} 

% *} 
{* ATRIB ~- This is where the actual data relative to the x} 
{x attribute is stored. IDEEL_NAME is the name of the} 
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% attribute that IDEEL recognizes. This may be dif- *) 
Cx ferent from the attributes name in this program. *) 
{% HW, SW, and FH is the HI/MED/LO mapping used by x) 
{% David Webster's allocation tool. HWAVG, SWAVG, and) 
(3 FWAVG are the outputs of Webster's tool. These are} 
(% the resulting weightings in terms of allocation *) 
{% suggestions. WGT and RANK are the weight inputs tox) 
(x the GLM method. DIRECTN indicates whether the x) 
{% attribute values are propagated up or down through *} 
{x the design tree. EQN and VARIAB are the equations *)} 
(x used to propagate the values. RANGE is the allow- *} 
(x able range for the attribute. x} 
{x *} 
(3388883888828 B IEEE RRR EHEEER EBC ) 

ATRIB = RECORD 
NAME : STRINGS8O 

IDEEL_NAME : STRINGS8O 

HH: Array[1..3] of Integer 
SH: Arrayl1..31 of Integer 
FH : Array[1..3] of Integer 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 
HNAVG : Real 5 
SWAVG : Real 3 
FWAVG : Real 5 
WGT : Integer 3 
RANK : Integer 5 
EQN : TEN_INT 3 

DIRECTN : Integer 3 
VARIAB : TEN_REAL 5 

RANGE : Arrayl1..2] of Real 5 
END 5 

{( 3EDESEIEDEIEIEIEIEIEIEIEIE IEE IEE IEIEIEIEIE IIE DE IESE IEIEIEIETE DEDEDE DEDEDE IE IE IE IETE DE DEDEIEIEIEIEIEIEIE DEES } 
Cx *) 

{* ATRIB_REC - is the attribute value for the function. *} 
(% *) 
{% REC_ARRAY - contains all attribute records for a *} 
(x particular function. (Up to 16) *} 
% x} 
(96 3636963E9626309E EEE HEBER RBBB ERBARIO } 

ATRIB_REC = RECORD 

HI_MED_LO : Integer 5 
VALUE : Real 5 
H_S STATUS : HARD_SOFT_STATUS 5 
END 5 

REC_ARRAY = Arrayl1..16] of ATRIB_REC 3 

(388288888888 EEERR RRR REREEE HBB REBR NEBR BRBEBEHBRREHERHEE } 
Cx *} 
{* FNCTN - defines the function with x} 
(* x} 
{x NAME - name of function *) 
{% ID - Dewey decimal id in the hierarchy *} 
{%* LEVEL - level in the hierarchy *} 
{% ATTRIB’ - the attribute values for this function *)} 
{x HSF - the optimum allocation suggestion x} 
{* MTX_SIZE - size of the connection matrix x} 
(x MTX - connection matrix *} 
(x HWVAL - suggested HW weighting from GLM method *} 
(% SWVAL - suggested HW weighting from GLM method *} 
(x FWVAL - suggested HW weighting from GLM method ¥*} 
Cx x} 
( JEIEIEIEIEIEIEIE TE IE IE IE IE IE IE IEE TE IE IEE IE FE IE FE IEBE DE FE FE IEEE HE IE HE FETE TE DE IE DE DE IE IEIEIE IE IE FE IE IE IE IE IE IEE FETE IE TE IEE } 

FNCTN = RECORD 
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NAME STRING8SO : , 
1D : TEN_INT $ 
LEVEL : Integer 3 
ATTRIB : REC_ARRAY 5 

HSF : Integer 5 
MTX_SIZE: Integer 5 
MTX : MATRIX 3 
HWVAL : Real 3 
SWVAL : Real 3 
FWVAL : Real 3 
END 3 

£3908038088288083U8B8 RHR 0U8BBRN8RBURBEBNBRBHEURBHHBEBERHR8E) 

Cx *} 
{* FNCTN2 - is used to read functions from the text IDEEL file} 
{% x} 
(3338882888888 BRIBE EERE BHR BREE BHUBNBBBBHRBREERRRE } 

FNCTN2 = RECORD 

NAME : STRINGSO 5 

ID : TEN_INT 3 
LEVEL : Integer 3 
ATTRIB : REC_ARRAY 5 

END 5 
METH1 = RECORD 

NAME : STRING8O 5 
HDW : Real 3 
SFW : Real 3 
FMW : Real 5 
END 3 

FX_ARRAY = Arrayl[1..101] of FNCTN 3 
FX2_ARRAY = Array[1..1001] of FNCTN2 3 

= $ DEC_FX_ARRAY Arrayl1..100) of FNCTN 

{HEHEHE IEEE IE IEE TE IEHEMEDE DEBE TEEPE DEDEDE SE HEBEIE IESE EERE TEBE TE DEBE FE ETE TEE TEDE HEME IEEE TE FE FEE IESE IONE } 

(%* *} 
{% REGISTERS is used when utilizing DOS interrupts. *} 
(x x} 
{ 33EIEIEIEIE HEHE IEEE IEDE IE IE IE IE IE HE IEE IEE TE IE HE HEHE IE IE HE HE DE ME IEE IE IE HE TE IEE IE JE IE JE IE IE IEE DE IE IE DE IE IEIEDE HE IEICE TE } 

Registers = Record 
AL,AH,BL,BH,CL,CH,DL»,DH : Byte 3 

END 5 

Var 

FILE_NM : STRING8O $ 

SYSTEM,LAST_SYSTEM : STRING8&O 5 

ALLC_SYSTEM 3 STRING8O 5 

ANS »PRG_DRIVE 3 Char 3 

DTA_DRIVE : Char 5 
KEY_HIT : Boolean 5 
N,LEVEL>DATA_STATUS : Integer 5 
LEAF_TOT 3 Integer $ 

PARENT : FNCTN 3 

PRSNT_FX : FX_ARRAY 3 
FX_FILE»FX_FILE_BAK : File of FNCTN 3 

M1_FILE : File of METH1 3 

WGTFILE : File of ATRIB 3 
OPTION_LIST : Text 3 

Regs : Registers $ 
LEAVES : DEC_FX_ARRAY 5 

1(.36363636963636309036303090300 BORO HBBE RENE BEBHBREBEBHEEE) 
Cx } 

{* Some variable definitions as used in the program: } 
Cx } 

{* SYSTEM = the last system name to be used in the program. } 
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x } 
{% PARENT = the current node of the hierarchy tree being } 
{x examined. } 
{x } 
{%* PRSNT_FX = the children of the current node. } 
{x } 
{* LEAVES = used to store the current system's lowest level } 
(x functions. } 
{* } 
{% LEAF_TOT = total number of lowest level functions in the } 
{% current system. } 
Cx } 
{% PRG_DRIVE = the current drive for the program to be stored.) 
(% } 
{*  DTA_DRIVE = the current drive for the data to be stored. } 
{% } 
{* N = total number of sub-systems for the level in question } 
{% } 
{* DATA_STATUS = the condition of the function that is } 
(x presently being examined. {( 0 - the system } 
{%* trees structure has been altered, 1 - only } 
{x the attributes of a function have been } 
{* altered, 2 - if the function is supposed to } 
{% already exist, a 2 indicates that is was not } 
{% found in the system file. } 
{% } 
{LE IEREIEIEIEIE IE IEIE IE IE IE IE IE IEEE IE IEE IE FETE IE IE IE IE ETE HE HEE IE HE IE IE HE DEBE HE IE HEE DE ETE IE HE DE MEDC DE HEE FE IEEE IEE IEE 

(363639000080 INTERNAL PROCEDURE READKBDO 2¢263€2¢363¢36363636369696263626363636 363690963 } 

PROCEDURE READKBDO( Var bl,b2 : Byte) 

{%* READKBDO - uses interrupts to determine a keypress without  } 
{* asking the user to type return. } 
%* } 

(369696969696969696969€96 9696969696969 969696 96 96 96 96 96 969696 9EIEHEDEIE IEE IE IEDC IE DEDEDE SEDEIEDEIEIEIEIE IE IEEE } 

Begin 
FillChar( Regs, SizeOf(Regs),0)35 
Regs.Ah := $003 
Intr($16,Regs }5 
b1:=Regs.AH}3 
b2:=Regs.AL3 

Ends 

{2esese3e209006 PROCEDURE CURRENT_DRIVE TO FIND DEFAULT DRIVE 2¢3¢3¢2322¢2} 
PROCEDURE CURRENT_DRIVE(Var DRIVE : Char )s 

{% CURRENT_DRIVE is called at entry to the program to determine} 
{x the default drive. This was used to eliminate any problems } 
{* with premature termination of the program due to improper  } 
{* defaults. 
£33803 200 BRB BBB BUBB BO RBBB HBB HEBRB BEBE) 

Const 
DRIVE_NAMES : Array[1..51] of Char = ('A','B','C','D',°E' }3 

Var 

b1,b2 : Byte 3 

Begin 
FillCharlRegs, SizeOf(Regs),0)3 
Regs.Ah := $193 
Intr($21,Regs )3 

b2:=Regs.AL3 
b2:=b2+13 
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DRIVE : =DRIVE_NAMES[b2 13 
Ends 

HEHEHE IE IEE IEE IEEE EIDE HE IEE IE FE IEEE IE NE HE IE IE IE DE IE HE JE IEIEIE HEHE ENE JE IE IE IE HE IEE PE IE IEE PETE IE IEE E FETE HE ICIEIE F 

PROCEDURE OUTPUT(X,Y,LNGTH_OF_FILE: INTEGERs SCRN_NM: STR_TEN)$ 

{% OUTPUT opens the file SDAT.SCR and prints the contents of } 
{* the next LNGTH_OF_FILE lines after encountering the string )} 
{* SCRN_NM to the screen. The file is then closed and control } 
{* ais returned to the point where the procedure was called. } 
{% X & Y denote where the text is to be started on the screen. } 

CHIEIEIEIEIE IE IE IE IE ETE ETE IEEE IE EIE IE IE IE IE IE TEE DEIEDE HE IE DE HEHE TE JE IE IE HE IEIE DEDE IE FETE DE FE IEDE HE DEDE TE FE FETE TE IEIE IONE } 

Var 

LINE 

SCRN_FILE 

I 

String[80] 5 
Text 3 
Integer 3 

Begin 
Assign(SCRN_FILE »PRG_DRIVE+':SDAT.SCR' )5 

{$I~-}Reset(SCRN_FILE );($I+} 

If (IOresult <> 0) then 
Begin 

Writeln( ‘ERROR: file SDAT.SCR could not be found. ')3 
Write('Please input the drive where this file can be found: ')3; 
Readln(PRG_DRIVE}; ClrSer3 
Assign( SCRN_FILE >PRG_DRIVE+':SDAT.SCR’ )3 

Reset(SCRN_FILE )3 
Ends 
I:=03 Gotoxy(X>,Y)s 
Repeat 
Begin 

ReadIn(SCRN_FILE, LINE )3 

If(Copy( LINE ,1,10)=SCRN_NM) then 
Begin 

For I:= 1 to LNGTH_OF_FILE bo 

Begin 
Readln(SCRN_FILE, LINE) 

Writeln( LINE )3 
End; 
I:=9993 

Ends 
Ends 
Until (I=999) or (CEOF(SCRN_FILE })5 

If (EOF(SCRN_FILE)}) and (I<>999) then 

Writeln('Screen ',SCRN_NM,' not found in ',PRG_DRIVE,‘':SDAT.SCR' }3 

Close( SCRN_FILE )3 

Ends 

{ 9EIE9EDE DEDEDE IE IEIEIEIEIEIE DEDEDE IEE HEME DEDEDE DEDEDE DE DEDEDE IEE IE IE IE HE DEBEDEEDEDEIEIE DEDEDE TENE DEDEDE DERE IE IDE DEEIENE ) 

PROCEDURE COPY_FILE(FN1,FN2: STRINGS8O )3 

{ PROCEDURE COPY_FILE copies the contents from file FN1 into } 
{ file FN2. If FN2 exists, it is overwritten. } 
€ } 
{ 9€969E3EIEIEHEIEIEIEIEIEIEIEIE IE IEE HEHEHE IEIEIEIE IEICE HEE IEIEIEIEIEIE ETE IEE HEIEIEIEIEIEIEIE IEEE REIEIEIEIEIEIEIEIEIENE } 

Var 

F1,F2 : File 3 

BUFFER : Array [1..5000] of Byte 3 
RR,RW 3 Integer 5 
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Begin 
Assign(F1,FN1)3 
{$I-}Reset(F1,1);{$I+} 

If(IOresult <> 03 then 

Begin 
Writeln{ 'ERROR: file ',FN1,' does not exist.')3 
Exits 

End; 
Assign(F2,FN2)3 ° 
Rewrite(F2,1)3 

BlockRead( Fl, BUFFER, 5000; RR)3 
While RR > 0 do 
Begin 

BlockWrite(F2, BUFFER, RR»RW)3 

BlockRead(F1, BUFFER, 5000; RR)3 

End}; 
Close(F1)5 

Closel(F2)3 

Ends 

{36363963636 363636 969696 96969696963696303690303 BBB HOROURRBRREE} 
FUNCTION expon(A: RealsB: Integer): 

{* The Real Function "expon" accepts a real number and an int- } 
{* eger and returns the value of real number to the power of i} 
{x the integer. } 

(2820338880080 88 RRB BREE BBR BHR BB HEEB UE HEHE } 

Real; 
Var 

I : Integer 5 
c : Real 3 

Begin 
C:=13 

For I:=1 to B do C:=CxA; 
expon: =C 3 

Ends 

(3696969696 9 IE IESE IE HE IE IE IE IE NE IEIE IE DEIE IE IENE HE IEE IE IE IE HE IEE HE FE IEEE NEEDED DE FE IE HEIE DE DE TE IEE FETE IE DEH HE FETE HEINE } 
FUNCTION min(A,B: Real): 

{* The Real Function "min" accepts two numbers and returns the } 
{* lowest value of the two as its output. 3 

{IE IEIE EIEN IEIEIEIEIE IEE IEIEIEIE NE IEIEIEIEDEIEIEMEIEIE IEIEIEIEFE IEEE IE DEIE IEE IEIEIEIEIEIE IE DEE DEE TEPE DEI IEIE HEE EIEN) 

Real; 

Begin 
min: =B3 

If (A<B) then 

min: =A3 
End; 

{26 IEDEIEIEIEIEIEIEIEIEIEIE IE IEICE IEIE IEE IE IE IE IE IE HE IE PE IEE IE IE IEF DEIE FE IEE IEIE IEDC IE NEE DE IE IEE FE DE IE HE IEHE EPEC IEE IONE } 

FUNCTION max(A,B: Real): 

{% The Real Function "max" accepts two numbers and returns the } 
{* highest value of the two as its output. } 

(283089888888 R REBORN BEEBE BREUER REE BOBRHUEOEE ) 

Real; 
Begin 

max: =B 5 

If (A>B) then 
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End; 

£9E9EIE IE IE IEIEIE TENE IE IEE IE IE IE IE HEHE IE IEEE HEHE MEE IE IEEE IE IE IE IEE IE IE IE FE FEE IE DE IE IE IEE TE TE DEE DE IEIEN IEICE IEEE IEIE } 

max: =A$3 

PROCEDURE INITIAL_FX3 

{% INITIAL_FX is used to intialize only the parameters used in } 
{* the function records. 

LIE IEIEIEIE IEE IE HE IE IE IE IE IE FE IE HE IEIEIE IE IE IE HE IE DE IE IE IEE IE IEHE IE IE FEIE PE HEIE IE ETE HEHE TEE HE FE IE HE TEBE IEEE DE HEFCE NE IEE TE } 

Var 

IJK : Integer 

Begin 
For J:=1 to 10 do 

Begin 

Ends 

End; 

{PEIEIEIE HEHE IE IEE IE IE FE IE IE IE IE HEIEIE IE IE IEE IEIE IE IE TE IE HEHE IEE HE IEIE HE HEE IE IEE HE DEE IE IE IEE HE IEDC IE HEHE TEE IEFE FETE ETE } 

For I:=1 to 10 do 
Begin 

For K:=1 to 10 do PRSNT_FX[J].MTXII,K]:=03 
PRSNT_FXEJJ].MTX[I,I] := 1s 
PRSNT_FX[J].ID{I] := O35 

Ends 

PRSNT_FXI[ J] .NAME : =NUL803 

PRSNT_FXTJ].LEVEL := 03 
For I:=1 to 16 do 

Begin 
PRSNT_FX[J1].ATTRIBII].HI_MED_LO := 03 

PRSNT_FXIJJ.ATTRIB[I].VALUE := 0.03 

PRSNT_FX[J1].ATTRIB[I].H_S_STATUS := 03 
Ends 

PRSNT_FX[JJ.HSF := 05 
PRSNT_FXLJJ.MTX_SIZE := 03 

PROCEDURE INITIAL_PARENT3 

{%* INITIAL_PARENT is used to intialize only the parameters 
{* used in the parents record. 

LC HEIEPEIE IEE HE FEE IE IE FE IE IE FEE FE HEIE EE IEIE HE IEEE DE HEDEE HEDE DEE HEE TE FEE HE DE JEFE HE JE IEEE FE HEHE IEEE ETE HE IE DE IEICE } 

Var 

I,J 

Begin 

Integer 

PARENT .NAME : =NUL803 

PARENT.LEVEL := 03 

For I:=1 to 16 do 

Begin 

End3 

PARENT .ATTRIBII1.HI_MED_LO:=03 
PARENT .ATTRIBII].VALUE:=0.03 
PARENT .ATTRIBII].H_S_STATUS:=03 

PARENT.HSF := 03 

PARENT.MTX_SIZE := 03 
For J:=1 to 10 do 

Begin 
For I:=1 to 10 do PARENT.MTX[J,I]:=03 

PARENT.MTX[J,J] := 13 : 

PARENT.IDII] := 03 
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Ends 
Ends 

(2300082000088 REE E BHR RENEE ERB RRBRBRUREBEEBRHERRHR8EE) 

PROCEDURE INITIALs 

{* INITIAL is simply used to intialize the parameters used in } 
{* this program. 3 

LEH IE IEIE IE IEIE IE HE IEIE IEDE EIEN HEHE IEDC IEE IEIE ETE HE IE IE IESE DE IE IE IE HEHE TE HEE DEDE IE DE HE IE IESE IEEE IE HE DE TE FEE IEIEIEIE } 

Begin 
INITIAL_FX3 

INITIAL_PARENT3 

SYSTEM: =NULs 

LAST_SYSTEM: =NUL 3 

ALLC_SYSTEM: =NUL3 

LEVEL:=13 

Ends 

(33300838888 8R083RNEE BREE BRE RBBB EE BHERREE BREE BBE REBBRRRH8GE) 
PROCEDURE PARENT_DATA_INPUT(Var PARENT_DATA: FNCTN)$ 

{* PARENT_DATA_INPUT promts the user for the specific data of } 
{x then parent function at the beginning of each level input. } 
(* It simply gives starting values for the unknown factors. } 

13308880288 BRBRR EB RR8EHEBREE HERBIE EERE ERIE EEE EEE EEE EEE IEE IDE F 

Var 

VALUE : STR_TEN 5 
VERIFY : Integer 3 
TEMP_ATRIB : ATRIB 5 

Begin 
INITIAL_PARENT3 
Window(1,1,80,24)3 

ClrSer3 
OUTPUT(1,1,6, 'PRNTSCRN' )3 

Gotoxy(2956)5 
PARENT_DATA.NAME : =NUL8O3 

ReadIn( PARENT_DATA.NAME 33 

PARENT_DATA.LEVEL: =03 

Assign(WGTFILE, 'ATRIB.WGT’ )3 

Reset(WGTFILE J3 

Gotoxy(1,8)}3 
Write('Input the parent s value for the following attributes: ‘); 
Gotoxy(10,10)3 
While (not(EOF(WGTFILE))) do 

Begin 
Read( WGTFILE » TEMP_ATRIB )3 
Repeat 
Begin 

Gotoxy(1,WhereY )3 
Write( TEMP_ATRIB.NAME )}3 

Gotoxy(20,WhereY J 
Write('Range: (',TEMP_ATRIB.RANGE[11:9:3,' to '; 

TEMP_ATRIB.RANGE[2]:9:3,')')3 
Gotoxy(60,NhereY }; Write(NUL+NUL )5 
Gotoxy(60,WhereyY )}3 ReadIn( VALUE )3 
Val( VALUE ,PARENT_DATA.ATTRIBI WhereY-10 1]. VALUE, VERIFY )3 
If (PARENT_DATA.ATTRIBI WhereY~-10 ].VALUE<TEMP_ATRIB.RANGE[11]) then 
VERIFY :=13 
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If (PARENT_DATA. ATTRIBI WhereY-101.VALUE>TEMP_ATRIB.RANGE[21) then 
VERIFY :=13 
If (VERIFY<>0) then Gotoxy(WhereX,WhereY~-1 )3 

Ends 
Until (VERIFY = 0)3 

PARENT_DATA.ATTRIBEWhereY-10].HI_MED_LO:=03 

PARENT_DATA.ATTRIBI WhereY-10].H_S_STATUS: =03 
Ends 

SYSTEM: =PARENT_DATA.NAME $ 
LAST_SYSTEM: =PARENT_DATA. NAME 3 

End} 

{EEE IETEIEIE IEEE TERE JERE DEDEDE HE IEE HE IEE DEE IEEE JE HE IE DEDEDE IENE IE IE IE IEIE EIEIE NE TENE TE IE FE IESE SE IEIE ETE IEE IETE } 

{x *} 
{* Insert the following external modules here: x} 
C% %} 

(x FUZZY.PAS - contains fuzzy logic routines x} 
% FILE.PAS - contains routines to read/write output files} 
{x This includes determining the leaves of a  *)} 
{% system tree and editing their values into *} 
{% the files. *} 
{ OUTPUT.PAS ~- contains routines to determine output x} 
{x values for user. Also writes text output *} 
Cx files for IDEEL. x} 
(x WEBSTER.PAS - contains David Webster's GLM procedures *} 
Cx READ.PAS - contains routine to read IDEEL input files *} 
{x x} 

LEE IEIEIEIE IE IEE IE HEHE IEEE HE IEE HE IEE IE HEME NE IEHE IE IE JE IE FEE IE DE IEE TE HE IE IEE IE DE HE IE TEE IE EME HE EEE DE TE IEE IEIENE } 

($I co: FUZZY .PAS} 

{$I c:FILE.PAS) 

{$I c:OUTPUT.PAS) 

{$I c:WEBSTER.PAS)} 

{$I c:READ.PAS) 
CL EIESEIEIEIE HE FEIE TE HEE IEE IE IE IEE IE HEME IE IENE HE FE HE TEE TE FE HEE DE IEE IEE TEE DE HEE FE IEE FETE TE DE TE IE FE IEE PEPE TE IETE EIETE } 

(* x} 
Cx This is the PASCAL module "FUZZY.PAS" x} 
{x *)} 
{HEIEIEIEIEIE IE IEEE IE HE HEDE DEDEDE IE DEERE BEDE IE HEHE ME TEHEDE HEE IE DE IEPE HEHE NTE HEHE DEE HE HEHEHE FEDE HE DEE DEBE HEDE HE HED IEDE } 

{ HEIEIEIENE IE IE HEHE IE HEHEHE HE HEHEHE HEHE HEHE IESE IE IE HEINE IE IE IE IEE IE IE IE FETE IE IE IESE NE IE IE IE IE IE FE SE FE IE HE FE FETE IEICE IEE IEIEVE } 

PROCEDURE FUZZY_ASSIGN(IARR  : DEC_REAL$ 

L : Integer}; 

Var GARR : DEC_INT)3 

{ PROCEDURE FUZZY_ASSIGN accepts as input an array of positive} 
{ real values. These values are evaluated to determine the } 
{ cutoff points in order to assign a fuzzy term of HI MEDIUM } 
{ or LOW. The Integer L denotes the number of legitimate } 
{ values in array. OARR is an output array that contains the } 
{ HI/MEDIUM/LOW assignments according to the input position in) 
t the input array. HI_CUT represents the threshold value for } 
{ which the high values were given. HI_NUM represents the } 
{ 
{ 
{ 

number of values greater than HI_CUT. 3 
} 

=3BBB8RBB RBBB BBR EBU BBE RBBHBBNBNEEHERBE BEEBE } 

Var 

UPPER_LIM,LOWER_LIM : Real 5 
TEMP_LOCATION,RANGE : Real 3 

A>B : Real 3 
J : Integer 3 
SORTED 2 Boolean 3 
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Begin 

{x 

{% 

{% 

{x 

{% 

£% 

{* 

{% 

(% 

{x 

(x 

{% 

{# 

{x 

{% 

{% 

Cx 

C% 

{% 

{% 

{% 

{% 

{* 

{x 

(x 

*} 
Sort the set from the largest to the smallest value *) 

x) 

SORTED: =False} 
While (not(SORTED)) do 

Begin 
SORTED: =Trues 

Js=13 
While (J<L) do 
Begin 

If(IARR( JJ>IARRIJ+1]) then 

Begin 
TEMP_LOCATION: =IARRI J+t1]3 

IARRI J+1]:=IARRIJ]5 

IARRI J]: =TEMP_LOCATION; 

SORTED: =False3 

Ends 
J:=J+13 

Ends 
End; 

*} 
Set the upper limit of definite members to the largest elem) 

x) 
UPPER_LIM: =IARRIL]5 

x} 
Now find definite members by starting at the highest *} 
definite member, seeing if the range between it and the *} 
next highest element is larger than the range divided by ¥*)} 
half the total number of elements. This would indicate *)} 

if the definite member is an extreme case or not. If x%)} 
the gap is large enough, the next element is also x} 
considered a definite element. Do this for definite non- *} 

members too. *} 

*} 
RANGE :=2%((IARRILI-IARRI11])/L)3 {%* Range limit between elements*) 
SORTED: =False3 
J:=Ls 

While ((not(SORTED) Jand (J>1)) do 
Begin 

If¢( CIARRIJJ-IARR[J-11])<RANGE) then 
SORTED: =True 

Else UPPER_LIM: =IARRIJ-1]; 

Js 2J-13 
Ends 

%} 
Duplicate the process for definite non-members. *} 

*} 
LOWER_LIM: =IARRI 1); 

SORTED: =False; 
J:=13 

While ((not(SORTED) Jand (J<L)) do 

Begin 
If( CIARRI J+1J-IARRIJ])<RANGE) then 

SORTED: =True 

Else LOWER_LIM: =IARRIJ+1]3 
Js=J+1 3 

Ends 
*) 

At this point we have the upper and lower limits of the *) 
continuous function that links definite members with *} 
definite non_members. The following code produces the same} 
crossover points as the continuous parabola function *} 
described in the thesis. x} 

x} 
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{% 

{% 

(% 

Ends 

A: =LOWER_LIM+(3%(UPPER_LIM-LOWER_LIM)/4 }3 

B: =LOWER_LIM+( 1%*( UPPER_LIM-LOWER_LIM)/4)3 

x) 
Assign the values to the HI/MED/LO groups. (3, 2) or 1) *} 

For J:=1 to L do 

Begin 
If (RANGE=0) then OARR(J]:= 

Else if (IARRIJJ>A) then OARRIJ]:=3 
Else if (IARR([J]>=B) then OARRI[J]:=2 
Else OARR[J]:=13 

Ends 

{FEREIEIE IE IEIEIEIE IE IE IEIEIE NE IE IE IEICE IE IE IE IEICE IOIOIEIEIEIONEIIEE BOERNE REE EERE EOE BRHOBRHE } 

PROCEDURE SPACE_REDUCTION( IARR : T_DEC_REAL3 

L : Integer 
DEGREE : Integer 3 

Var BEST_CUT: Real }3 

{ PROCEDURE SPACE_REDUCTION accepts as input an array of up to) 
{ 300 positive real values representing the allocation weights} 
£ for HN» SW, and FW. These values are evaluated to determine} 
€ the cutoff point in the design space for the fuzzy set BEST.} 
{ The Integer kL denotes the number of values in the array. } 
€ DEGREE represents the degree of BEST that the user desires. } 
{ This is performed using the fuzzy linquistics discussed in } 
{ the thesis. BEST_CUT contains the fuzzy crossover point. } 
{ } 
(3833883088808 B HEBBEN EEIOEEEIE } 

Var 

J : Integer 5 
SORTED 3 Boolean 3 
TEMP_LOCATION,RANGE : Real 5 

UPPER_LIM,LOWER_LIM : Real 3 
KY : Real 3 

Begin 

{% *) 
{* Sort the set from the largest to the smallest value. x} 
{% *) 

SORTED: =False; 
While (not(SORTED)) do 

Begin 
SORTED: =Trues 

J:=15 

While (J<L) do 
Begin 

If( IARRIJI>IARRIJ+11]) then 

Begin 
TEMP_LOCATION: =IARR[ J+11]3 

IARR[ J41]:=IARRI JI; 

IARRE JJ]: =TEMP_LOCATION3 

SORTED: =False3 
Ends 
J: =J+13 

Ends 
Ends 

{x *) 

{* Set the upper limit of definite members to the largest elem*} 
{% *} 

UPPER_LIM: =IARRIL]3 

{* *} 
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{% 

C% 

(% 

{% 

{% 

(x 

(* 

{% 

{% 

{% 

Now find definite members by starting at the highest *) 
definite member, seeing if the range between it and the *) 
next highest element is larger than the range divided by *} 
the total number of elements. This would indicate x} 
if the definite member is an extreme case or not. If *) 
the gap is large enough, the next element is also *)} 
considered a definite element. Do this for definite non- *) 
members too. %) 

*} 
RANGE :=1.0*(IARRILJ-IARR{11)/L3 {* Range limit between elements*} 
SORTED: =False}3 
J:=L3 

While ((not(SORTED)Jand (J>1)) do 

Begin 
If(CIARRE J I-IARREJ-1])<RANGE) then 

SORTED: =True 

Else UPPER_LIM:=IARRIJ-1]3 

J:=J-13 

Ends 
*} 

Duplicate the process for definite non-members. *} 
*} 

LOWER_LIM: =ZARRI1]3 

SORTED: =False; 
J:=13 

While ((not(SORTED) Jand (J<L)) do 

Begin 

If¢€ CIARR[J+1]-IARREIJ1)<RANGE) then 

SORTED: =True 

Else LOWER_LIM:=IARRI J+1]5 

J: =J4+15 
End3 

*} 
At this point we have the upper and lower limit of the x} 
continuous function that links definite members with %} 
definite non_members. This function is the parabola *} 
function described in the thesis. It is duplicated here *} 
by simply calculating where the crossover point is» not by *} 
actually creating the function. *} 

*) 

From the thesis, we know that for the form of a parabola  *} 
is Y = (K(X-X0)+Yo and to find K, where BEST_CUT starts as *} 
the midpoint between UPPER_LIM and LOWER_LIM: *} 

x} 

BEST_CUT: =(UPPER_LIM-LOWER_LIM)723 

K:=(0.5/(BEST_CUT*BEST_CUT ) 335 

x%) 
K can now be used to translate the degree of concentration *} 
to the fuzzy set "BEST." First, find the proportional *} 
shift forced by K across that gap according to the degree. *)} 
This is done by translating the base of the parabola to the) 
origin which gives the following equation for the figure: *} 

*} 
2 Y=K X *} 

X=sqrt( YK) x} 
*} 

Therefore, the crossover point for the n-th degree is x) 
simply the n.whkoekyng.Backwards gives us *) 
the proper value for xX. *) 

*} 

Y:=13 

For J:=1 to DEGREE do {* Find 0.5 to the n-th power. *} 
¥:=V¥*0.53 

BEST_CUT: =SQRT1{Y/K )3 
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{x *} 
{* Now, scale the shift to fit the scale of the gap. Adding x} 
{* this to the midpoint between UPPER_LIM and LOWER_LIM gives *)} 
{%* the new crossover point. x} 
x *) 

BEST_CUT: =UPPER_LIM-BEST_CUT} 

Ends 

LIEDER IEIEIEIEIEIEIEHEE HEE IEEE IEE IEEE IEE DEE IEEE EIEDEIE IEE DEDEDE FE IEE DEIE FETE HE TEE IEEE IE DEDEDE DE FETE IE IEE F 

(% *} 

(x This is the PASCAL module "FILE.PAS" *} 
Cx *)} 
{FEIEIEIE IE IEIEIE ETE HEIERE EE IE ETE EE IE IEEE IEEE DEBE HEE NE IEDC DEE IE IE DE FE DE TE JE IEEE ETE EE IEHEIEDE FE IEDE HE DE NE IE IEE F 

{ FEIETEIEIE IEE IEIE IE IE HE FETE IE HE ETE IE IE IE HE ETE IE IE IE FE HE IE DE IEIE EE IEE FE TEE HEE DE TE FEE JE IE IEE FETE IE FEE JE DETE IE IEICE 

PROCEDURE FILE_WRITE(N,LEVEL: Integers 
PARENT_DATA: FNCTNs 
PRSNT_FX_DATA: FX_ARRAY )3 

{% FILE_WRITE takes the characteristics of the variables } 
{% PARENT_DATA and PRSNT_FX_DATA (array) and stores them ina } 
{* file with a file name of the overall system. If it is not a} 
{%* new system, then the procedure searches the file for an } 
{* entry with the parent's name. Once found, it updates the } 
{% parent and adds the PRSNT_FX array as children. } 

{ 2EIEIEIE IEE IE IE IE IE IEEE IEEE IEDE HEE IE IEIEDEFE IEEE MEIEIE FEE EDIE PEE IE DE HEE DE JEDE JE DEE HEHE IEE PEPE HE DENIED HEFE SE IEFE } 

Var 

TMP_FX : FNCTN 5 
FILE_NAME : STRING8O 5 

NAME_1,NAME_2 : STRING8O 3 
K»J,I 3 Integer $ 
MATCH »NO_COPY : Boolean 3 

Begin 
FILE_NAME := LAST_SYSTEM+4NUL803 
PARENT_DATA.MTX_SIZE := N3 
J := POS(' ',FILE_NAME)s If ((J=0) or (J>8)) then J:=83 

FILE_NAME :=(DTA_DRIVE+' : '+Copy( FILE_NAME 51)J))5 
If ((LEVEL=1) and (DATA_STATUS<>1 ) Jthen 

Begin 
Assign( FX_FILE»(FILE_NAME + '.DTA'))3 
Rewrite( FX_FILE ) 
TMP_FX := PARENT_DATA3 
Write( FX_FILE ,TMP_FX)3 
For J:=1 to N do 
Begin 

TMP_FX:=PRSNT_FX_DATAI J]3 

TMP_FX.MTX_SIZE := O03 

Write( FX_FILE,TMP_FX)5 
Ends 
Close( FX_FILE )s 

End 
Else 
Begin 

COPY_FILE((FILE_NAME + '.DTA‘'),( FILE NAME + '.$1$'))3 

Assign( FX_FILE,(FILE_NAME + '.DTA')}3 

Rewrite( FX_FILE )3 
Assign( FX_FILE_BAK,(FILE_NAME + '.$1$'))3 

Reset( FX_FILE_BAK )3 
NAME_1 := PARENT_DATA.NAME3; 
For J := 1 to Length(PARENT_DATA.NAME) do 
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Cx 
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Cx 

{% 

{x 

(x 

(x 

Cx 

NAME_1[J] := UpCase(NAME_1[J])3 
While not( EOF(FX_FILE_BAK)) do 

Begin 
Read( FX_FILE_BAK » TMP_FX }3 

NAME_2:=TMP_FX.NAME 5 
For J := 1 to Length(PARENT_DATA.NAME) do 

NAME_2[J] := UpCase(NAME_2[J1)5 
If (NAME_1 = NAME_2) then 
Begin 

Make sure that the level id's match up with current tree 

For I:=1 to PARENT_DATA.LEVEL do 
PARENT_DATA.ID[I]:=TMP_FX.IDIT ]3 

Write parent to the new file 

Write( FX_FILE ,PARENT_DATA }3 

DATA_STATUS = 0 when there has been an altering to the 
system structure 

If(DATA_STATUS=0) then 

Begin 
For J:=] to N do 
Begin 

Reset matrix size to a lowest level function 

PRSNT_FX[IJ1.MTX_SIZE := 03 

Make sure that the level id's match up with current tree 

For I:=1 to PARENT_DATA.LEVEL do 
PRSNT_FX[JJ.IDLI ]:=PARENT_DATA.IDLI]5 

Write( FX_FILE »PRSNT_FXIJ1])3 
Ends 
Repeat 
Begin 

{($I-}Read( FX_FILE_BAK,TMP_FX)5($I+} 
Ends 
Until ({7MP_FX.LEVEL<PARENT_DATA.LEVEL+1) or 

{IOresult <> 0)); 
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} 
} 
} 

} 
At this point, we've read one more function than we should } 

If(IOresult = O)then 

Begin 
If( TMP_FX.NAME<>PRSNT_FX_DATAIN].NAME) then 
Begin 

Eliminate possible duplication of functions in file. 

NO_COPY :=Trues 
For I:=1 to PARENT_DATA.LEVEL do 

If( TMP_FX.ID{I 1<>PARENT_DATA.IDIIJ) then 
NO_COPY: =False3 

If({not{NO_COPY)) then 

Write( FX_FILE ,TMP_FX)5 
Ends 

Ends 
End 
Else { DATA_STATUS=1 means only the attribute values 

have been changed and the system structure should 
remain the same.} 

Begin 
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{% 
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{% 
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Cx 
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Cx 

(% 

(x 

Cx 

(% 

(x 

{* 

End; 

First, make sure that there are children to insert. 

Ne
g 

age
 

If(PARENT_DATA.MTX_SIZE>0) then 
Begin 

} 
Read first function that is a child of the parent function } 

} 
{$I-}Read{( FX_FILE_BAK »TMP_FX)5{$I+} 
If({IOresult=0) then 

Loop through all N children to write to the .OTA file 

te
ed
 
b
e
d
 
Ly

d 

Begin 
For J:=1 to N do 
Begin 

} 
Insert the next child of the parent function. } 

} 

Write( FX_FILE »PRSNT_FX_DATA[J1])35 
MATCH: =True3 
Repeat 
Begin 

} 
Read the next function from the copied file to see if it is } 
a grandchild. If so, it needs to be copied directly. } 

3 
MATCH: =True3 

{$I-}Read( FX_FILE_BAK »TMP_FX)3($I+) 
If(IOresult<>0) then 

MATCH: =False; 
} 

See if its ID matches the childs. If so, it is a grandchild} 
} 

For I:=1 to PRSNT_FX_DATAIJ].LEVEL do 

If(PRSNT_FX_DATALJ1]. ID{II]<>TMP_FX.ID[I]) then 

MATCH: =Falses 
} 

MATCH will be true only for a grandchild. } 
) 

If(MATCH) then 
Begin 

Write( FX_FILE,TMP_FX)3 
Ends 

End; 
Until ({not MATCH Jor ( EOF(FX_FILE_BAK )))3 

Ends 
Ends 

Ends 
Ends 

End 
Else 
Begin 

TMP_FX.NAME : =TMP_FX.NAME 5 
Write( FX_FILE »TMP_FX)3 

Ends 
Ends 
Close( FX_FILE )3 
Close( FX_FILE_BAK)s 
Erase( FX_FILE_BAK }3 

Ends 

(2899082080388 E RRR RBBB RRRBNEBBNB BBR BRE BBHBEBERBBBRREEE } 

PROCEDURE FILE_READ( Var N,LEVEL: Integers 
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Var PARENT_DATA: FNCTN3 
Var PRSNT_FX_DATA: FX_ARRAYs 

Var ERROR: Boolean); 

{% FILE_READ takes the system configuration stored on the disk } 
{% under the system's file name and loads them into the } 
{* appropriate variables used by the program. } 

£.3E3E369636 3636363096 963EEIEIEIEIEIEIEIEIEEINEEIIE BBR R HEHEHE BHR REHEEE} 

Var 

TMP_FX : FNCTN 5 
VALUE ,FLAG,»TMP_NAME : STRING8O 5 
JL : Integer 5 

(363030983 INTERNAL PROCEDURE 2¢3¢363¢3¢3€969¢9¢9¢-9696969636 369626269696 969636 JEDEIEHEIEIEIEIERE IEEE } 

PROCEDURE SYSTEM_DISPLAY 3 

{ PROCEDURE SYSTEM_DISPLAY simply goes to the system file and } 
{ retrieves all of the subsystems to be displayed on the CRT } 
{ so that the user can identify which subsystem to manipulate.} 
(969696963696 96 969696969696 3EEIE NEE SEIEIEIEIE IEEE IEEE TEIEIEIEIEIEIEIEEIEIEIEIEIEIEIEIEIEIEIEIEEDEIEIEIEIEIEIEIIEIIEE ) 

Var 

I,J 
DISP_LEVEL 
A>B 

Integer 3 
Array[1..10] of Integer $ 
Byte 5 

Begin 
I: =03 

OUTPUT(15,1,23, 'SYS_DISP*' )}3 

Js=135 

Repeat 
Begin 
{$1-)Read( FX_FILE »TMP_FX)5{$1+} 
If(IOresult <> 0) then 
Begin 

Writeln( ‘ERROR: file ',VALUE,* does not exist or the‘); 
Writeln( ‘ data file ‘,VALUE," is not in drive ',DTA_DRIVE ); 
Exits 

Ends 
TMP_FX.NAME : =Copy( TMP_FX.NAME »1,25)3 

GotoXY(3,(1+5))3; Writel TMP_FX.NAME }3 

GotoXY(31,(I+5))3 
For J:=1 to (TMP_FX.LEVEL-1) do Write(TMP_FX.ID[JI],'.')3 

If( TMP_FX.LEVEL=0) then Write('0') 

else Write( TMP_FX.IDETMP_FX. LEVEL ])$ 
J: =TMP_FX.LEVEL5 

GotoXY(53,(145))3 Write(H_S_FETMP_FX.HSF1])3 
I:=1+13 
If(EOF(FX_FILE)) then 

Begin 
Close( FX_FILE )3 
Reset( FX_FILE )3 
I:=183 

End3 
If (I=18) then 

Repeat 
Begin 

READKBDO(A,B)3 

If (A=81) then 
Begin 

For I:=1 to 18 do 
Begin 

GotoXY(3,(1+4))5 
Write(' "D5 
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GotoXY (31,(14+4) )3 
Write(' "D3 
GotoXY(52,(1+4)}3 Write(' "Js 

I:=03 

Ends 
If (B=13) then 

Begin 
Close( FX_FILE }3 
Reset( FX_FILE }3 
Exits 

End} 
End; 
Until I=0;5 

End; 
Until (J=999)3 

Ends 

GeeeHeEneueeeRRE Main procedure 22808Q8B8HHEBHRHEBEEHEHRRRHEGGREE) 

Begin 
DATA_STATUS: =23 
ClrScr3} GotoXY(5,10)3 
Write('Please input the system to manipulate: ',LAST_SYSTEM)s 
GotoXY(45,10)3 

Read1In( VALUE )3 

ClrSer3 

If (VALUE='') then VALUE: =LAST_SYSTEMs 

LAST_SYSTEM: =VALUE 3 

J:=Pos(' ',VALUE )3 

If ((J=0) or (J>8}) then J:=85 
VALUE : =DTA_DRIVE+': '+Copy( VALUE ,1,J)+' .DTA' 

ERROR: =Trues 

FLAG: =NUL8O3 

N:=03 

Assign( FX_FILE »VALUE )5 
€$I-}Reset( FX_FILE 3 ($I+} 

If(IOresult <> 0) then 
Begin 

Gotoxy(0,10)5 
Writeln(''ERROR: file ',VALUE,' does not exist or the')3 
Writeln(' data file ',VALUE;,' is not in drive ',DTA_DRIVE ); 
Repeat until Keypressed; 
Exits 

Ends 
SYSTEM_DISPLAYs 

ClrSers GotoxY(5,12)35 
Write('Please input the function to find: ')s 
ReadIn( FLAG )3 
If (FLAG='') then 

Begin 
PARENT .NAME ;: =SYSTEM3s 

LEVEL:=13 

While not(EOF(FX_FILE)) do 
Begin 
{$I-}Read( FX_FILE > TMP_FX)3($I+} 

If(IOresult <> 0) then TMP_FX.LEVEL:=LEVEL-13 

If( TMP_FX.LEVEL=1)} then 

Begin 
N: =N413 

PRSNT_FX_DATAIN]: =TMP_FX3 

End; 
Ends 

End 
Else 
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Begin 
PARENT .NAME : =FLAG3 

For J:=] to Length{ FLAG) do FLAGIJ]:=Upcasel FLAGIJ]); 

While not(EOF(FX_FILE)) do 

Begin 

End; 

Read( FX_FILE »TMP_FX)3 
L:=Length( TMP_FX.NAME )$ 
For J:=0 to (Length(€ TMP_FX.NAME )-1) do 

Begin 
If ( TMP_FX.NAME[ Length( TMP_FX.NAME )-JJ=' ') then 

L:=Length( TMP_FX.NAME )-J-13 
Ends 
TMP_FX.NAME : =Copy( TMP_FX.NAME 51,L )3 
TMP_NAME : =TMP_FX.NAME 3 
For J:=1 to Length{ FLAG) do 
TMP_FX.NAMEL J]: =Upcase( TMP_FX.NAME[J1])3 

If (FLAG = TMP_FX.NAME) then 
Begin 

DATA_STATUS: =03 
PARENT: =TMP_FX3 
PARENT . NAME : =TMP_NAME 3 
ERROR: =False3 
LEVEL := TMP_FX.LEVEL+13 
Repeat 
Begin 
{$I-}Read( FX_FILE ,TMP_FX )3($I+) 
If(IOresult <> 0) then TMP_FX.LEVEL: =LEVEL-13 
If( TMP_FX.LEVEL=LEVEL) then 
Begin 

N:=N#13 

PRSNT_FX_DATAIN]: =TMP_FX3 
Ends; 

Ends 
Until (TMP_FX.LEVEL<LEVEL }3 

Ends 

Close( FX_FILE )3 
Ends 

End; 

(363636209830309809E2E 20H NNER HERE E EEE BEEF } 

PROCEDURE LEAF_FIND(Var PARENT_NAME : STRING8O3 

Var L : Integers 
Var LEAF_OUT : DEC_FX_ARRAYs 
Var ERROR : Boolean; 
ALLOC : Boolean)3 

(% LEAF_FIND goes into a selected system's data file and pulls ) 
{* the lowest level functions out and places them into an array} 
{* to return to the main routine. } 

{FEE IEIEIE IE IE IEIE FEE IE IE IE IE DE IE IE IE FE IE IEE IE IE IE PE IEE IE IE IE IEIE HE IEE FE IEDE JE IE FE FE IEDE DE IE IEEE IEE IEE DERE IEFEIEIETE } 

Var 

FILE_NAME : STRINGSO 5 

TMP_FX : FNCTN ; 
J : Integer 3 

Begin 
ERROR: =Falses {ERROR is used for file status } 
If (not(ALLOC)) then 

Begin 
Repeat 
Begin 

ClrScr3 GotoXY(5,10);5 
Write('Please input the system to manipulate: ',LAST_SYSTEM); 
GotoxXy(45,10)3 
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Read1n( PARENT_NAME )5 
CirSers 
If (PARENT_NAME='') then PARENT_NAME : =LAST_SYSTEM3 

End; 
Until (PARENT_NAME<>! " )3 

End 
Else PARENT_NAME:=LAST_SYSTEMs 
LAST_SYSTEM: =PARENT_NAME 5 
ALLC_SYSTEM: =PARENT_NAME 5 
J:=Pos(' ',PARENT_NAME )3 

If ((J=0) or (J>8)) then J:=83 

FILE_NAME :=DTA_DRIVE+' : '+Copy( PARENT_NAME ,1,J)4+° .DTA's 

Assign( FX_FILE »FILE_NAME )3 
{$I-}Reset( FX_FILE )3{($I+} 
If(IOresult <> 0) then 
Begin 

ERROR:=True3} {ERROR indicates a file error encountered} 
GotoXY(1,10)3 

Writeln{ ‘ERROR: The file ',FILE_NAME,' does not exist or the'); 
Writelnt' data file ',FILE_NAME,’ is not in drive ‘,DTA_DRIVE,'.* )3 
Repeat Until Keypressed; 
Exits 

Ends 
Begin 

Jr=15 

While (not( EOF(FX_FILE)) and (J<101)) do 

Begin 

($1~-}Read{( FX_FILE »TMP_FX}3{$1+) 
{x* } 
{x If the matrix size is 0, then it is a lowest level function.) 
C% } 

If (TMP_FX.MTX_SIZE=0) then 
Begin 

LEAF_OUT[ J]: =TMP_FX3 

L:=J3 

J:=J4135 

End; 
Ends; 

Ends 
Close( FX_FILE }3 

Ends 

2020882880888 BRE BEEBE ROBB BREE EBON ERBBUBEEHE} 

PROCEDURE LEAF_INSERT(PARENT_NAME : STRINGSO}3 

L : Integer; 
LEAF_IN : DEC_FX_ARRAY )3 

{% LEAF_INSERT takes the input array of lowest level functions 
{x of a system, (i.e. the leaves), and inserts them back into 
{* the file from which they came. This is done after a block 
{* edit has been done of the leaves like an allocation. fe
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b
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(HEE IEIEIEIE IEE IE IE IEIE IE HE IEIEIE IE IE IE IEE HEE DE IE IE TE IE IEE IE IEIEDE IEE HEME HEE EME DEH DE HE HE IE PEE IE IEE DE IEE HEDEIEFENE J 

Var 

FILE_NAME : STRING8O 5 

TMP_FX : FNCTN 3 
J : Integer 3 

Begin 
J:=Pos(' ',PARENT_NAME }35 
If ((J=0) or (J>8)) then J:=83 
FILE_NAME : =DTA_DRIVE+': ‘+Copy( PARENT_NAME 515J)3 

COPY_FILE((FILE_NAME + *.DTA'),(€FILE_NAME + ‘'.$1$'))5 
Assign(FX_FILE,(FILE_NAME + '.DTA'))3 
Rewrite( FX_FILE )3 
Assign( FX_FILE_BAK,(FILE_NAME + '.$1$"))3 
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Reset( FX_FILE_BAK }3 
Begin 

Ji=ls 

While (not(EOF(FX_FILE_BAK))} and (J<(L+1))) do 

Begin 
{$I-}Read( FX_FILE_BAK » TMP_FX )3{$I+} 

(* } 
{* If the matrix size is 0, then it is a lowest level function.) 
(% } 

If (TMP_FX.MTX_SIZE=0) then 
Begin 

If (Copy( TMP_FX.NAME ,1,9)=Copy( LEAF_INIJ].NAME,1,9))? then 
Begin 

TMP_FX:=LEAF_INIJ]5 

J:=J413 

End 
Else 
Begin 

ClrScr; 
WritelIn('File transfer failure. ')3 Writeln; 
Write( 'TMP_FX.NAME: ',»TMP_FX.NAME 3 
Writeln(' LEAF_INI',J,'].NAME: ',LEAF_IN[J1.NAME ); 
Writeln( 'The system DTA file must have been altered between’ ); 
Writeln('the time of extracting the leaf functions and assigning' )3 
Writeln( 'the HN/SW/FW allocations. ')3 
Repeat until Keypressed3 
Close( FX_FILE }3 
Close( FX_FILE_BAK }3 
Erase( FX_FILE)3 
COPY_FILE((FILE_NAME + '.$1$'),(FILE_NAME + '.DTA'))3 

Assign( FX_FILE_BAK,(FILE_NAME + '.$1$'))5 
Erase( FX_FILE_BAK)$ 
Exits 

Ends 
Ends 
Write( FX_FILE»TMP_FX)3 

Ends 
Ends 
Closel FX_FILE )3 
Close( FX_FILE_BAK )$ 
Erase( FX_FILE_BAK )3 

Ends 
{969696369636 IEIEIEIEIEIEIE IE IEE IEIEIEIEIE IEE IE IEIE IEE FE IEIE IEE IEIE IE IEIE IEIE IE IEIE IE IE IE TE IE IEIEIEIEIEIEIEIEIEIEIEINIEE } 

(x x} 

{% This is the PASCAL module “OQUTPUT.PAS" *) 

{x *} 
(309696963630969636909630309EEININEEEIRHE E808 BBR HOO RHEEEEE } 

(3808888088888 RNRRE BUBB BBR BE8 8B BEEBE OBB NREREE } 

PROCEDURE ATTRIB_CALCULATION 
(NUMBER_OF_CHILDREN : Integers 
Var PARENT_VALUE : Reals 
HARD_SOFT_STATUS : TEN_STATUS3; 

DIRECTION : Integers 
CONN_MATRIX : MATRIXs 

Var CHILD_VALUE : TEN_REAL3$ 

EQUATION : TEN_INTs; 

EQU_VARIABLES : TEN_REAL3 

MINIMUM : Reals 
MAXIMUM : Real); 

{% ATTRIB_CALCULATION alters the CHILD_VALUE or the PARENT_VALUE} 

{* based on the equation contained in the EQUATION array with } 
{* constants supplied by the EQU_VARIABLES array. } 

L HEHEHE IEIEIEIEIEIE TE TE IEDHE IE IE HEHE IE FEN EEE IEE IE IEE NE IEDC IE IEEE IEEE HE IE DEDEDE JE FE NEE FETE HEHE NE TE FE IEEE IEEE HE IOVE } 
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Var 

I 3 Integer 3 
TEMP_CHILD_VALUE 3 TEN_REAL 
TEMP_PARENT_VALUE : Real 5 

(29882 Internal procedure of ATTRIB_CALCULATION 2¢2¢2¢3¢2¢3¢2¢2¢2¢2¢2¢3¢2¢363¢} 
PROCEDURE ATTRIB_CHILD_INVs 

{% ATTRIB_CHILD_INV takes the value of each of the children's } 
{* attributes and returns an array of their inverted values } 

{ INPUT => CHILD ARRAY OUTPUT => CHILD ARRAY 2 

LC PEIEIEIEIEIEIE IE IE IEE IEIE HE IE HEIEIE IE IE IEIEDE IEE IE IEDE IEE DE IE HE IEE NE DEIE FE IEDE IE IE HEDE HEE E FEE PETE IEDEFE TE DEIEIOESEDE } 

Var 
I : Integer 5 

Begin 
For I:=1 to NUMBER_OF_CHILDREN do 
Begin , 

If (CHILD_VALUE[I1]=0) then 

CHILD_VALUE[I ]:=1.0E+37 

Else 

CHILD_VALUE[I ]:=1.0/CHILD_VALUEIT ]5 
Ends 

Ends 

(3988008 Internal procedure of ATTRIB_CALCULATION 2<sesesesesescseze2e2¢203000€} 
PROCEDURE ATTRIB_PARENT_INV3 

{* ATTRIB_PARENT_INV takes the value of the parent's } 
{x attributes and returns the inverted value. ) 

{ INPUT => PARENT VALUE OUTPUT => PARENT VALUE } 

£ EIEIEIE IE ME IEIE IE IE IESE HE IE IE IE IE HE IE IE IE IEFE IE HE IEE IE DEDEDE HE FEE DEE DEE HEFE IEE IE ME IEDE TEE IE IE EEE IEEE HEIETENETETETE } 

Begin 
If (PARENT_VALUE=0) then PARENT_VALUE:=1.0E+37 
Else PARENT_VALUE :=1.0/PARENT_VALUE 3 

Ends 

(339006 Internal procedure of ATTRIB_CALCULATION 2<eseses¢xese2¢2¢3¢363¢36303€} 
PROCEDURE ATTRIB_ADD3 
{* ATTRIB_ADD simply performs a straight addition across all } 
{* of the children to derive the value of the parent's attrib- )} 
{* ute. Example: propagating cost up a tree. 3 

€ INPUT => CHILD ARRAY OUTPUT => PARENT VALUE 3 

{ FEIEIEIE IEE HEE IE IE IEE IEE IE IEE DEIEIEIE IE IE IE IE IE IE IE IE IE IE NIE IEIEIEIEIE EIEIO HEHE EEOEEEE } 

Var 

I 3 Integer 5 

Begin 
PARENT_VALUE := 0.0; 

For I:=1 to NUMBER_OF_CHILDREN do 

PARENT_VALUE : =PARENT_VALUE+CHILD_VALUEITI ]5 

Ends 

{xxx Internal procedure of ATTRIB_CALCULATION sesexexczesesesesezeszczezezexe} 
PROCEDURE ATTRIB_DIV3 

{* ATTRIB_DIV simply takes the value of the parent and divides } 
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{* it evenly across the children. If there is an attribute of } 
{% one of the children that has been frozen, it is not changed.} 

€ INPUT => PARENT VALUE OUTPUT => CHILD ARRAY } 

LE IEIE IIE IEEE IEIE IE FETE IE IE IEEE IE IEE IEEE IE DEE IE PETE EIEN IE DE TE DEIE TE ETE NE DE JE IEE DEDEDE IEEE DE DE FE FE DE EDEN IE FETE 

Var 

I : Integer 3 
J» TEMP_VALUE : Real 3 

Begin 

J:=0.03 

TEMP_VALUE : =PARENT_VALUE 5 
For I:=1 to NUMBER_OF_CHILDREN do 

Begin 
If (HARD_SOFT_STATUSII] = 0) then J:=J+l 

Else TEMP_VALUE : =TEMP_VALUE-CHILD_VALUE([I]5 
Ends 
If (J>0) then TEMP_VALUE := TEMP_VALUE/Js 
For I:=1 to NUMBER_OF_CHILDREN do 
Begin 

If (HARD_SOFT_STATUSII] = 0) then 
CHILD_VALUE[I ]: =TEMP_VALUE 3 

Ends 
Ends 

(exe Internal procedure of ATTRIB_CALCULATION 2tsesesexcxexe2¢2¢2¢3¢3¢26303¢} 
PROCEDURE ATTRIB_EQUAL3 

{* ATTRIB_EQUAL simply takes the value of the parent and sets } 
{* the values of the children equal to it. } 

{ INPUT => PARENT VALUE OUTPUT => CHILD ARRAY 3 

{26 IEIEIEIEIE IE IEIE IE IEE IE IE HE IEFE IE IE HEHEHE IE IEE HE IEE IEHE HE IE IE IE IEEE HEHE DE TE HE DEDEDE IE ESE EPE DE IEEE TE IE HE TE IONE IEICE } 

Var 

I 3 Integer 3 

Begin 
For I:=1 to NUMBER_OF_CHILDREN do 
Begin 

If (HARD_SOFT_STATUSII] = 0) then 
CHILD_VALUE[I ]: =PARENT_VALUE 5 

Ends 
Ends 

(x Internal procedure of ATTRIB_CALCULATION 2esesexesesx2e3e3¢26303000€} 
PROCEDURE ATTRIB_MATRIX_MULT3 

{* ATTRIB_MATRIX_MULT performs a matrix multiplication with > 
{x the attributes of the children multiplied by the connection } 
{% matrix. } 

{ INPUT => CHILD ARRAY OUTPUT => CHILD ARRAY } 

LEIEIEIEIEIE IEE IE IEEE IE IE IEIE IE IE IE IE IEIE TE IEIE FE IE JE IE IE IEEE TEE IE DE DE FE TE IE IE IE HE DEE IE IEEE IEEE IEEE } 

Var 

I,J $ Integer 5 
TEMP_VALUE : TEN_REAL $ 

Begin 
For I:=1 to NUMBER_OF_CHILDREN do 
Begin 

For J:=1 to NUMBER_OF_CHILDREN do 
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Begin 
TEMP_VALUE[I ]: =CONN_MATRIXII ,J ]*CHILD_VALUE[ J] 

+ TEMP_VALUELI]s 
Ends 

Ends 
CHILD_VALUE : =TEMP_VALUE 5 

Ends 

(320% Internal procedure of ATTRIB_CALCULATION 3¢2¢22¢3¢2¢2¢269¢962¢9¢26362¢ } 
PROCEDURE ATTRIB_MIN(MIN_VALUE : Real )3 

{%* ATTRIB_MATRIX_MIN checks the value of each of the } 
{* attributes to see if it is above the minimum value. If it 1} 
{* isn't, then it is changed to the value MIN_VALUE. } 

{ INPUT => CHILD OR PARENT OUTPUT => SAME 3 

CIE EIEIEIEIE TE IEIE IE IE IEDC IEDE HE IE HE TE IEIE FE IE IE IE IEE IE IE IEE IEEE FE IE HE HE IE IEE IE TE HEE FE HE TE IEE IE IE IEE FE DE TENE EDC SEIEIE } 

Var 

I : Integer 3 
R : Real 3 

Begin 
If(DIRECTION=1) then 

Begin 
For I:= 1 to NUMBER_OF_CHILDREN do 

Begin 
R: =CHILD_VALUE[T]5 
CHILD_VALUEI[I ]:=max{R»MIN_VALUE }35 

Ends 
Ends 
If(DIRECTION=-1) then 
Begin 

R: =PARENT_VALUE 3 

PARENT_VALUE : =max€R,MIN_VALUE )3 

Ends 
End; 

(eee Internal procedure of ATTRIB_CALCULATION 2ssescsesesezezeze3¢3¢39¢962 } 

PROCEDURE ATTRIB_MAX(MAX_VALUE : Real }s 
(* ATTRIB_MATRIX_MAX checks the value of each of the } 
{x attributes to see if it is below the maximum value. If it } 
{* aisn't, then it is changed to the value MAX_VALUE. } 

{ INPUT => CHILD OR PARENT OUTPUT => SAME } 

(38882 RBEBBE BRB) 

Var 

I : Integer 3 
R : Real 3 

Begin 
If(DIRECTION=1) then 

Begin 
For I:= 1 to NUMBER_OF_CHILDREN do 

Begin 
R: =CHILD VALUEIT]3 

CHILD_VALUE[I ]: =min(R»MAX_VALUE )35 

Ends 
Ends 
If(DIRECTION=-1) then PARENT_VALUE : =min( PARENT_VALUE ,MAX_VALUE }3 

Ends 

(38000 Internal procedure of ATTRIB_CALCULATION 2<sesescsesesese3e2¢3¢3¢30263¢ } 
PROCEDURE ATTRIB_CONST_MULT(CONST_VALUE : Real )3 
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{* ATTRIB_CONST_MULT simply multiplies the children or the } 
{* parent depending on the direction by a constant. } 

€ INPUT => CHILD OR PARENT OUTPUT => SAME 3 

{ EIEIEIE IESE IE IE IE IEEE IE IE IE IE IE HE IEE IEEE HE TENE IE FE IEE JEJE HE IE HEE DE IE JE HEE TENE TEE HE EME ENE FEE FEN IEIE HE FEE IEE FETE 

Var 

I : Integer 5 

Begin 
If€(OIRECTION=1) then 

Begin 
For I:= 1 to NUMBER_OF_CHILDREN do 

If (HARD_SOFT_STATUSII] = 0) then 
CHILD_VALUE[ I J]: =CHILD_VALUE[I ]*CONST_VALUE 3 

Ends 
If(DIRECTION=-1) then PARENT_VALUE : =PARENT_VALUEXCONST_VALUE 5 

Ends 

(286 PROCEDURE ATTRIB_CALCULATION'S MAIN PROGRAM _ 2¢2€¢2¢2¢2¢362¢2¢3¢3¢363) 

Begin 
TEMP_CHILD_VALUE := CHILD_VALUEs 

TEMP_PARENT_VALUE := PARENT_VALUE 3 
IT:=13 

If (DIRECTION=-1) then 

Begin 
Repeat 
Begin 

Case EQUATIONII] of 
O : I:=105 

1 : ATTRIB_CHILD_INV; 

2 : ATTRIB_PARENT_INV3 

3 : ATTRIB_ADDs 
4 : ATTRIB_MATRIX_MULTS 
5 : ATTRIB_MIN( EQU_VARIABLESITI ])5 

6 : ATTRIB_MAX(EQU_VARIABLES[I])3 

7 : ATTRIB_CONST_MULT( EQU_VARIABLESII 1) 
Ends 
I:=I+13 

Ends 
Until (EQUATIONIT 1=0)35 

End3 

If (DIRECTION=1) then 

Begin 
Repeat 
Begin 

Case EQUATIONII] of 

0 : I:=103 

1 : ATTRIB_CHILD_INV3 

2 : ATTRIB_PARENT_INV3 

3 : ATTRIB_DIV; 

4 : ATTRIB_MATRIX_MULT; 

5 : ATTRIB_MIN( EQU_VARIABLESII])3 

6 : ATTRIB_MAX( EQU_VARIABLES[I1}3 

7 : ATTRIB_CONST_MULT(EQU_VARIABLESITI])3 

8 : ATTRIB_EQUAL} 
Ends 
I:=I413 

Ends 
Untill EQUATIONII ]=0)3 

Ends 
(x x) 
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{* This section of the code alters only the CHILD_VALUE if the} 
{% direction is down and only PARENT_VALUE if the direction is) 
{* up. This seemed quicker than if-then loops. *} 
(* *} 

For I:=1 to NUMBER_OF_CHILDREN do 

Begin 
CHILD_VALUEL[I ]:=( (DIRECTION+1 )/2.0 )*CHILD_VALUE[I] - 

( (DIRECTION-1 )/2.0 )*TEMP_CHILD_VALUE[I]; 

If(CHILD_VALUE[I I>MAXIMUM) then CHILO_VALUE([TI 1]: =MAXIMUM 

Else if(CHILD_VALUE[I ]<MINIMUM) then 

CHILD_VALUE[ I ]: =MINIMUM; 

Ends 

PARENT_VALUE : =( ( DIRECTION#1 )/2.0 J*TEMP_PARENT_VALUE - 
((DIRECTION-1 )/2.0 )*XPARENT_VALUE 3 

I f(PARENT_VALUE>MAXIMUM) then PARENT_VALUE : =MAXIMUM 

Else if(PARENT_VALUE<MINIMUM) then PARENT_VALUE : =MINIMUMs 

Ends 

(29393080288 RBR BEBE RUEG BREUER BBEBEEEHRRBREEREE) 

PROCEDURE EQUATION_EDITs 

{* EQUATION_EDIT allows the user to input the equations that 3} 
{* determine the propogation of values through the design tree.} 
{* This is performed for each of the attributes contained in } 
{* the file ATRIB.WGT. } 
2808830008808 NB BRB BUBB RRB BBE BEBE BEBE} 

Var 

CHARACTER : StringI1] 3 

SCRN_DATA : Array[-1..1] of STR_TEN 3 
I,LIM : Integer 5 
A»B : Byte 3 
ATR_REC 3 ATRIB 5 

TEMP_WGTFILE : File of ATRIB 5 

CHANGE : Boolean 5 

(xe Internal procedure of EQUATION_EDIT se2escscsesezeresescsezezesesczenczeacst } 
PROCEDURE NEW_EQU; 

{% NEW_EQU creates and saves a new propagation equation for ) 
{* an attribute. } 
(388288 8888E08RBBNEIE BERR BINA RB URNA REAR ENB RB BEBO } 

Begin 
CHANGE :=Falses 
ClrSers OUTPUT(1,1,17, ‘EQUATION’ }3 

Gotoxy(5,16)3 Write( ATR_REC.NAME )3 
Repeat 
Begin 

Gotoxy( 25,17 )3 
Read1n( CHARACTER )3 

If(CHARACTER='') then CHARACTER: ='U'; 

Case CHARACTER of 

‘U' : ATR_REC.DIRECTN:=-13 

‘u' 3: ATR_REC.DIRECTN: =-13 

*D' : ATR_REC.DIRECTN:=13 

'd’ : ATR_REC.DIRECTN:=1l 

Else ATR_REC.DIRECTN: =03 

Ends 
Ends 
Until (ATR_REC.DIRECTN<>0)5 

CirSers 
OUTPUT(1,1,19,SCRN_DATALATR_REC.DIRECTN] )5 
Gotoxy(5,20)3 
If (ATR_REC.DIRECTN=1) then Write( 'CHILDREN = ‘) 
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Else Write('PARENT = ')3 
LIM := 03 

Repeat 
Begin 

READKBDO( A,B); 
If (A=11) then A:=13 

If((A>-ljand(A<11)) then 

Begin 

LIM := LIM+413 

ATR_REC .EQNILIM] <:= (A-1)5 

If (CATR_REC.EQNILIMJ]=5) or (ATR_REC.EQNILIM]=6)) then 
Begin 

Gotoxy(5,22)3 
Write('Please input the value to be compared to: ‘')3 
Readln{ ATR_REC.VARIAB[I LIM] )3 

Gotoxy(5,22 )3 
Write(' 

End 
Else if (ATR_REC.EQNILIM]=7) then 
Begin 

Gotoxy(5,22)3 
Write('Please input the value to multiply by: ‘'); 
Readln( ATR_REC.VARIABI LIM] )3 

Gotoxy(5,22)3 
Write(' 

Ends 
I o:= LIM; 
Gotoxy(16,20)5 
Repeat 
Begin 

If (ATR_REC.EQNII]=7) then 

Write(ATR_REC.VARIABII ]:4:2)3 

Write( OPERATIONI (ATR_REC.EQNII }*ATR_REC.DIRECTN) ])3 

If ((ATR_REC.EQNIT1=5) or (ATR_REC.EQNIIJ=6)) then 

Write(ATR_REC.VARIAB[I1:4:25',)")3 

I := I-13 

Ends 
Until (I=0)3 

If (ATR_REC.DIRECTN=1) then Write( 'PARENT' } 

Else Write( ‘CHILDREN’ )3 
Repeat 
Begin 

Write('}')5 

IT:=I413 
End3 
Until (I=LIM)s 

Gotoxy( 16,20 )3 

Ends 
Ends 
Until (A=1)5 

Ends 

(3308080 Internal procedure of EQUATION_EDIT sessexeseseseseseresezeacaesesczesesext } 
PROCEDURE OLD_EQU( Var CHANGE: Boolean); 
{% OLD_EQU checks with the user to see if the present equation } 
{* for an attribute should be overwritten or left as is. } 
{969696969696 9696 96969696 9696 9696 9EIEIEREIEIEIEREIEREREIEIEREEDEIESESESEIEDE SE DEE DEDEDE IESE EDESESESE IE DETE TEI IETE ETE DEDEDE } 

Begin 
Clrsecr; Gotoxy(5,10)3 
Writeln( 'The following equation';, 

' already exists for ',ATR_REC.NAME )3 
Gotoxy(5,12}3 I:=03 
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If (ATR_REC.DIRECTN=1) then Write( ‘CHILDREN = ') 
Else Write('PARENT = ')3 
Repeat I:=I+1 Until (ATR_REC.EQNITI J=0);5 
Repeat 
Begin 

If (ATR_REC.EQNIT]=7) then 
Write( ATR_REC.VARTAB[I 1:4:2)3 

Write( OPERATIONI ( ATR_REC .EQNIT ]*#ATR_REC .DIRECTN)])3 

If (CATR_REC.EQNEI1]=5) or (ATR_REC.EQNII]=6)) then 

Write( ATR_REC.VARIAB[IJ:4:25',5' )3 

I := I-13 
Ends 
Until (I=0)5 

If (ATR_REC.DIRECTN=1) then Write( 'PARENT' ) 

Else Write( 'CHILDREN' )3 

Repeat 
Begin 

Write(')')s 
IT:=I+13 

End; 
Until (ATR_REC.EQNIT 1=0)5 
Gotoxy(5,14)3 
Write('With a range from ',ATR_REC.RANGE[11]:5:2,' to ')3 
Write( ATR_REC.RANGE[21:5:25'.'°)3 
Gotoxy(5,16)3 
Write('Do you wish to change this range? N' )3Gotoxy(39,16)}3 
ReadIn( CHARACTER )3 

If (CHARACTER='Y') or (CHARACTER='y') then 

Begin 
Repeat 
Begin 

I:=03 

Repeat 
Begin 
Gotoxy( 5,16 );Write(NUL8O }5 
Gotoxy(5,16);Write( ‘Input the lower value of the range: ')3 
Read1n( SCRN_DATAI0 1) 
Val(SCRN_DATALO],ATR_REC.RANGEI11,1)3 

Ends 
Until (I<1) or (I>1)3 

Repeat 
Begin 
Gotoxy( 5,16 )3;Writel( NUL8O }3 
Gotoxy(5,16);Nritel'Input the upper value of the range: ')}3 
Readin(SCRN_DATAI0])3 

Val(SCRN_DATA[01,ATR_REC.RANGE[ 21,1 )3 

Ends 
Until (I<1) or (I>1)3 

Ends 
Until (ATR_REC.RANGE[1]<ATR_REC.RANGE[21)3 

Ends 
Gotoxy(5,16)3Write(NUL80)3 Gotoxy(5,16}3 
Write('Do you wish to change this equation? N')3 Gotoxy(42,16}3 
Read1n( CHARACTER )5 
If(CHARACTER='') then CHARACTER: ='N'3 

Case CHARACTER of 

‘¥' : CHANGE: =TRUE3 

*y’ : CHANGE : =TRUE 3} 

"'N' : CHANGE: =FALSEs3 

‘'n’ : CHANGE: =FALSEs3 

Else CHANGE: =FALSE3 

End 
Ends 

{33 PROCEDURE EQUATION_EDIT's MAIN BODY 2e2e2csezczercaeacaeseacaezereseaerenesest see } 
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Begin 

Assign(WGTFILE ,PRG_DRIVE+' :ATRIB.WGT' )3 
Assign( TEMP_WGTFILE »PRG_DRIVE+' : ATRIB.$1$' )3 

€ } 
{ Making a copy of ATTRIB.NGT into ATTRIB.$1$. } 
t } 

{($I-}Reset(WGTFILE )3{$I+)} 

ITf(IOresult <> 0) then 

Begin 
Writeln( ‘ERROR: Invalid drive specification for data.')}3 
Writeln(' Check that the file ATRIB.WGT is in drive ',PRG_DRIVE,'.')3 
Writeln(' The program drive can be changed from the main menu. ')3 
Writeln(' Press any key to continue.')3 
Repeat Until Keypressed; 
Exits 

Ends 
Rewrite( TEMP_WGTFILE )5 
While not(EQF(NGTFILE)) do 

Begin 
Read( WGTFILE ,ATR_REC }5 

Write( TEMP_NGTFILE »ATR_REC }3 
Ends 
Close(WGTFILE )3 
Closet TEMP_WGTFILE }3 

Reset( TEMP_WGTFILE )3 

Rewrite(WGTFILE )3 
SCRN_DATA[-1]:="EQN_UP's 
SCRN_DATA[ 1]: ='EQN_DOWN' 3 
While not( EOF(TEMP_WGTFILE)) do 
Begin 

Readt TEMP_NGTFILE ,ATR_REC )3 

CHANGE : =FALSE 3 

If(ATR_REC.EQNI[11<>0) then 
Begin 

OLD_EQU( CHANGE })}3 
If (CHANGE) then NEW_EQU; 

End 
Else NEW_EQU3 
Write( NGTFILE ,ATR_REC )3 

Ends 
Close(WGTFILE )3 
Close( TEMP_WGTFILE )3 

Erase( TEMP_WGTFILE )3 
Ends 

(6969096969696 9696963696389 } 

PROCEDURE IDEEL_FILE_WRITE $s 

{ PROCEDURE IDEEL_FILE_WRITE produces the files necessary for } 
{ the commercial program IDEEL to read the values produced by } 
{ this program. } 
{ } 
(238882208 REBRBROHUBE ROBE EHEREBEERBABEBBBRRBEEREHRBEH8EBHHHEE} 

Var 

IDLFILE 3 Text $ 
J»I,K : Integer 3 
ATRIB_NAMES : TEN_STR 5 

TMP_ATRIB : ATRIB 5 

TMP_FX : FNCTN 3 
DISP_LEVEL : TEN_INT 5 
TMP_STR : STR_TEN ; 
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(3380888883 EEBE RBBB BREN E RE BEEBN EEE BBE EBEREBBB8ERR88REE} 

PROCEDURE IDEEL_NAME_INPUT3 

{ PROCEDURE IDEEL_NAME_INPUT inserts the text strings into the} 
¢ file WGTFILE that the commercial program IDEEL can recognize) 
{ for its input. } 
{ } 
(3886888800888 REBEUEREB REE B BEEBE RURENBEBHEBEBEEEHBEHEBEHE } 

Var 

TMP_ATRIB : ATRIB 5 

WGTFILE_BAK 3 File of ATRIB 5 

Begin 
COPY_FILE( ‘ATRIB.WGT', 'ATRIB.$2$' )3 

Assign(WGTFILE, 'ATRIB.WGT‘ )3 

Rewrite( NGTFILE )3 
Assign(WGTFILE_BAK, 'ATRIB.$2$' }3 

Reset(WGTFILE_BAK }3 
While not( EOFC(NGTFILE_BAK)) do 

Begin 
Read{ WGTFILE_BAK,TMP_ATRIB )5 
CirScr; Gotoxv(5,10)3 
Writeln( ‘Please input the name that IDEEL will recognize for' Js 
GotoXY(5,11)3; Write('the function ',TMP_ATRIB.NAME,': ')5 
Read1n( TMP_ATRIB.IDEEL_NAME }3 

Write(WGTFILE,TMP_ATRIB)$ 

Ends 
Close(WGTFILE )3 
Close(WGTFILE_BAK J; 
Erase(WGTFILE_BAK )3 

ClirScr3 
Ends 

Begin 
ClrSers GotoXY(5,10)3 

Write('"Do you need to input new names for IDEEL to recognize? ')}3 
Readln( ANS )3 If(ANS=NULL) then ANS:='n'3 ANS:=UpCasel ANS )3 
If (ANS='Y') then IDEEL_NAME_INPUT3 

GotoxyY(5,12)3 

Write('Please input the name of the system to be written to IDEEL: °)) 
Read1n( FILE_NM)3 
J:=Pos(' ‘',FILE_NM)3 

If ((J=0) or (J>8)) then J:=83 

For I:=1 to J do FILE_NM[IJ:= UpCase( FILE_NM[I])3 
Assign( FX_FILE,(DTA_DRIVE+': '#FILE_NM+" .DTA'))3 
{$I-}Reset( FX_FILE )3($1+} 
If(IOresult <> 0) then 
Begin 

Gotoxy(0,10)3 
Write('ERROR: file ',DTA_DRIVE,'‘':',FILE_NM,'.DTA‘ )s 

Writeln(' does not exist or the')35 
Write(' data file ',DTA_DRIVE,':',FILE_NM,‘.DTA‘ }3 

Writeln(' is not in drive ',DTA_DRIVE ); 
Repeat until Keypresseds 
Exits 

Ends 
Assign( IDLFILE,(DTA_DRIVE+': '+FILE_NM+'. IDL‘ ))s5 

Rewrite( IDLFILE )3 

Assign(WGTFILE, 'ATRIB.WGT' J3 

Reset(WGTFILE )3 

T:=03 

While not( EOF(WGTFILE)) do 

Begin 
I:=I+13 
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Read(WGTFILE > TMP_ATRIB }35 
ATRIB_NAMES[L I ]:=TMP_ATRIB. IDEEL_NAME $ 

Ends 
Close(WGTFILE )3 

GotoX¥(5,14)3 
Write('Input the file name for IDEEL to read: ')3 
Read1In({ TMP_STR )3 
If(TMP_STR='') then Write( IDLFILE ,»FILE_NM) 

Else Write( IDLFILE,TMP_STR }3 

While not(EOF(FX_FILE)) do 

Begin 
Read( FX_FILE »TMP_FX)3 
If(Pos(',',TMP_FX.NAME )<>0) then 

TMP_FX.NAME ; =Copy( TMP_FX.NAME »1,(Pos(',*»TMP_FX.NAME )-1))3 
Write(IDLFILE,'$$ °)s 

For J:=1 to (TMP_FX.LEVEL-1) do Write(IDLFILE,TMP_FX.ID[J],‘.')s 

If( TMP_FX.LEVEL=0) then Write(IDLFILE,'o') 
Else Write(IDLFILE,TMP_FX.IDE TMP_FX.LEVEL ] }3 

Write(IDLFILE,'*,*,TMP_FX.NAME }3 

J:=TMP_FX. LEVELS 
For K:=1 to I do 
Write(IDLFILE,',* ,ATRIB_NAMESIK],‘','»TMP_FX.ATTRIBIK].VALUE:9:2,' ')s5 

Ends 
Close( IDLFILE )} 
Close( FX_FILE }3 

Ends 

£3323880888206 00888888 BUBB RUBE ERUB BUREN RNR EEEHBBREEBRREEE) 
PROCEDURE THOLD_PICK( OPTION Integer 3 

THRESHOLD 3 Reals 
SYSTEM_NAME ; STRINGSO} 
LEAF_TOTAL : Integer }5 

{% THOLD_PICK takes the set of leaves passed in the function *} 
{* call and prioritizes the allocations. The method used to *)} 
{* produce a cutoff point for the number of options is *} 
{* determined by the variable OPTION: x} 
1% *} 
x 1 - Find the top n options determined by n=THRESHOLD x} 
{% 2 - Find the top nZ determined by n“Z=THRESHOLD *} 
(x 3 - Find all options with alloc. likelihood > THRESHOLD} 
{x 4 - Use fuzzy logic to determine threshold likelihood *} 
{x *) 

{% The routine then prints the successful options to an output) 
{* file with file_name=SYSTEM_NAME and extension .OPT. x} 

(369636369036 3636903399EIEERRB8 REE IB EEE BEEBE RNR BEEBE HEREOF } 

Var 

DONE »ORDER_DONE : Boolean 3 

NUMBER_FOUND I,J : Integer 5 
CURRENT ,OPT_LVL : Integer 5 

OPTION_FILE_NAME : STRING8O $ 
OPTION_FILE 3 Text 3 

WORK_FILE1 : File of Integer 3 
WORK_FILE2 : File of Integer 3 
CURRENT_WORK_FILE : Char $ 
OPTION_ORDER : Arrayl1..100,1..3] of Integer 3 
CURRENT_OPTION 3 Array[1..100] of Integer 3 
NEXT_OPTION : Array[1..2] of Integer 5 
NEXT_VALUE : Real 3 
CHOOSE_LVL 3 Integer 3 
ALLOC_HOLD : Arrayl1..3] of Integer 5 
TOTAL : Real 5 
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{* DONE is set after the last option the user wanted is found *) 
{% NUMBER_FOUND is the total number of options found *} 
{* I and J are general purpose counters x) 

{% CURRENT is the number of the option we are currently on x) 
{* OPTION_FILE is the text file the results are printed to x*} 
{%* OPTION_ORDER is a matrix of the order of leaf probabilities*) 
{% CURRENT_OPTION is the list of HW/SW/FW alloc. for each leafx} 
{% NEXT_OPTION is the location in OPTION_ORDER of next option *} 
{* NEXT_VALUE holds the value of the NEXT_OPTION leaf *} 

{* OPT_LVL indicates the current iteration of NEXT_OPTION x} 
{* ORDER_DONE is set when all of the leaf ordering is done x} 
{* CHOOSE_LVL is a general variable used to find order of opts} 
(% *) 
{% ALLOC_HOLD is used to hold a specific option choice while *) 
(x all of the associated system allocations are found *} 
{* 1 - is the function being held constant x} 
{% 2 - is the allocation that the function is held at *} 
{x 3 - is the allocation (1-HW,2-SW,3-FW) for the x} 
(x optimum option for the choosen function. *} 
Ce 3} 
{* The program operates as follows using this x} 
tx variable: The program starts at the optimum *} 
C3 configuration of the whole system and goes x} 
{x through the existing list of allocations in x} 
{x order pulling out all of the configurations x} 
{x where the held function's allocation is at *} 
(x its optimum value (=1). It then just swaps x} 
{% the original value for the function with the *} 
{%* new allocation and appends it to the original *) 
{x list. Repeating this will create the proper  ¥*) 
(% order for the system allocation List. *} 
{x x} 
{% WORK_FILE1 is used to store all previous system sorts. x} 
{% Always write to 1. *} 
(% WORK_FILE2 is used to recall all previous system sorts so *} 
{% when a new allocation is accepted, all the previous*} 
{% option configurations don't need to be found. *} 
{% Always read from 2. x} 
{* TOTAL is the total number of possible allocations. It is *} 
(% used to check if we are done sorting. x} 

Begin 
TOTAL : =expon(3.0,LEAF_TOTAL )3 

For I:=1 to LEAF_TOTAL do 

Begin 
For J:=1 to 3 do OPTION_ORDER[I,J1:=03 

Ends 
OPTION_FILE_NAME: =DTA_DRIVE+': '+Copy(SYSTEM_NAME »1,8)+' .OPT'3 
Assign( OPTION_FILE ,OPTION_FILE_NAME )3 

Rewrite( OPTION_FILE )3 

CURRENT_WORK_FILE:='1'3 

Assign(WORK_FILE1,DTA_DRIVE+' :WORK.$1$' } 
Rewrite(WORK_FILE1); 
ORDER_DONE : =False; 

OPT_LVL:=13 
CURRENT : =13 

{x x} 

{* This area of the program finds the optimum option and puts *} 
{* the remaining HAVAL, SWVAL, and FWVAL in order for sorting. *} 
{x %} 

For I:=1 to LEAF_TOTAL do 
Begin 

Case LEAVESII].HSF of 

1: 
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Begin 
OPTION_ORDER[I,1]:=OPT_LVL3 

CURRENT_OPTION[I ]:=13 

Ends 
2: 

Begin 
OPTION_ORDERII,2]:=OPT_LVL3 

CURRENT_OPTIONII 1]: =23 

Ends 
3: 

Begin 
OPTION_ORDER[I,31]:=OPT_LVL3 

CURRENT_OPTIONITI 1]: =33 

Ends 
Else 
Begin 

CirSers 
Gotoxy(5,10)3 
Writeln('Files have not been allocated yet. '); 
I: =LEAF_TOTAL3s 

Ends 
Ends 

{* Save the option to the temporary work file. x} 

Write( WORK_FILE1,CURRENT_OPTIONIT 1)3 

Ends 

{* Indicate that one option has been found, i.e. the optimum *} 

NUMBER_FOUND: =135 
OPT_LVL:=OPT_LVL+13 

{% Put all of the remaining allocation probabilities in order *} 

While(not(ORDER_DONE )) do 

Begin 
NEXT_OPTIONI 11]: =03 

NEXT_OPTIONI 2 1: =03 

NEXT_VALUE : =0.03 
For I:=1 to LEAF_TOTAL do 

Begin 
If(OPTION_ORDER[I;,11]=0) then 

Begin 
If( LEAVES[I ].HWVAL>NEXT_VALUE} then 

Begin 
NEXT_OPTIONI11:=13 
NEXT_OPTIONI 21:=13 
NEXT_VALUE : =LEAVESII ].HWVAL 3 

Ends 
End; 
If(OPTION_ORDERII,21=0) then 

Begin 
If( LEAVES[I1.SWVAL>NEXT_VALUE )} then 

Begin 
NEXT_OPTIONI 11:=13 
NEXT_OPTIONI[ 2]: =23 

NEXT_VALUE : =LEAVES[I].SWVAL:} 

Ends 
Ends 
I fC OPTION_ORDERII,3]=0) then 

Begin 
If( LEAVESII ]. FWVAL>NEXT_VALUE ) then 

Begin 
NEXT_OPTIONI11:=I5 
NEXT_OPTIONI 2]: =33 
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NEXT_VALUE : =LEAVESII ].FWVAL3 

Ends 
Ends 

End; 

OPTION_ORDERINEXT_OPTIONE 11,NEXT_OPTIONIE 211]: =OPT_LVLs 

OPT_LVL: =OPT_LVL+13 
If(NEXT_VALUE=0) then ORDER_DONE:=Trues 

End; 

(x x} 
{*x This section of code finds the rest of the desired options *) 
{* based on the OPTION and the THRESHOLD values. *} 
% *} 

CHOOSE_LVL:=13 
DONE : =False3 
While not(DONE) do 
Begin 

CHOOSE_LVL:=CHOOSE_LVL+13 

For I:=1 to LEAF_TOTAL do 
Begin 

For J:=1 to 3 do 
Begin 

If(OPTION_ORDERII,J1=CHOOSE_LVL) then 

Begin 
ALLOC_HOLDI1]:=T3 
ALLOC_HOLD[ 21: =J3 

Ends 
Ends 

Ends 
(x x} 
(* Swap the current work files to read from and to write to *} 
{x x} 

Close(WORK_FILE1); 
Assign(WORK_FILE2 ,DTA_DRIVE+' :WORK.$'+CURRENT_WORK_FILE+'$' )3 
Reset(WORK_FILE2 )3 

If(CURRENT_WORK_FILE='1‘') then CURRENT_WORK_FILE:='2' 
Else CURRENT_WORK_FILE:='1'3 

Assign( WORK_FILE1,DTA_DRIVE+' :WORK.$'#CURRENT_WORK_FILE+'$S' )3 
Rewrite( WORK_FILE1)3 

% *} 
{% A quick and dirty way of copying WORK_FILE2 to WORK_FILE1. *} 
{x %) 

While(not(EOF(WORK_FILE2))) do 

Begin 
For I:=1 to LEAF_TOTAL do Read(WORK_FILE2,CURRENT_OPTIONITI])3 

For I:=1 to LEAF_TOTAL do Write(WORK_FILE1,CURRENT_OPTIONII 1])3 
End; 

Close( WORK_FILE2 }5 
Reset(WORK_FILE2)35 

Cx x} 

{% Reopen WORK_FILE2 and begin finding options where the func-*} 
{* tion held in ALLOC_HOLD is at its optimum value. The x) 
{* optimum value is 1 in CURRENT_OPTION x} 
(% x} 

J:=13 
While({not( EOF(WORK_FILE2))) do 

Begin 
If(J=1) then ALLOC_HOLD[3]:=CURRENT_OPTION[ ALLOC_HOLD[11]3 

For I:=1 to LEAF_TOTAL do Read(WORK_FILE2 ,CURRENT_OPTION[I J)3 

If{CURRENT_OPTION[ ALLOC_HOLDI1]]=ALLOC_HOLDI31]) then 

Begin 
CURRENT_OPTIONI ALLOC_HOLD[1]]:=ALLOC_HOLDI 213 
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Cx% 

% 

(x 

{x 

CX 

{% 

For I:=1 to LEAF_TOTAL do 
Write(WORK_FILE1,CURRENT_OPTIONII])3 

NUMBER_FOUND : =NUMBER_FOUND+1 5 
Ends 
J :=J415 

Ends 
x} 

Close the files for the next round. x} 
*} 

Close( WORK_FILE2)3 
Close(WORK_FILE1)3 

%) 
Determine if we are done searching for options. This check} 
is different for each case. *)} 

x) 
Case OPTION of 

1 - Find the top n options determined by n=THRESHOLD %} 

1: {% OPTION 1 x) 

Begin 
I f{ THRESHOLD<NUMBER_FOUND) then DONE :=True; 

Ends 

2 - Find the top n/% determined by n“=THRESHOLD x%} 

2: {% OPTION 2 *} 

Begin 
I f( THRESHOLD<( (NUMBER_FOUND/TOTAL )*¥100)) then DONE: =True; 

Ends 

3 - Find all options with alloc. likelihood > THRESHOLD} 

3: C% OPTION 3 x} 

Begin 
If( ALLOC_HOLD[2]=1) then 

Begin 

If( THRESHOLD>LEAVES[ ALLOC_HOLDI11]].HWVAL } 

End 
Else If({ALLOC_HOLDI2]=2) then 

Begin 
I f( THRESHOLD>LEAVESI ALLOC_HOLDI11]1].SWVAL} 

End 
Else If({ALLOC_HOLD[2]=33 then 

Begin 
I f( THRESHOLD>LEAVESI ALLOC_HOLDI111].FWVAL ) 

Ends 
Ends 

& - Use fuzzy logic to determine threshold likelihood *) 

4: C# OPTION 4 *} 

Begin 
If(ALLOC_HOLD[21]=1} then 

Begin 
If{ THRESHOLD>LEAVES[E ALLOC_HOLDI11].HWVAL ) 

End 
Else If(ALLOC_HOLDI2]=2) then 

Begin 
I f( THRESHOLD>LEAVES[E ALLOC_HOLD[11]].SWVAL ) 

End 
Else If(ALLOC_HOLD[21=3) then 

Begin 
I f( THRESHOLD>LEAVES[ ALLOC_HOLD[11].FWVAL) 

Ends 
Ends 
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then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

then 

DONE : =True3 

DONE :=True; 

DONE : =Trues 

DONE : =Trues 

DONE : =True3 

DONE : =True; 
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{x Else and error in function selection has occured. x} 

Else 
Begin 

DONE : =True 3 

Ends 
Ends 
If{NUMBER_FOUND>TOTAL) then DONE:=True; 

Ends 
{x *} 

{* Begin writing the option list to the output file "fn.OPT" x) 
C% x} 

NUMBER_FOUND: =05 
DONE : =Falses 

Assign(WORK_FILE2,DTA_DRIVE+' :WORK.$‘ +CURRENT_WORK_FILE+'$* )3 

Reset( WORK_FILEZ)3 
While not(DONE) do 
Begin 

For J:=1 to LEAF_TOTAL do 

Begin 
Read( WORK_FILE2,CURRENT_OPTIONI J] )3 

End; 
NUMBER_FOUND : =NUMBER_FOUND+15 
Case OPTION of 

1: C% OPTION 1 x*} 

Begin 
If( THRESHOLD<NUMBER_FOUND) then DONE:=True; 

End 
Z: {3 OPTION 2 x} 

Begin 
If( THRESHOLD<{ (NUMBER_FOUND/TOTAL )*100}) then DONE: =True; 

Ends 
3: Cx OPTION 3 *)} 

Begin 
{x *) 
€% CURRENT_OPTION holds the allocation to HN, SW, or FN and = *) 
{* J is the leaf, so checking the allocation likelihood of *) 
{* the current option allocation of the J-th leaf against the *} 
{* minimum allocation likelihood will tell us if we need to ¥*) 
{* quit. x} 
{x *} 

For J:=1 to LEAF_TOTAL do 

Begin 
If(CURRENT_OPTION[ JJ=1) then 

Begin 
If( THRESHOLD>LEAVES[J].HNVAL) then DONE: =Trues 

End 
Else If(CURRENT_OPTION[ J]=2) then 

Begin 
I¥{ THRESHOLD>LEAVESI J].SWVAL) then DONE:=Trues 

End 
Else If(CURRENT_OPTION( JJ=3) then 

Begin 
If( THRESHOLD>LEAVESI J]. FNVAL) then DONE:=Trues 

Ends 
End} 

End 
G: Cx OPTION 4& x} 

Begin 
% *) 
{%* CURRENT_OPTION holds the allocation to HW, SW, or FW and == *} 
{*x J is the leaf, so checking the allocation likelihood of ¥*} 
{* the current option allocation of the J-th leaf against the *} 
{* minimum allocation likelihood will tell us if we need to *} 
{* quit. %} 
{x x} 
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For J:=1 to LEAF_TOTAL do 

Begin 
If(CURRENT_OPTION[ JJ=1) then 

Begin 
If( THRESHOLD>LEAVES[ J].HNVAL) then DONE:=True3 

End 
Else If(CURRENT_OPTION[JJ]=2) then 

Begin 
If( THRESHOLO>LEAVES[J1.SWVAL) then DONE:=Trues 

End 
Else If(CURRENT_OPTIONI J]=3) then 

Begin 
If( THRESHOLD>LEAVESI J]. FWNVAL) then DONE:=Trues 

Ends 
End3 

Ends 
Else 
Begin 

Writeln( ‘Unavailable choice.'); 
DONE : =True}3 

Ends 
Ends 
If(NUMBER_FOUND>TOTAL ) then DONE :=True; 
If ( (DONE Jand(NUMBER_FOUND=1}) then 

Write(OPTION_FILE,'Sorry, no configurations successful. ' J; 
If (not(DONE)) then 
Begin 

Write(OPTION_FILE, ‘Configuration ',NUMBER_FOUND,' is: ')3 

For J:=1 to LEAF_TOTAL do 
Begin 

If(J>1) then Write(OPTION_FILE,' - ')s 

Write(OPTION_FILE ,H_S_FLCURRENT_OPTIONIJ1])3 
Ends 
Writeln( OPTION_FILE }3 

Ends 
Ends 
Close(WORK_FILE2}3 
Close( OPTION_FILE )3 
Assign(WORK_FILE1,DTA_DRIVE+’ :WORK.$1$' }5 
Assign(WORK_FILE2 ,DTA_DRIVE+' :WORK.$2$' J3 
Erase(WORK_FILE1}3 

Erase(WORK_FILE2 }3 
Ends 
{2696-96 9EIEIEIEIEIEIEIEIE IEIEFE IEICE IEIEIEIEIE HE HE FE FE IEIE IE IEIE HOPE DEDE FE IEIETE TEDEFEDEDE DEBE IEIE SE IEFESEIEIEDEIEIEIOIEIE J 

{ The following code is from David Webster's HW/SW/FW allo- } 
{ cation tool. This is from the PASCAL module "WEBSTER.PAS" } 

{ FEI IEIE HEHE IEE IEICE TENE IEE HEHE IE IE IEEE ETE IE IEE HE IE IE IE IEIE HE DEE TE FEE HE IE IEICE DEDEDE FE FE IE DEDEDE IEE HEE TE DEIEIEDE J 

(388888338882 R BBB BRR NB BRB ARBREEEEIEE ) 
PROCEDURE DRAWBOX(xl,yl,x2,y2: integer); 

{ Draw a Box } 
(3880202888228 2EEB8RRBREEBR BNIB BEBE BB BERRI REEIEIE IBGE J 

var i: integers 
begin 

gotoxy(xl,yl)3 
for i:=xl to x2 do write('-')3 
for 1 :=yl+l to y2 do 

begin 
gotoxy(x1,1)3 writet'[')s 
gotoxy(x2,i)3 write('|')s 

end; 
gotoxy(x1l,y2)5 
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for i := xl to x2 do write('-'); 

ends { End Draw Box } 

(389906208888 BERE BREE EBB BEE RB BEEBE NERBHERNECEBEEEEBEERREEE} 
PROCEDURE FACT_HELP$ 

{ FACT_HELP displays the factor help screen } 
£39088888800088828EBEERHEEEBEEBERUEEEHBUEREEBER BEEBE UREBEBERURUREHIRGEE) 

VAR 

line: string8035 
dump: texts 

BEGIN 
ASSIGN( dump, 'FACT.HLP* )5 
RESET( dump )5 
CLRSCR} 

GOTOXY(252)3 

WHILE NOT(EOF(dump)) DO 
BEGIN 

READLN( dump, line )3 
WRITELN( Line }s 

END} 
GOTOXY(4,25)3 WRITE('Press any Key to continue. ')3 
REPEAT UNTIL KEYPRESSED3 

CLOSE ( dump ) 3 

END; 

{3696 9E9EIEIEIEIEIEIEIE IE IE IEIE IE IE IE IEME IE IEIERE HEE IE IEE HEE IE IE IEE IEE DED HEE DEDEDE SEI HERE DERE HE HEIEREIEIEREIEIEIEE EIEN F 

PROCEDURE FXT_HELP3 

{ FX_HELP displays the unction input help screen } 
£3938363030303090909883EB EBERRON ERR BB UBER EEE) 
TYPE 

string80 = stringl[80]; 

VAR 

line: string80; 
dump: texts 

BEGIN 

ASSIGN( dump, 'FX.HLP' )3 

RESET( dump ) 5 
CLRSCR3 

GOTOXY( 252 )3 

WHILE NOTCEOF( dump }) DO 

BEGIN 

READLN( dump» line )3 
WRITELN( line); 

END$ 

GOTOXY(4,25)3 WRITE('Press any key to continue. ')5 
REPEAT UNTIL KEYPRESSED; 

CLOSE ( dump ) 5 
END s 

(36363636963626309026309090963090909 IEEE R NEBR BERR EIEERNEEHHEHERHEEE } 

PROCEDURE SET_WGHT$ 

Procedure SET_NGHT manages the GLM FACTORS 
The procedure allows input of new factors, 
modification of existing factors, and deletion 
of factors. The procedure results are placed 
in the wgotfile file which represents the disk 
file model .wgt S

A
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A
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A
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d 
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¢ 
{IE IEIE IEE IEE IEEE IE IE HE IE IEIEE BE DEIE DE IE TEDEDEDEE SESE DE HE HEE EE TE DEDEDE HE FEPE DEDEDE DE IE IEEE HE IEE IEE HE FE BEDE DE TEFEHEFE HE IEE DE FETE } 

VAR 

index: integer; 
fini: boolean; 
next: boolean; 
modify: boolean; 
factor: atrib; 
value: string803 

{Nest: 1 LL2111121111111111111111111111211121121112111111111111111111111113 
PROCEDURE Wgt_Screen; 

{ } 
{ This procedure displays the generic factor } 
{ screen. It includes information on rate, ) 

{ rank, and weight definitions } 
{ } 

€121121111211121111111111111112111111111111111111111111111111111111111111) 

BEGIN 

CLRSCR3 

GOTOXY(2,0)3 WRITE('SET MODEL TRADE-OFF FACTOR WEIGHTS’ 33 
GOTOXY(49,7)3 WRITE('1 => Almost Certainly => 95%" )3 

GOTOXY(49,8)3 WRITE('2 => More Than Likely => 754"')3 
GOTOXY(49,9)3 WRITE('3 => Uncertain => 5OZ')s 

GOTOXY(49,10)5 WRITE('4 => More Than Likely Not => 352'}5 
GOTOXY(4¢9,11)5 WRITE('5S => Almost Certainly Not => 52')3 

GOTOXY(2,23)3 WRITE('Type "help" for Instructions‘ )3 
GOTOXY(2,24)3 WRITE('Type "quit" to Exit')s 
GOTOXY(40,23)3 WRITE('Type "next" for next factor' J; 
GOTOXY(40,24)3 WRITEC'Type "del" to delete factor‘); 

GOTOXY (4533 

CLREQL}s 

WRITE('Factor Name: ')35 

GOTOXY(17,3)3 WRITE(' "Ds 

DRAWBOX( 2 »4 546 512 )5 
GOTOXY(4,5)3 WRITE( *Level' )s 
GOTOXY(4,7)3 WRITE 'High* }3 
GOTOXY(4,9)3 WRITE( ‘Moderate’ )3 
GOTOXY(4,11)3 WRITE( ‘Low’ Js 

GOTOXY(17,5)3 WRITE( ‘Hardware’ Js 

GOTOXY(27,5)3 WRITE( '‘Software' )5 

GOTOXY(37,5)3 WRITE( 'Firmware' J 

GOTOXY(18,735 WRITE(' "Ds 
GOTOXYV(28,7)3 WRITE( "3 
GOTOXY(38,7)3 WRITE(' "35 
GOTOXV(18,9)3 WRITEC' "O35 
GOTOXY(28,9)3 WRITE(' "35 
GOTOXY(38,9)3 WRITE(' "Ds 
GOTOXY(18,11)3 WRITE(' "33 
GOTOXY(28,11)3; WRITE ' "33 
GOTOXY(38,11)3 WRITE(' "3s 

GOTOXY (4514) 3 WRITE( 'Weight' J5 
GOTOXY(12,14)3 WRITEC' "33 
GOTOXY(4,16)3 WRITE( 'Ranking' )3 
GOTOXY(125;16)3 WRITE(' "33 

GOTOXY(49,13)3 WRITE('VI => Very Important’ )3 

GOTOXY(49,14)5; WRITE( 'MI => Moderately Important' )3 
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GOTOXY(49,15)3 WRITE('NI => Not Important’ )5 

GOTOXY(20;14)3 WRITE( 'Input: VI, MI, or NI')3 

GOTOXY(20,16)3 WRITE( ‘Input: 1 to 15'); 

GOTOXY(2,18)3 WRITE( ‘Helpful Messages: ')3 

END} 

{Nest 1 1111111112111112111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111)} 

PROCEDURE Get_Elems 
{ } 
{ Get_Elem retrieves factors from wgtfile for } 
{ modification. One factor is retrieved on each } 
{ call. The factor information is written to } 

{ the wgt_screen. } 
4 } 

{Nest 1 1211111111111112111111111111111111211111111111111111111111111111} 

VAR 

x: integers 
y: integer; 
i: integer; 

BEGIN 

READ(wgtfile, factor )3 
SEEK (wgotfile,index)3 

gotoxy!2,2)3 writel index )3 
index := index + 13 
GOTOXV (4,3 )3 

CLREOL+ 

WRITE( 'Factor Name: ',factor.name)5 
x = 193 y 35 73 

FOR i := 1 TO 3 DO 

BEGIN 

GOTOXY( x,y )}3 WRITE( factor .hwlil)s 
GOTOXY(x+10,y)3} WRITE( factor.swlil]); 
GOTOXY(x+20,y)$ WRITE( factor. fwlil)s 
ys=yt2 

END 3 
GOTOXY (4 514 )5 

{ Convert integer to character for display } 
IF factor.wgt = 1 THEN WRITE( ‘Weight VI') 
ELSE IF factor.wgt = 2 THEN WRITE( 'Weight MI’) 

ELSE IF factor.wgt = 3 THEN WRITE( 'Weight NI‘) 

ELSE WRITE('Weight§ error’ Js 

GOTOXY (45,16 )3 

WRITE( ‘Ranking ‘, factor.rank,' ')3 
modify := trues 

END 3 

{Nest 2 111111211121111211121111121111111111111111111111111111111111111111} 
PROCEDURE Del_Facts 

£ } 
{ Del_Fact enables the deletion of the factors. } 
{ The entire wgtfile file is written over. } 
¢ } 

€11211111112111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111) 

VAR 

temp_wgt: FILE OF atrib; 

BEGIN 

ASSIGN( temp_wgt, ‘temp. fil' }s 
REWRITE ( temp_wgt }3 
RESET(wgtfile)3; 
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WHILE NOT(EOF(wgotfile)) DO 

BEGIN 

READ( wgotfile, factor); 
IF (index <> FILEPOS(wgtfile)) THEN 

WRITE( temp_wgt, factor }3 
ENDs 

RESET( temp_wgt )3 
REWRITE (wgtfile); 

WHILE NOT(EOF( temp_wgt)) DO 
BEGIN 

READ( temp_wgt, factor )3 
WRITE (wgtfile, factor )3 

END; 

CLOSE( temp_wgt )5 
END; 

{Nest 1 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111) 

PROCEDURE Get_Names 
t } 
{ Get_Name inputs "factor.name". It supports quit, ) 
{ help» next, and delete commands. A null or return } 
{ input indicates no changes to the existing data. } 
{ 3 

{Nest 1 1112121111111111111111111211111111111111111111111111111111111111) 
VAR 

accept: boolean; 
value: string803 

BEGIN 

REPEAT 

accept := trues 
GOTOXY(17,3)3 READ( value )s 

IF (value = 'quit') OR (value = ‘QUIT') 
THEN fini ;:= true 

ELSE IF (value = ‘help') OR (value = ‘HELP'} THEN 

BEGIN 

FACT_HELPs 
accept := false; 

{ Print blank screen for weights } 
Wgt_Screen; 
index := index -13 

{ Retrieve stored factor element } 
{ Write factor attributes to screen } 

IF NOT(EOF(wgtfile)) THEN 

Get_Elems 
END 

ELSE IF (value = 'next’) OR (value = 'NEXT') 

THEN BEGIN 

next := trues 
WRITE (wgtfile, factor )3 

END 

ELSE IF (value = 'del') OR (value = 'DEL') THEN 

BEGIN 

next := trues 
Del_Facts 
index := index - 13 

SEEK(wgtfile,index)5 
END 

ELSE IF (value = null) THEN 

IF (modify <> true) THEN 
accept := false 

ELSE 

BEGIN 
GOTOXY(17,3)3 WRITE( factor .name,' "33 

accept := true}; 
END 

ELSE BEGIN 
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CLREOL} 
factor.name := value} 

END; 
UNTIL accept = true; 
END; 

{Nest 1 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111112121121111111111111111} 
PROCEDURE Get_hws 

} 
Get_hw inputs “factor.hwfll1..3]" weights for } 
1 = high, 2 = moderate, and 3 = low factor } 
levels. The procedure supports quit, help, } 
and next commands. Quit will not save factor } 
modifications. A null or return indicates no } 
weight changes to the existing factor } 

} 
} 

A
A
A
 

A
 
R
A
M
 

FF
 

{Nest 1 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 

VAR 

x: integers 
y: integer} 
1: integers 
accept: boolean; 
value: string803 

BEGIN 
x 

y 

193 
73 

FOR i := 1 TO 3 DO 
IF (fini<> true) AND (next<> true) THEN BEGIN 

REPEAT 

accept := trues 
GOTOXY(x,y)3 READ( value); 
GOTOXY(6,19)3 CLREOLs { Clear any error messages} 

IF (value = ‘quit') OR (value = 'QUIT') 
THEN fini := true 

ELSE IF (value = null) AND (modify = true) THEN 
BEGIN 

accept := true; 
GOTOXY (x,y Js WRITE( factor.hwlil,'__')s 

END 

{ Convert character to integer } 
ELSE IF value = '1' THEN factor.hwlil 
ELSE IF value = '2' THEN factor.hwlil : 

ELSE IF value = '3' THEN factor.hwli] 
ELSE IF value = 'G‘ THEN factor.hwlil 
ELSE IF value = '5' THEN factor.hwli] 
ELSE BEGIN 

GOTOXY(6,19}3 WRITE( "ERROR: TRY AGAIN' )3 
accept := false; 

END; 

T
e
n
e
t
 

WwW 
P
b
w
n
s
 

UNTIL accept = true} 

y:s=y + 23 
factor.hwavg := factor ..hwavg + factor. .bwilils 

ENDs 

factor .hbwavg := factor.hwavg/3.03 

END} 

{Nest 2 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111) 

PROCEDURE Get_sw3 
{ } 
{ Get_sw inputs "factor.swll1..3]" weights for 1} 
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{ 1 = high, 2 = moderate, and 3 = low factor } 
{ levels. The procedure supports quit, help, } 
{ and next commands. Quit will not save factor } 
{ modifications. A null or return indicates no } 
{ weight changes to the existing factor 3 
{ } 

{Nest 1 1121111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111) 

VAR 

x: integers 
y: integer} 
i: integers 
accept: boolean; 
value: string80;3 

BEGIN 

x 3= 293 

ysit 73 

FOR i := 1 TO 3 DO 

IF (fini<> true) AND (next<> true) THEN BEGIN 
REPEAT 

accept := trues 
GOTOXY( x,y); READ( value )5 

GOTOXY(6,19)3 CLREOL; { Clear any error messages) 
IF (value = 'quit') OR (value = 'QUIT') 

THEN FINI := true 
ELSE IF (value = null) AND (modify = true) THEN 

BEGIN 

accept := trues 
GOTOXY(x,y)3 WRITE( factor.swlil,’__')s 

END 

{ Convert character to integer } 
ELSE IF value = '1' THEN factor.swlilJ : 
ELSE IF value = '2' THEN factor.swlil : 
ELSE IF value = '3' THEN factor.swlil : 
ELSE IF value = 'G' THEN factor.swlil : 

ELSE IF value = '5' THEN factor.swfli] : 
ELSE BEGIN 

GOTOXY{6,19)$ WRITE( "ERROR: TRY AGAIN' }3 

accept := false; 
END; 

UNTIL accept = true; 

n
u
r
 

w
o
n
 

m
e
w
W
h
 e

e 

y:=y + 23 

factor.swavg := factor.swavg + factor.swlils 

END; 

factor.swavg := factor.swavg/3.03 
END 3 

{Nest 1 11111111111111111111211111111111111121111111111111111111111111111) 
PROCEDURE Get_‘fw3 

£ } 

{ Get_fw inputs "factor. fwll..3]" weights for  } 
{ 1 = high, 2 = moderate, and 3 = low factor } 
{ levels. The procedure supports quit, help,  } 
{ and next commands. Quit will not save factor } 
{ modifications. A null or return indicates no } 
{ weight changes to the existing factor } 
{ } 

{Nest 1 1121111111111131111111111211111111111111111111111111111111111111} 

VAR 

x: integers 

y: integers 
i: integer; 
accept: booleans 
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value: string803 

BEGIN 

x := 395 

y := 73 

FOR i := 1 To 3 DO 

IF (fini<> true) AND (next<> true) THEN BEGIN 
REPEAT 

accept := true3 
GOTOXY (x,y) READ( value )3 
GOTOXY(6,19)3 CLREOL; { Clear any error messages} 

IF (value = '‘quit') OR (value = ‘QUIT') 
THEN FINI := true 

ELSE IF (value = null) AND (modify = true) THEN 

BEGIN 

accept := trues 
GOTOXY( x,y Js WRITE( factor. fwlil,'_ "335 

END 

€{ Convert character to integer } 
ELSE IF value ‘l' THEN factor. fwlil 
ELSE IF value '2' THEN factor. fwli] 
ELSE IF value '3' THEN factor. fwlil 
ELSE IF value '4' THEN factor. fwlil 
ELSE IF value 'S' THEN factor. fwlil 
ELSE BEGIN 

GOTOXY(6519)3 WRITE(C "ERROR: TRY AGAIN‘ )3 
accept := false; 

END; 

UNTIL accept = true; 

w
a
n
n
a
 

m
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b
w
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yrty + 23 
factor.fwavg := factor. fwavg + factor. fwlilJs 

END$ 

factor. fwavg := factor. fwavg/3.03 
END; 

{Nest 1 11111121121211211111111111111111111111111211111111111111111111111) 
PROCEDURE Get_Wgts 

£ } 
{ Get_Wgt inputs "“factor.Wgt" rates. } 
{ The procedure supports quit, help, } 
{ and next commands. Quit will not save factor } 
{ modifications. A null or return indicates no } 
{ weight changes to the existing factor } 
{ } 

{Nest 1 11111111 111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111113 

VAR 

x: integer; 
y: integers 
accept: boolean; 
value: string8&0; 

BEGIN 
x 12 143 

y := 143 

IF (fini<> true) AND (next<> true) THEN BEGIN 
REPEAT 

accept := true; 
GOTOXY(x,y)3 READ( value); 
GOTOXY(6,19)3 CLREOL3 { Clear any error messages} 

IF (value = ‘quit') OR (value = ‘QUIT') 
THEN FINI := true 
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ELSE IF (value = null) AND (modify = true) THEN 
BEGIN 

accept := true; 
GOTOXY( x»y)5 

€ Convert integer to character } 
IF factor.wgt = 1 THEN WRITE('VI ') 
ELSE IF factor.wgt = 2 THEN WRITE('MI ') 
ELSE IF factor.wgt = 3 THEN WRITE('NI ‘') 

ELSE WRITE( Weight error'); 
END 

{ Convert character to integer } 
ELSE IF (value = 'VI') OR (value = 'vi') 

THEN factor.wgt := 1 
ELSE IF (value = ‘MI') OR (value = 'mi') 

THEN factor.wgt := 2 
ELSE IF (value = 'NI') OR (value = 'ni') 

THEN factor.wgt := 3 
ELSE BEGIN 

GOTOXY(6,19)3 WRITE( ‘ERROR: TRY AGAIN‘ Js 
accept := false; 

END; 
UNTIL accept = true; 
END; 
END; 

{Nest 1 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111) 

PROCEDURE Get_ranks 

Get_rank inputs "factor.rank" rankings. 
The procedure supports quit, help, 
and next commands. Quit will not save factor } 
modifications. A null or return indicates no } 
rank changes to the existing factor. } 

} 
{Nest 1 11111112111111111111111111111111211111111111111111111111111111111) 

VAR 

x: integer; 
y: integers 
accept: boolean; 
value: string803 

A
A
 
A
A
A
 

be
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be
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yd
 

BEGIN 
x 

y 

143 
163 oo

 
08

 

IF (fini<> true) AND (next<> true) THEN BEGIN 

REPEAT 

accept := trues 
GOTOXY(x,y}3 READ( value }3 
GOTOXY(6,19)3 CLREOLs € Clear any error messages} 

IF (value = ‘quit') OR (value = ‘QUIT') 
THEN FINI := true 

ELSE IF (value = null) AND (modify = true) THEN 

BEGIN 

accept := trues 
GOTOXY(x,y)}3 WRITE( factor.rank,'_ = ')3 

END 
{ Convert character to integer } 

ELSE IF value *1' THEN factor .rank 
ELSE IF value ‘2' THEN factor. rank 
ELSE IF value '3' THEN factor.rank 
ELSE IF value '4’ THEN factor. rank 
ELSE IF value '5" THEN factor. rank 
ELSE IF value ‘6" THEN factor.rank 

ELSE IF value '7' THEN factor. rank 
ELSE IF value '8' THEN factor.rank 

ELSE IF value '9@' THEN factor.rank H
n
n
n
r
 

hi 
a 

uo 

w
o
n
 

oe 
W
f
 
W
P
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ELSE IF value = '10' THEN factor.rank := 10 
ELSE IF value = '11' THEN factor.rank := 11 

ELSE IF value = '12' THEN factor.rank := 12 
ELSE IF value = '13' THEN factor.rank := 13 

ELSE IF value = '1¢' THEN factor.rank := 14 

ELSE IF value = '15' THEN factor.rank := 15 

ELSE BEGIN 

GOTOXY(6519}33 WRITE( 'ERROR: TRY AGAIN' }3 

accept := false; 
END; 

UNTIL accept = true; 
END}; 

END$ 

BEGIN {Procedure SET_WGT. cc ccc ccc ccc cence cece tees ccc escessresessesel 

ASSIGN( wot file,PRG_DRIVE+‘ : ATRIB.WGT' )3 

{ Request type of session: new input or modifications ) 
CLRSCR3 

GOTOXY(2,2)3 WRITE('Do you wish to input new functions or’ }3 
GOTOXY(2,3)3 WRITE( 'modify the existing function file ?'); 
GOTOXY(254)33 WRITEC* (M=modify, I=input new)')3 

GOTOXY(3,4)3 READ( value )3 

{ If new input clear wgtfile file. } 
{ If modification then reset wgtfile. } 

IF (valuef1] = 'I') OR (value[1] = '1') THEN 
REWRITE (wotfile) 

ELSE 

RESET(wgtfile)s 

fini := false; { Initialize variables } 
index := 03 

REPEAT 

modify := false; { Initialize variables } 
next := false; 
factor .hbwavg := 0.03 
factor.swavg := 0.03 
factor. fwavg := 0.03 

Wgt_Screens { Print blank screen for weights } 
IF NOT(EOF(wgtfile)) THEN { Retrieve stored factor element } 

Get_Elem; { Write factor attributes to screen } 
Get_name3 { Input factor .name } 
Get_hw; { Input factor ..hwll..3] weights } 
Get_sw3 { Input factor.swll1..31] weights 3 
Get_fws { Input factor. fwil..3] weights } 
Get_wgts { Input factor.wgt rate } 
Get_ranks { Input factor.rank } 

{ Write factor input and modifications to file unless factor aborted } 
IF (fini<> true) AND (next<> true) THEN 

WRITE(wotfile, factor ); 

UNTIL (fini = true); 
CLOSE (wgtfile); 

END; t PROCEDURE SET_WGHT.. 0... csr cca c crane cnr c cece reese a eereseeseeeseves 

(22H ERRAND IEEE ITED DEE DEDEDESEDE DE HEE IEE HE EIEIE } 

PROCEDURE METHONE 5 
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(% METHONE is the procedure taken from David Webster's program } 
{% to show the possible inter uses that these two programs } 
{* share. } 

CFEHEIEIEIEIEIE IE IE IEICE IE IE IE HE IEEE IE IE HE IE IEE TEE IE IE IEEE IE NE IE IE HE IEDE JE IE FEE JEIE IE FE JEJE JE DE JE IEDE IE IEICE IE FE IEIE IONE } 

Var 

ATT>I,J : Integer $ 
WGTREC : ATRIB 3 

FX_REC : Arrayl[1..101 of FNCTN 3 
TMP_FX 3 FNCTN 5 

TEMP_NAME : STRINGSO $ 

M1_REC : METHL 5 

HSF_TOT : REAL 3 

Begin {%* Method One *} 
Assign(M1_FILE,(DTA_DRIVE+' :METH1.RST' ))3 

Rewrite(M1_FILE )s 
Assign(WGTFILE,(DTA_DRIVE+':ATRIB.WGT')}3 {DLT - This used to be MODEL.NGT} 

Reset(NGTFILE }3 
Assign( FX_FILE,(DTA_DRIVE+':WEBSTER.DAT'));{DLT - This used to be FUNCT.DTA} 
Reset( FX_FILE )3 

{Check for existance of all necessary files} 

ClrSers 
If EOF(WGTFILE) then 

Begin 
Gotoxy(4»4)3 
Write( "ERROR: no factors on which to calculate Hdw, Sfw, Fmw weights’ )3 
Gotoxy(4,6)3 
Write('Press any Key to return to menu. ')3 
Repeat until Keypresseds 

End 
Else If EOF(FX_FILE) then 

Begin 
Gotoxyl4»4)3 
Write( ‘ERROR: no functions on which to calculate Hdw, Sfw, Fmw weights' )5 
Gotoxy(4>6)3 
Write('Press any Key to return to menu. ')3 
Repeat until Keypressed; 

End 
Else 
N:=03 
While not(EOF(FX_FILE)}) do 

Begin 
N:=N+13 

Read( FX_FILE »FX_RECINI)3 
End3 
For I := 1 to N do 
Begin { For each function } 

For ATT:=1 to 3 do 
Begin 

If( FX_RECLI].ATTRIBLATT ].HI_MED_LO<>0) then 
Begin 

FX_RECLI].ATTRIBLATT].HI_MED_LO 
:= @ ~ FX_RECII].ATTRIBLATT].HI_MED_LOs 

Ends 
Ends 
ATT := 13 { Initialize variables } 
M1_REC.HDW := 0.03 
M1_REC.SFW := 0.03 

M1_REC.FMW := 0.03 

Reset(WGTFILE )3 
Read( WGTFILE »WGTREC )3 
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{ For each function calculate the Hdw, Sfw, and } 

{ Fmw weights using the GLM equation } 

While not(EOF(WGTFILE}) do 

Begin 
M1_REC.HDW := M1_REC.HDW + 

(5.0/WGTREC .HWE FX_RECIIJ.ATTRIBIATT].HI_MED_LO]) x 

(3.0/WNGTREC.WGT) x 

(16.0-NGTREC . RANK )5 
M1_REC.SFW := M1_REC.SFH + 

(5.0/WNGTREC.SWH[FX_RECII].ATTRIBLATT].HI_MED_LO}) x 
(3.0/WGTREC.WGT) * 

(16.0-WGTREC. RANK }3 
M1_REC.FMW := M1_REC.FMW + 

(5.0/WNGTREC.FWIFX_REC(I].ATTRIBLATT].HI_MED_LO]) 
(3.0/NGTREC.WGT) x 

(16.0-WGTREC. RANK )5 
ATT := ATT + 13 

Read( NWGTFILE ,WGTREC )3 

Ends 
{ Next factor } 

{ Normalize the Hdw, Sfw, Fmw weights and convert to percentages } 

HSF_TOT := 
M1_REC.HDW 
M1_REC.SFW 

M1_REC.HDW + M1_REC.SFW + M1_REC.FMWs 
O00 * M1_REC.HDW/HSF_TOTs z= 1 

:= 100 * M1_REC.SFW/HSF_TOT3 

M1_REC.FMW := 100 * M1_REC.FMW/HSF_TOT3 

LHEHIEIEIEIEIEE IE IEIEHE IE EE IE HEE HEHE IE IENE HEHE IEEE HEE FEIE IEEE IEE TEFE IEE IE IEHEIE IEE IEHE HEDEIEDEIE ETE IEIEIEIEIE TENE } 

(% BEGINNING OF SECTION OF CODE ADDED 11/18/90 BY DAVID TARNOFF} 
(3636969696969696369636 2690902620909 HE RBBB HAERHGE)} 

{Choice is performed as to allocation} 

LEAVES[I].HWVAL: =M1_REC.HDWs { Setting the probability } 
LEAVES[I].SWVAL:=M1_REC.SFW3 { values into the leaf } 
LEAVES[I].FWVAL:=M1_REC.FMW3 { attribute records. } 

If(M1_REC.HDW > M1_REC.SFW) and (M1_REC.HDW > M1_REC.FMW) then 
Begin 

LEAVES[II].HSF := 13 
End 
Else If(M1_REC.SFW > M1_REC.FMW) then 
Begin 

LEAVESEI].HSF := 23 

End 
Else LEAVES[I1].HSF := 33 

{EI IEMEEIEERE IEE IE IE HE HE DEE JE IE IE IE IEE IE IE IE IE IE IE IE IE IE IE IE IE IE HEME DE FE FE DE DE DE HEDE TE IE HE IEME TENE HE HE DEDEDE TEE IEIENE } 

{% END OF SECTION OF CODE ADDED 11/18/90 BY DAVID TARNOFF. *} 
(3090362636203 B N88 BENE RBRNBNERERRERBERHGE)} 

{ Display results for each function one at a time } 

For ATT:=1 to 3 do 
Begin 

If( FX_REC(I].ATTRIBIATT].HI_MED_LO<>0) then 

Begin 
FX_RECLI].ATTRIBLATT].HI_MED_LO := 

4 - FX_RECII].ATTRIB[ATT1].HI_MED_LO3 
Ends 

Ends 
WRITE(m1_file,ml_rec )s5 
Clrsecrs 
TEMP_NAME : =FX_RECI1I1.NAME 3 

Gotoxy(3,8)3; Write( ‘FUNCTION NAME: ',TEMP_NAME )3 

Gotoxy(5,10)3 Writel'Hardware: ',M1_REC.HDW:2:3)3 
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Gotoxy(5,12)3 Write('Software: ',M1_REC.SFW:2:3)3 
Gotoxy(5,14)3 Write('Firmware: ',M1_REC.FMN:2:3)3 
If not(EOF(FX_FILE)) then 

Begin 
Gotoxy(5,18)3; Write('Press any key to for next function’ ); 
Repeat until Keypressed3 

End 
Else 
Begin 

Gotoxy(5,18); Write('Press any key to return' )5 
Repeat until Keypressed; 

Ends 
Ends 
Close( FX_FILE Js 
Close(WGTFILE )3 
Close(M1_FILE)3 

Ends { END PROCEDURE METHOD ONE } 
(9636€9636963969636969696969636369636369036963030003 BEBE RENHBRRBRBHRRHE} 
Cx x) 

(x This the the PASCAL module "READ.PAS" *) 

(x x} 
{EHC IEICE IEIEIE TE HE IEE DEE IESE TE IEEE HEHE IEIE TEE IE HE DEBE TE IEEE DE HEE IE DEDEDE IE DE FEBE HE IEE EE HEFE DE TE JEFEE FETE IEE F 

(369696269636963696969690269839030 90302022 RERERURHEEBBHE) 

PROCEDURE IDEEL_FILE_READ} 

{ PROCEDURE IDEEL_FILE_READ reads the system configuration 3 
{ file produced by IDEEL and saves it to a .DTA file readable } 
{ by SDAT. } 
{ } 
(3828838808888 RBEBO UBER ERNIE BERBER BEER BREBUNHEEE } 

Var 

SYSTEM_STATUS_NEW : Boolean $ 

IDL_FILE 3 Text 3 
TMP_STR : STR_TEN 5 
INP_STR : STRINGS8O 5 

INP_CHAR : STR_ONE 3 
IDL_FX2 : FX2_ARRAY 5 

TMP_FX : FNCTN 5 
COMMA_PNTR ; Array[1..2] of Integer 3 
I,J,K>L>M)N : Integer 5 

{ I denotes the length of the function's ID 3 
{ J denotes the starting location of the function's ID } 
{ K denotes the locations of the '.' within the ID 3 
{ L denotes the position of the ID number being determined } 

Begin 
SYSTEM_STATUS_NEW: =TRUE 5 

LIE IEIEE IEICE IEIEHE EDIE IE EE IEE IE IEMEE HEE IEEE IEE HE IEIE IEE FEE DE IEEME HEE IE IEE HEE DEDEDE HEHE DE JE IE TE FEE JEJE NE IEE HEE TE IE IE 

{% 

{* Initialize all of the locations of TMP_FX that are not changed 
{* by reading the IDEEL file. 
{% 

{ HEIEIEIEIEIE NE IEICE IEEE DE IE IEEE TENE IEE IEE IEEE HEDE HE JE IE IEE FEE IEEE IE EIEIO IEEE EIDE FEDEHE DEE IEDE TENE } 

For I:=1 to 16 do 
Begin 

TMP_FX.ATTRIB[I].HI_MED_LO:=03 

TMP_FX.ATTRIBII ]. VALUE :=0.03 

TMP_FX.ATTRIBLIJ.H_S_ STATUS: =05 
Ends 
TMP_FX.HSF := 03 
TMP_FX.MTX_SIZE := 03 
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For J:=1 to 10 do 
Begin 

For I:=1 to 10 do TMP_FX.MTX[J,I]:=05 
TMP_FX.MTXLJ,J} := 15 
TMP_FX.ID{I] := 03 

End3 

LIE IEIEIEIEIEIE IEE IE HE IEIE FEE IE ETE IE HEHE EIEN IE IEE HE TE IE IE HE DE IEE IE HEHE IE IE HE IE FE HEE FEE DE HEHE IE DE JE IE IE DE IE IEE DEBE DE TE FE EIEIEIEIE 

Write('Please input the name of the Ideel file to be read: ' 33 
Readin( TMP_STR)5 
ClrSer; 
Assign( IDL_FILE,{DTA_DRIVE+': '+Copy( TMP_STR,1,8)+'. IDL" ))3 
Assign( FX_FILE,(DTA_DRIVE+': '+Copy( TMP_STR,1,8)+" .DTA' J)3 
{$I-}Reset(IDL_FILE )3{$I+} 

If(IOresult <> 0) then 
Begin 

Gotoxy(0,10)35 
Write( ERROR: file ',DTA_DRIVE,’:',Copy(TMP_STR»1,8),'.DTA')3 
Writeln(' does not exist or the’ }3 
Write(’ data file ',DTA_DRIVE,':‘,Copy(TMP_STR»1)8)»5'.DTA')s 
Writeln(' is not in drive °,DTA_DRIVE )3 
Repeat until Keypresseds 
Exits 

Ends 
N:=13 

I:=13 

Repeat 
Begin 

{$I-}Read( IDL_FILE ,INP_STR)3($I+} 
J:=Pos('$' ,Copy(INP_STR,I ,80))5 

End; 
Until (J>0) or (EOF(IDL_FILE ))3 
Repeat 
Begin 

If ((J=80) and not(EOFCIDL_FILE))) then 

Begin 
J:=03 

{$I-}Read( IDL_FILE,INP_STR)3<{$I+} 

I:=Pos(',',INP_STR)+13 

End 
Else if not(EOFC(IDL_FILE)) then I:=Pos(‘,',»Copyl( INP_STR»J,80))3 
If((I=0) and not( EOF(IDL_FILE}}) then 

Begin 
IDL_FX2ENJ.NAME : =Copy( INP_STR»(J+#2) 580 }5 
($I-}Read(IDL_FILE ,INP_STR)3{SI+} 

If (IOresult<>0) then Exits 
J:=13 

I:=Pos(',' ,Copy(INP_STR,J,80) )3 

IDL_FX2INJ.NAME : =IDL_FX20N1.NAME+Copy( INP_STR»J,(I-3))5 
End 
Else IDL_FX2[IN].NAME: =Copy( INP_STR>(J+2),(I-3))3 

{ Determining the ID values. } 

{ First, remove the spaces from the beginning of the IDL_FX2INJ.ID. } 

Repeat 
Begin 

If (Pos(' ',IDL_FX20N1].NAME )=1) then 
IDL_FXZ2(€N].NAME := 
Copy( IDL_FX2EN].NAME ,2,Length( IDL_FX2IN].NAME ))+' '3 

Ends 
Until (Pos(€' ',IDL_FX2[N].NAME )<>1)3 

{ Second, determine the values for the array IDL_FX2IN].ID. } 
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For L:=1 to 10 do IDL_FX2IN].IDIL1]:=03 
L:=13 

M:=03 

Repeat 
Begin 

Val(Copy( IDL_FX2IN].NAME ,M+1,(Length( IDL_FX2[N].NAME )-M))>, 

IDL_FX2ZUIN].IDILJ,K)5 

M: =M+K3 

L:=L+13 

Ends 
Until (K=0}5 
L:=03 

Repeat L:=L+1s Until CIDL_FX2(N]. IDI L+1]=0)3 

IDL_FX2EN]. LEVEL: =L3 

{ Read function name into the variable IDL_FX2IN].NAME } 

Begin 
COMMA_PNTRI1]:=J+I35 
COMMA_PNTRI 21:=Pos(',' »,Copy( INP_STR,COMMA_PNTRI11],80) )5 
If (CCOMMA_PNTR[21=0) and not(EOFCIDL_FILE))) then 

Begin 
IDL_FX2[IN].NAME : =Copy( INP_STR,(COMMA_PNTRI1]),80)5 

{$I-}Read( IDL_FILE,INP_STR)3{$I+} 
J:=15 
T:=13 

COMMA_PNTR[ 21:=Pos('',* ,Copy( INP_STR»J,80) )3 
IDL_FXZ2(N1].NAME:= 

IDL_FX2EN].NAME+Copy( INP_STR»J,COMMA_PNTRI 21])3 
End 
Else IDL_FX2EN].NAME:= 

Copy( INP_STR,(COMMA_PNTR[I11]),(COMMA_PNTRI 21-1) )3 
Ends 

{ Reading the attribute names and values } 

For K:=1 to 16 do IDL_FX2IN].ATTRIBIK 1]. VALUE: =0.03 

K:=13 
Repeat 
Begin 

COMMA_PNTRI 1]: =COMMA_PNTRI 1 ]+COMMA_PNTRI 2 13 

COMMA_PNTRI2]:=COMMA_PNTRI 2 ]-COMMA_PNTRI 213 
If(COMMA_PNTRI2] < 1) then 

Begin 
COMMA_PNTRI21:=15 
COMMA_PNTRI11]:=13 

End; 
J:=Pos( '$',Copy( INP_STR,COMMA_PNTRL2],80))5 

COMMA_PNTRI21:= 
Pos(',',Copy( INP_STR»COMMA_PNTRI11, 

Length INP_STR )-COMMA_PNTRI11))3 
If ((COMMA_PNTRI2]=0) and not(EOF(IDL_FILE))) then 
Begin 

TMP_STR:=Copy( INP_STR,{COMMA_PNTRI1]},80)3 
{$I~-}Read( IDL_FILE,INP_STR)3($1+} 
COMMA_PNTR[11:=03 
Jr=13 

I:=13 
COMMA_PNTRL 21:=Pos(',',Copy(INP_STR»1,80))5 
If (COMMA_PNTRI2]=0) then COMMA_PNTRI2J:=Length( INP_STR )3 
TMP_STR: =TMP_STR+Copy{ INP_STR»1,COMMA_PNTRI2])3 

End 
Else If (not(EOF(IDL_FILE))) then 
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TMP_STR: =Copy( INP_STR >» (COMMA_PNTRI11]),(COMMA_PNTRI 2 1]-1)) 
Else 

Begin 
Jel 

COMMA_PNTRI1]:=23 
End; 

{ Remove the spaces from the beginning of the attribute value string. } 

Repeat 
Begin 

If (Pos(' ‘;,TMP_STR}=1) then 
Begin 

TMP_STR := 

Copy( TMP_STR,2,Length( TMP_STR))+'" '3 

Ends 
Ends 
Until ((Pos(' ',TMP_STR)<>1) or (TMP_STR=' '))3 

Val( TMP_STR,IDL_FX2IN].ATTRIBIK ]. VALUE »M)35 

If M>1 then 
Begin 

K:=K+13 

End; 
End3 

Until ((J<COMMA_PNTRI1]} and (J <> 0333 

€ Increment index to next function number. } 

N: =N4¢13 

J:=Pos('$' ,Copy(INP_STR,»I>,80))3 

Ends 

Until (TOresult <> 0) or EOF(IDL_FILE )$ 

Close( IDL_FILE )3 

{ Sort the functions and write them to the disk in SDAT format. } 

If (SYSTEM_STATUS_NEW) then 

Begin 
Rewrite( FX_FILE )3 

For M:=1 to N-1 do 

Begin 
J:=135 

For I:=1 to N-1 do 
Begin 

K:=13 

Repeat 
Begin 

If CIDL_FX2(11]. ID[K1<IDL_FX2[J].IDIK]) then J:=I 

Else If (IOL_FX2Z[II].IDL[K]>IDL_FX2[V].ID{K]) then K:=11; 

K:=K413 
Ends 
Until ((K>10) or (I=J))5 

Ends 
TMP_FX.NAME : =IDL_FX2[J].NAME 3 
TMP_FX.ID:=IDL_FX2[J].1D3 
TMP_FX. LEVEL: =IDL_FX2{J].LEVELs 
TMP_FX.ATTRIB: =IDL_FX2( J]. ATTRIB; 
Write( FX_FILE »TMP_FX)3 
For K:=1 to 10 do IDL_FX2[J].1D[K1:=993 

Ends 

Close( FX_FILE )3 
End 
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Else 
Begin 

Write( IDL_FX2UN].NAME }$ 

Gotoxy(40,Wherey )5 
For M:=1 to 10 do Write(IDL_FX2IN1].IDIM],'.'}3 
Writeln; 

End; 

Ends 
{PEI E IE IE IE IE DEN HEME TE IEIE IE IEEE HE IEICE TENE TENE IE IE IE IEEE IE IE IE ETE DE IE IEE FE ETE IE IE IE IE FE FETE DEE IE HE EICIEIEIE IEICE IE } 

PROCEDURE FUNCTION_CHAR_INPUT( Var PARENT_DATA: FNCTN3 

Var PRSNT_FX_DATA: FX_ARRAY3 
N: INTEGER)$ 

{% FUNCTION_CHAR_INPUT prompts the user for the values of the } 
{* atributes contained in the file ATRIB.WGT. It saves these } 
{* values in the functions atribute record. } 

{3692 IEIE IE IE IE IE IE IE IE IE IEE HEHE HEE IEICE IE IE IE IE IEICE IE IE ETE IE IEIEIEIEIOIOIIE EIRENE HERB} 

Var 

TMP_ATRIB : ATRIB 5 

J,I : Integer 5 
A»B 3 Byte 5 
VALUE : String80 5 
TMP_REAL : Real 5 

TMP_TEN_REAL : TEN_REAL 3 
TMP_TEN_STATUS : TEN_STATUS 5 

Begin 
Assign(WGTFILE, "ATRIB.WGT ' )5 

ResettWGTFILE )3 
I:=13 
While not(EQF(NGTFILE)) do 

Begin 
Read( WGTFILE > TMP_ATRIB }3 
CirSer3 

GotoX¥(1,1)3 
Writeln( ‘Input screen for the attribute ‘,TMP_ATRIB.NAME }5 
Write('with a range from ')3 
Writeln( THP_ATRIB.RANGE[11:9:3,' to '»TMP_ATRIB.RANGE[21:9:3)3 
Writeln; 
Writeln(' Hit the up arrow on the key pad to go up.')3; 
Writelnt' Hit the down arrow on the key pad to go down.')3 
Writeln(' Hit [RETURN] to edit the function s value.')3 
Writelnt' Hit [PgDn] to go to the next function.’ Js 
Writelnt' Hit [End] to calculate remaining values with equation. ' )3 
Windowl 1,10,40,24)}3 

Writeln( PARENT_DATA.NAME )3 
Writeln; 
For J:=1 to N do Writeln( PRSNT_FX_DATALJ].NAME )3 
Window(40,10,80,24)5 

Writeln( PARENT_DATA.ATTRIBII].VALUE: 9:3 )3Writelns 

For J:=1 to N do 

Writeln( PRSNT_FX_DATA[ J]. ATTRIB[I]. VALUE: 9:33 

GotoXY¥(1,;1)3 
Repeat 
Begin 

READKBDO( A>B)3 

If (A=72) then 

Begin 
If (WhereY<>1)} then GotoxXY(1,;(WhereY-1))3 
If (WhereY=2) then GotoxXY(1,1)3 

End 
Else If (A=80) then 

Begin 
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If (WhereY<>(N+2))} then GotoXY(1;(NhereY+1))3 
If (WhereY=2) then GotoxXY(1,3)s 

End 
Else If (A=28) then 
Begin 

ReadIn( VALUE }3 
Val( VALUE , TMP_REAL »J 33 
If (J=0) then 

Begin 
If not( TMP_REAL<TMP_ATRIB.RANGE[1]) and 

not( TMP_REAL>TMP_ATRIB.RANGE[2]) then 

Begin 
If (WhereY=2) then 
PARENT_DATA.ATTRIBII ]. VALUE: =TMP_REAL3 

PARENT_DATA.ATTRIBII].H_S_STATUS: =13 
If (WhereY<>2} then 
PRSNT_FX_DATALWhereY-3 ].ATTRIBII]. VALUE: =TMP_REAL$ 

PRSNT_FX_DATALWhereY-3 ]. ATTRIBII].H_S_STATUS:=13 
GotoXY(1,1)3 

Writeln( PARENT_DATA.ATTRIB[I ]. VALUE: 9:3 );Writelns 
For J:=1 to N do 

Writeln(PRSNT_FX_DATAIJ].ATTRIBII]. VALUE: 9:3 )3 

GotoxXY(1,1)3 

End 
Else 

Begin 
Window(1,1,805,24)3 

Gotoxy(5,23);Write( Value outside of range. ')3 
Write('Press a key to continue. ')3 
Repeat Until Keypresseds 
Gotoxy( 1,23 }3WritelNUL8O ); 
Window( 40,10 ,80>24)3 

J2=13 

Ends 
Ends 

End 
Else If (A=79) then 
Begin 

For J:=1 to N do 
Begin 
TMP_TEN_REALI J]: =PRSNT_FX_DATA[J].ATTRIBII 1]. VALUE; 

TMP_TEN_STATUSI J]: =PRSNT_FX_DATAI[J].ATTRIB[I].H_S_STATUS3 

Ends 
ATTRIB_CALCULATION(N,PARENT_DATA.ATTRIBII].VALUE 5 

TMP_TEN_STATUS » TMP_ATRIB.DIRECTN; 

PARENT_DATA.MTX,TMP_TEN_REAL> 
TMP_ATRIB.EQN,TMP_ATRIB.VARIAB, 

TMP_ATRIB. RANGEL 11],TMP_ATRIB.RANGE[ 21)3 

For J:=1 to N do 
Begin 
PRSNT_FX_DATA[ J]. ATTRIBII 1]. VALUE :=TMP_TEN_REALI J]; 

PRSNT_FX_DATAI J]. ATTRIBII].H_S_STATUS: =TMP_TEN_STATUSI J 13 

Ends 
GotoXY(1,1)3 

Writeln( PARENT_DATA.ATTRIBII ]. VALUE: 9:3)3Writelns 

For J:=1 to N do 
Writeln( PRSNT_FX_DATA[J].ATTRIBII]. VALUE: 9:3 )3 

GotoXY(1,1)3 
End 
Else If (A=81) then J:=03 

Ends 
Until (J=0)3 
Window(1,1,805,24)35 

ITs=I+13 

End} 
CirScrs 

End; 
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(3999988030803 H888RREN REE BRU RRBNE BBE NRE RNBEBRBEBRNRB8RR888E8E} 

PROCEDURE INPUT(LVL: INTEGER)3 

{% INPUT prompts the user to input the names (ASCII format) of } 
{x the subfunctions of a certain level. These subfunctions } 

{* are saved for allocation or further breakdown. } 

£32082 BRRBE8EBRRBR8B BEER E ER OREHERRIB HEBER } 

Var 

FN 3 STRING8O 5 

I 3 Integer 5 
ANS : STR_ONE 5 

Qeeeeeneeee Internal procedure to INPUT  x2«xcsexeaesescsezesesezesezczevee20263¢} 

PROCEDURE CONN_INPUT(TOT : Integer )3 

{% CONN_INPUT is a nested procedure that serves to prompt the } 
{x user for interconnections between the functions at the } 
{* particular level that is in question. } 

£39330 BRBHBRRB BEBE ERO E BERBER NHR BBE EEE F 

Var 

I,J,K,VERIFY : Integer 5 
VALUE 3 String80 3 
ERROR 3 Boolean 5 

{2ererere3e3e398980 «= Internal procedure to CONN_INPUT _ 2esesesesesesesezezezene2e2¢203¢} 
PROCEDURE XMIT_MTX(W, X»> Y : Integer); 

{% XMIT_MTX accepts the integer inputs x and y. It then sets } 
{x the (x,y)Jth element of the transmit matrix (i.e. the vari- } 
{* able PARENT.MTX[x,y] is set to one). This is equivalent to } 
{% saying function x transmits to function y. } 

LC HEIEREIEIE IE REE TE IE IE IEICE FE DE IE IEE ETE IE ETE IE EIEIE ETE FE IE IEF IE IEEE URE HEEHEORHE} 

Begin 
ERROR := False; 
If (¥ > (W+1)) or (Y <1) then ERROR := Trues 

{* Picked a number out of range *} 
If (PARENT.MTXEX,Y] = 1) then ERROR := True} 

{% Picked a number already picked *} 
If (X*Y¥) then ERROR := True; 

{* Unit is asked to transmit to itself *} 
PARENT .MTXD X,Y]: =13 

End; 

(2888800008 CONN_INPUT'S main procedure body  “BBBHEHHEBEEHEEE) 

Begin 
OUTPUT(1;1,20; 'CONNSCRN’ }3 

For I:=1 to TOT do 
Begin 

Window(1,1,80,24)3 

Gotoxy(25,18); Writeln(NUL8O}3 
Gotoxy(12,1)3 Writeln(NUL8O); 
Gotoxy(4653)3; Writeln(NUL8O ); 
Gotoxy( 25,18); Writeln(PRSNT_FX[I ].NAME )5 
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Gotoxy(12,1)3 Writeln( PRSNT_FX[I].NAME )3 

Gotoxy(46,3)3 Writeln( PRSNT_FXII].NAME )3 

Window( 656528,17)3 

For J:=1 to TOT do Writeln(Copy( PRSNT_FX[J].NAME,1,22)33 
Writeln( 'Done' )s 
Window(1,1,80,24)3 

Gotoxy(33,6)3 
K := O03 

Repeat 
Begin 

J := O35 
Window( 33 »( 64K ),555,16)3 

Repeat 
Begin 

Readin( VALUE )3 

Val ( VALUE »J,VERIFY )3 

If (J>(TOT+1)) or (J<1) then VERIFY:=13 

If (VERIFY<>0) then GotoXy¥(Wherex, (WhereY~1))3 
Ends 
Until (VERIFY=0) and (J<(TOT#2)) and (J>033 

Window( 33 »( 64K },55,16)3 
ClrScr3 
Gotoxy(33 (64K ))3 
Writeln{ Copy( PRSNT_FXIJ].NAME,1,22))3 
K :=K + 13 

XMIT_MTX( TOT >I J )3 

If ERROR then 
Begin 

K := K - 13 
Window( 33,(6+K ),55,16)3 

CirScr; 

Gotoxy(33,(6+K 335 
Ends 

Ends 
Until (J = (TOT+1)33 

Window( 33>6,55516)3 

ClrSer3 

Ends 
Ends 

(2880000800 INPUT'S main procedure body = 3<s¢:3¢369¢3¢9¢369¢9¢369¢969696363030203¢} 

Begin 
INITIAL_FX3 
Repeat 
Begin 

CirScr} 
OUTPUT(1515;15, 'INPTSCRN’* )3 

OUTPUT(1,16,8, 'DIRECT* }5 

Gotoxy(19,1)3 
Writeln( PARENT .NAME )3 

Window( 655576515 )3 

N := 03 

Repeat 
Begin 

Readin( FN)3 
N := N + 13 
If (Length(FN)>70) then 
Begin 

Window( 6,54N,765,15)3 

ClrScrs 
Ends 
PRSNT_FXEN].NAME : =FN3 
PRSNT_FXIN].LEVEL:=LVL3 
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PRSNT_FXIN].ID: =PARENT.ID3 
PRSNT_FXIN].IDILVL]:=N3 

If (FN='') then 

Begin 
FN:='n's 

N:=N-13 

Gotoxy (WherexX, (WhereY-1))3 
End; 
FN: =UpCase( Copy! FN»1,1))4+Copy(FN>2>,10)3 

End; 
Until (FN = 'D') or €N = 10)3 

Window(1,1,80,24)3 

If (N = 10) and (FN<>'D') then 
Begin 

N :=N # 13 

Window(1,16,80,23 )3 

Clrsers 
OUTPUT(1,17,7, "TOOMANY * )3 

Gotoxy(17,18)3 
Repeat 
Begin 

GotoxY (54,73 
Readin( ANS )35 
ANS := UpCase( ANS )3 

Eric 

Until (ANS = ‘A') or CANS = 'B') or CANS = 'C')3 

If (ANS = 'C') then 

Begin 
Window(1,16,80,24)3 

Clrser3 

OUTPUT(1,16,8, 'DIRECT' 33 

Ends 
If (ANS = 'B') then PARENT_DATA_INPUT( PARENT )3 

Ends 
Window(1,1,80,24)3 

Ends 
Until (FN = 'D') or (CANS = 'C')3 

N := N - 13 

Window(1,;1,80,24}33 ClrSers 

CONN_INPUT(N)$ 
Window(1,1,80,24)3 ClrScrs 

FUNCTION_CHAR_INPUT( PARENT »PRSNT_FX,N)5 
Ends 

{363696969696 96 969696 HEE IE HE IED IEIE IE IEE IE HE IEIE IE DE IEE IEIE IEDC FE IE IE DEBE DEDE HEHE IE BEDE IEE HEIE DE HE DEDEDE DEDEDE HEE ME IEIERN J 
PROCEDURE MAIN_MENU$ 

{%* MAIN_MENU displays the main menu to the user and promts the } 
{* user for the particular section of the program to be run. } 

{* The following is the main menu screen: } 

{* Please input the desired design procedure: } 

£3 1 - Input a new system *} 
(%* *} 
{% Z2- Input a new level to an existing system *) 
{% x} 
C% 3 - Input characteristics for a certain function*} 
{x *} 
{% G ~- Evaluate attributes of lowest level functions*)} 
Cx *) 

{%* 5 - Run Allocation Tool *) 
{% x} 

{x 6 - Select optimum set of configurations x} 
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(* *} 

{x 7 - Change attribute characteristics *} 
(x *)} 

Cx 8 - Read/Write IDEEL files *)} 
{%* *) 
{% 9 - Change program settings x%} 
(3% %} 

%* 0 - Exit to DOS x} 

(269696969696 96 969696269696 9696909E 69699 IEIEIEINEINE HORE BH HEEB BEER HEREEEEIEE IEE } 

Var 

CHOICE ,J,I,SLCT_CHC : Integer 5 
CHOICE, TOT : Real 5 

CHOICE_LIM : Real 5 
LEAF_VAL : DEC_REAL 3 
ALLC_VAL : T_DEC_REAL 3 
LEAF_HML,ALLC_HML : DEC_INT 3 
CUTTOT 3 Integer 3 
FILE_ERR,APPROVED 3 Boolean 5 
ALLOC : Boolean 5 

A,B 3 Byte 5 

Glesseeueaeade< Internal proceedure of Main_Menu 2#80HEHEGREHHHHEHE} 

Procedure DOUBLE_CHECK( TOT : Reals 
SEL : Integers 
Var ANSWER : Boolean); 

{%* DOUBLE_CHECK simply outputs the number of configurations } 
{* that will be found for menu selection '6.' } 

{HEHEHE IEIEHE IEE IEE PEPE EE IE PEPE IE IE EHEIEE TEE IE IE HEE DE DE IE IE HEIEDE HE IEEE JE IE IE IEE HEIEDE EME FE HE EIEN IE EVE IE IEIEICE } 

Begin 
GotoXY¥(10,22)3 
Writeln(SEL,' selections out of ',TOT:8:0,' will be made.'); 
GotoxXY(10,23 )5 

Writel'’Is this the reduction you want? (y/n) ')3 
READKBDO(A;>B)}5 
If (A721) then ANSWER: =True 

Else ANSWER: =Falses 
GotoXY(10,22)3 
Writelnt' ")3 

GotoxXY(10,23)3 

Writelnt' "os 
GotoX¥(10,22)3 

End} 

(aHHHeeHEHeEE End of internal procedure DOUBLE_CHECK 222263326396) 

Cseneaerenenezezese2e3090 Internal proceedure of Main Menu 2eicseseresczexerczerezenczercze} 

Procedure ALLOC_CHECK{Var ANSWER : Boolean); 

{% ALLOC_CHECK simply asks the user to confirm the system to } 
{* perform HW/SW/FW allocation on. } 

LEE IEIE IE IE IEEE EE EE IEE IE HE IEE FEE IE HE IE IE IE IE TE ETE JEIE HEHE IE DEBE IEE IEDE TE DEDEDE HE IEE IE FE IE FETE IETE IEE IOIEIOIOIHEE F 

Begin 
CirSer3 

GotoX¥(5,10)3 
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Write('The allocation will be performed ')s 
Writeln( ‘on the last system evaluated ' ); 
GotoxY(5,11)3 

Writeln( 'with selection 5. This was the system ",ALLC_SYSTEM)3 
GotoxY(5,13)3 
Write( "Do you wish to continue? (y/n) ')5 
READKBDO(A;B)3 

If (A=21) then ANSWER:=True 
Else ANSWER: =False; 
ClrScrs3 

Ends 

(Q2Eeeieeeeeuee End of internal procedure ALLOC_CHECK 2sts3sexxexe202¢%) 

Begin 
ClirSers 
ALLOC:=False; 
CURRENT_DRIVE(DTA_DRIVE }3 

PRG_DRIVE : =DTA_DRIVE $ 
Window(1,1,80,24)3 CirSers 

OUTPUT(1,1,;21,°INTRO' J3 

Repeat Until Keypresseds 
Repeat 
Begin 

Window(1,1,80,24¢)3 ClrScrs 

OUTPUT(1,1,235 "MAINMENU' }5 

Gotoxy(44,3 }5 

READKBDO( A,B J3 

CHOICE : =A-13 

{HEHEHE EEE IE IE IE IE IEEE IEEE IEE IEHE IEEE IE FE HEE IE IE IEDE DE HE IEDE DEBE HEDE JEDE IEICE EME DEDE FE FEE NEEDED E EIEIO } 

{% *} 
{x 1 - Input a new system *} 
(x x} 

CE 9EIEIEIEIEIE HIE IE IE IE HE IE IEE ETE HEE IEDE IE HEME IE IEEE DE FE HEE IEDE FE IEE IEE IEEE DEDEDE JE DE HEE IE HEE IE ENE TE PE JEIE IONE } 

If(CHOICE = 1) then 
Begin 

PARENT_DATA_INPUT( PARENT )3 

INPUT(1)3 

FILE _WRITE(N,LEVEL »PARENT »PRSNT_FX 5 

Ends 

(3833203388008 B88088 URE BBB BERNE BBE BBHEBBHE} 

{x x} 
{% 2 - Input a new level to an existing system *} 
(x %) 
CHEE IEIEIE IE IEIEIE ETE IE IE IE IEE HEE IEEE HEE IE IEE DEBE HEE IE IE IE IEEE JE IE FEE IEE ETE IE NE IEE IE IE TE FE HEE TE IE IEEE HE IETE F 

If€(CHOICE = 2) then 

Begin 
ClirSecrs; GotoXy(10,10)3 

Write('Do you wish to create or delete the children functions' }3 
GotokY(10,11)3 
Write('for an existing function in the system tree? (C/D) ')s 
READKBDO(A,B)3 

{x x) 

{* If A=32, then the user wishes to delete a function. *} 
{x x} 

If (A=32) then 

Begin 
INITIAL: 

FILE_READ(N,LEVEL >PARENT ,>PRSNT_FX,FILE_ERR )3 

(% x} 
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{* A file error indicates that the subsystem does not exist. *} 
{x x} 

If (FILE_ERR) then 
Begin 

If€( Length({ PARENT .NAME )>1 Jand( Copy( PARENT.NAME,1,;1)<>' ')) then 
Begin 

ClirScrs GotoXY(14,10)3 
Writeln( ‘Subsystem ',PARENT.NAME 5 

' does not exist in this system' )3 
GotoXY(24,12)33 Writeln('Press any Key to continue. ')3 
Repeat Until Keypressed3 

Ends 
End 

{% x} 
{* If no file error, erase children of parent function. *} 
Cx x} 

Else 
Begin 

PARENT.MTX_SIZE := 03 
N:=03 

For J:=1 to 10 do 
Begin 

For I:=l1 to 10 do PARENT.MTXIJ,I]:=03 
PARENT .MTXEJ,J] := 1s 

PARENT.ID[I] := O3 
Ends 
FILE_WRITE(N,LEVEL »PARENT »PRSNT_FX)3 

Ends 
End 

{% %} 

{x If A=46, then the user wishes to create a part of the tree. *} 
(% 3} 

Else if (A=46) then 
Begin 

INITIAL$ 

FILE_READ(N, LEVEL »>PARENT »PRSNT_FX,FILE_ERR }3 

C% x) 

{* A file error indicates that the subsystem does not exist. *} 
L* *} 

If (FILE_ERR) then 

Begin 
If( (Length PARENT .NAME )>1 Jand(Copy({ PARENT.NAME,1,1)<>' '}) then 

Begin 
ClrSer3 GotoXY(14,10)3 
Writelnt'Subsystem ',PARENT.NAME » 

' does not exist in this system' }3 
GotoXY(24,12)3 Writeln('Press any Key to continue. ' )5 
Repeat Until Keypressed3 

Ends 
End 
Else 
Begin 

INPUTC LEVEL }3 

FILE_WRITE(N>LEVEL »>PARENT »PRSNT_FX )3 

Ends 
Ends 

Ends 

(2883828888288 BE88BE3R8BRRBB RBBB BUBB BBB HEHEHE) 

{% %} 
{x 3 - Input characteristics for a certain function*} 
{* x} 

LE IEAE IEE HE HEE HE IEE IE IEEE IEEE IE HEHE FEE IEEE IE IE NE HEHE HEE SEE IE FE HEHE HEME IE HEME IE FE HE FEE IEE FE HE HEEIE IE FEE IEE IETE 

If(CHOICE = 3) then 

Begin 
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FILE_READ(N,LEVEL »PARENT »PRSNT_FX,FILE_ERR}3$ 
{x *} 
{* A file error indicates that the subsystem does not exist. x} 
{x *} 

If (FILE_ERR) then 

Begin 
If( (Length PARENT .NAME )>1 Jand( Copy( PARENT.NAME,1,1}<>" ')) then 
Begin 

ClrSers GotoXY(14,10)3 
Writeln( ‘Subsystem ‘',PARENT.NAME , 

*‘ does not exist in this system' )35 
GotoxXY(24,12}3 Writeln('Press any key to continue. '); 
Repeat Until Keypressed3 

End; 
End 
Else if(DATA_STATUS=2) then 

Begin 
CirSers 
Gotoxy(5,10)3 
Writeln( "The function ',PARENT.name,' is not a part of')s 
Gotoxy(3,11)3 

Writeln('the system ', SYSTEM,'. Press any key to continue. ')5 
Repeat until Keypressed; 

End 
Else 
Begin 

DATA_STATUS :=13 

FUNCTION_CHAR_INPUT( PARENT »PRSNT_FX>N)$ 
FILE_WRITE(N,LEVEL >PARENT »PRSNT_FX }3 

End3 
Ends 

{66H HEIEIEIEEHEIEIE IE HE IEIE IEEE IEIE IEEE IEIEIEHEIE EIEIEIEIEEIEIE IEE IEIEIEIE IEEE IEIEIEEIEIEEDEDIEEE EIEIEIENE } 
(x x} 
Cx 4 - Evaluate attributes of lowest level functions*} 
{% *} 
{3 IEIEIEIEIEPEIEIEIEIE HE IE HE HEE HEHEHE HE IEE IE IE HEE IEIE HE IE IEE TENE HEHE HE HEE DE HE DEE TE HEHE IE IE HEE IE IE IE IEE DEE IEDE TE HE HEDE |) 

If(CHOICE = 4) then 
Begin 

LEAF_FIND(SYSTEM,LEAF_TOT,LEAVES,FILE_ERR>ALLOC )5 
If(not( FILE_ERR) )then 
Begin 

For I:=1 to 16 do 
Begin 

For J:=1 to LEAF_TOT do 
LEAF_VAL{J]:=LEAVES[J1].ATTRIB[I 1]. VALUE 3 

FUZZY_ASSIGN( LEAF_VAL ,LEAF_TOT,LEAF_HML )3 
For J:=1 to LEAF_TOT do 

LEAVES[ J]. ATTRIBII].HI_MED_LO:=LEAF_HMLIJ I]; 

Ends 
Assign( FX_FILE »>(DTA_DRIVE+' :WEBSTER.DAT' ))s 

Rewrite( FX_FILE )3 
For J:=1 to LEAF_TOT do 

Write( FX_FILE,LEAVES([J1)35 

Close( FX_FILE }3 
LEAF_INSERT( SYSTEM, LEAF_TOT »LEAVES }3 

End; 
Ends 

{HEIEIEHIEIEIEIEIEIEIEIEIE IEE IEIEIEIEIEIEIEIEIEIEIE IEIE IEEE IEE FETE DEE HE IE DE IE IEIE IE FEE DE HEE NE HEIE HE IE HEE HEHE TEIEIEIENE } 

{x x} 

{* § - Run Allocation Tool *} 

{x *} 
LEH IEPE HE IE IE NIE HE HEIE IEEE HEE EE FEE FE IE IEEE HEHE HE IEE IE IE HEE IE HE IEE HE TENE IE DE HE HEHE FEE DEDE HEE IEE DE FE TE OIE IEIE TE J 

If(CHOICE = 5) then 
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Begin 
If (ALLC_SYSTEM=NUL) then 

Begin 
ClrSer3 
GotoxXyY(5,10)3 
Writeln('A system must be evaluated with selection 5 before' ); 
GotoxXy(5,11)3 
Writeln('a system allocation can be performed. '); 
GotoXY(53,13)3 
Writeln('Press any Key to continue.'); 
Repeat until Keypresseds 

End 
Else 
Begin 

ALLOC_CHECK( APPROVED )3 

If (APPROVED) then 

Begin 
ALLOC: =True3 

LEAF_FIND(SYSTEM,LEAF_TOT,LEAVES,FILE_ERR;,ALLOC )5 
ALLOC:=False; 
Lf(not( FILE_ERR} then 
Begin 

METHONE 3 
LEAF_INSERT(SYSTEM,LEAF_TOT,LEAVES )3 

End; 
Ends 

Ends 
Ends 

£393883810338088308REBRBU BUBB EBB BUBBA RRB BIEBER B BBB) 
{x *} 
Cx 6 - Select optimum set of configurations *)} 
Cx *} 
{26 2EIEHEIEE IEE HE DEDEDE SE HE HE DEE HE IE DEDEDE NE IE IEEE IE IEE TE DEDEDE ME TE DEDE HE IE IE IE TE IESE NE FE HE FETE HEE HE HE IEIE IE DEFER DEIENE J 

If{CHOICE = 6) then 
Begin 

(x *} 
{* Determine the number of possible choices, CHOICE_TOT. x} 
Cx *} 

LEAF_FIND(SYSTEM,LEAF_TOT,LEAVES,FILE_ERR»ALLOC 335 
If(not( FILE_ERR ) )then 
Begin 

CHOICE_TOT: =expon(3,LEAF_TOT )3 

{x *} 
{* Draw the select design space screen, DSGN_SPACE in SDAT.SCR*} 
(x ) 

Window(1,15,80,24)3 

CirScrs 
OUTPUT(1;,1,20, "DSGN_SPACE ' )3 

Gotoxy(43 53 )3 
Write( LEAF_TOT:5)3 
Gotoxy(40,5)3 
Write(CHOICE_TOT:8:0)3 

Gotoxy(33,20)3 
{x *} 
{* Get the user input for which option to use. *} 
{x *} 

Readin(SLCT_CHC ); 
Cx *} 
{x Get the rest of the user's input for the limit threshold *} 
{%* based on SLCT_CHC. *} 

3 *} 
Gotoxy(10,22)3 
Case SLCT_CHC of 

1: 

Begin 
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Write('’Please input the number of choices desired: ')3 
ReadIn({ CHOICE_LIM); 
If(CHOICE_LIM>CHOICE_TOT) then 

Begin 
Gotoxy( 10,23 }3 
Write( ‘Input was greater than design space. '); 
Gotoxy(10,24)5 
Writel'Only the optimum choice is being returned. ')3 
CHOICE_LIM:=13 

Ends 
APPROVED: =Trues 

End 
2: 

Begin 
Write( ‘Please input the percentage of upper design space to return: ')3 
Readin( CHOICE _LIM); 

If( (CHOICE_LIM>99 Jor( CHOICE_LIM<1)) then 

Begin 
Gotoxy( 10,2333 
Write('Input was outside design space.‘ )3 
Gotoxy(10,24)3 
Write('Only the optimum choice is being returned. ‘); 
CHOICE_LIM:=13 

End; 
APPROVED: =True3 

Ends 
3: 

Begin 
Write('Please input the allocation likelihood limit: ')5 
ReadIn( CHOICE_LIM)3 
Gotoxy(10,22)3 
Write(' "Js 

{x x) 

{x "I" is used to keep track of the total number of choices x} 
{* that has been selected. This is done with combinatoric *)} 

{* methods. x} 
(x *} 

CUTTOT:=13 

For J:=1 to LEAF_TOT do 

Begin 
I:=03 

If( LEAVES[J].HNVAL>=CHOICE_LIM) then 

I:=I+13 

If( LEAVES[ J].SWVAL>=CHOICE_LIM) then 

I:=I+13 

If({ LEAVES[ J]. FWVAL>=CHOICE_LIM) then 

I:=I+1}3 

CUTTOT : =IXCUTTOT 3 

Ends 
C%* *} 
{* If the cutoff value does not select atleast one value from *} 
{* each of the lowest level functions, then the resulting x} 
{%* design space will be zero. Therefore, inform the user. x} 
(% *} 

If (CUTTOT=0) then 

Begin 
Gotoxy(10,23 33 
Write('Input was outside design space. ')3 
Write(' ")5 
Gotoxy(10,24)3 
Write('Only the optimum choice is being returned. ')35 
Write(' "D5 
CHOICE_LIM:=13 
SLCT_CHC:=13 
APPROVED: =True} 

End 
Else 
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C# 

{x 

{x 

{% 

{% 

{% 

C% 

{x 

tx 

{% 

{% 

(x 

(% 

{3% 

(% 

Ends 

Else 

Begin 
CHOICE_LIM: =CUTTOTs 

SLCT_CHC:=13 
DOUBLE _CHECK(CHOICE_TOT,CUTTOT , APPROVED }3 

Ends 

Begin 

SPACE_REDUCTION finds the 
subset "BEST". The input 
determined. 

For J:=1 to LEAF_TOT do 
ALLC_VALE J]: =LEAVESLJ).HWVAL3 

For J:=1 to LEAF_TOT do 
ALLC_VALI ( J#LEAF_TOT)J:=LEAVESIJ1.SWVAL3 

For J:=1 to LEAF_TOT do 
ALLC_VALE (J+ 2%LEAF_TOT ))1:=LEAVES(J1. FAVAL3 

J:=3%LEAF_TOTs 
x} 

crossover point for the fuzzy x} 
I is the degree of BEST to be x} 

x) 
*)} 

Gotoxy(10,22)5 
Write( 'Input the degree of concentration that you ')3 
Gotoxy(10,23)3 
Write('wish the fuzzy set "BEST" to represent: "3 
Gotoxy(10,24)5 

')5 Write('This must be an integer or program will fail 
Gotoxy( 50,23 )3 
Readln(I 3 
Gotoxy(10,22)3 
Writel' "Ds 
Gotoxy(10,23 )3 
Write(' "Js 
Gotoxy(10,24)3 
Write(' "33 
SPACE_REDUCTION( ALLC_VAL,J,I ,CHOICE_LIM)3 

x) 

"I" as used to keep track of the total number of choices *} 
that has been selected. This is done with combinatoric x} 
methods. x} 

x} 

CUTTOT:=13 

For J:=l1 to LEAF_TOT do 
Begin 

I:=03 
If( LEAVES(J].HNVAL>=CHOICE_LIM) then 

IT:=I+13 
If( LEAVES{J].SNVAL>=CHOICE_LIM) then 

I:=I4+135 
If( LEAVES[ J]. FWVAL>=CHOICE_LIM) then 

I:=I+13 
CUTTOT : =IxCUTTOT 3s 

Ends 
3} 

If the cutoff value does not select atleast one value from *} 
each of the lowest level functions, then the resulting x} 
design space will be zero. Therefore, inform the user. x} 

x} 
If (CUTTOT=0) then 

Begin 
Gotoxy(10,23)}3 
Write('Input was outside design space. ')35 
Write(' "D5 
Gotoxy(10,24)3 
Write('Only the optimum choice is being returned. ' )3 
Write(' ")5 
CHOICE_LIM:=13 
SLCT_CHC: =13 
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APPROVED: =True; 

End 
Else 
Begin 

DOUBLE_CHECK(CHOICE_TOT,CUTTOT »,APPROVED }3 

If (APPROVED) then 

Begin 

Write( "Configurations being selected in which all members' )3 
Gotoxy{(10,23 )3 
Write( ‘have an allocation likelihood greater than '); 
Write(CHOICE_LIM:8:5)3 

End; 
CHOICE_LIM: =CUTTOTs 

SLCT_CHC:=13 
Ends; 

End3 
Ends 
If (APPROVED) then 

Begin 
THOLD_PICK(SLCT_CHC ,CHOICE_LIM,SYSTEM,LEAF_TOT }3 

LEAF_INSERT(SYSTEM,LEAF_TOT »LEAVES }3 

Gotoxy(10,22)3 

Write(' "Js 

Gotoxy(10,23 J; 
Write(' ')3 
Gotoxy(10,24)3 
Write{ ' "Js 
Gotoxy( 10,24); 

Write('Press any Key to continue. ' )3 
Repeat until keypresseds 
Window(1,1,80,24)3 CirScrs 
Gotoxy(5,10)5 
Write( 'Configurations placed in the file ')3 
Write(DTA_DRIVE,':',Copy(SYSTEM,1,8),'.OPT' )5 

Gotoxy(5,12)3 

Write('Press any Key to continue. ')3 
Repeat until keypressed; 

End; 
Ends 

Ends 

(33880888888 800883R8BHE UBB RBBB BERBER BUBEGGGHR8RE8E} 
{x *} 
{% 7 - Change attribute characteristics *} 
{% x} 
{HEIEIEIE IEE TE IE PETE IE HEHE IE IE IEIE HE IE IEDC IE IE FE HE IE IEE IE HE FE IE FE IE IE EE IE IE DE ETE IEIE PEPE IE TE HE IE HE FE DE IEEE TE TENE IEIOIOIE F 

If(CHOICE = 7) then 

Begin 
SET_WGHT$ 
EQUATION_EDIT3 

Ends 

{ESEIEIEREIEIEIEIEIEIEIEIE DEIEIE IEIEIEIEIEIEEIE IEE IE IEFEIEIEDE IE DEBE IEIEIEDEIEIE IE IE IEE IEIEIEIEIEIEIEIE SE IEIEIEIEIEIIEIIE } 
{* *} 

{% 8 - Read/Write IDEEL files x} 
{x *} 
{FEIE IEE IEIE TE IEBE HEHEHE IE IE IE FETE HE JE HE IE DEI JEJE IE IE HE IEDE IE JE FE DE FEDEIE TE JE HEHE HE JE IE FE IE HEE NE IE HE FEFE DEE IE TE EIEIO 

If(CHOICE = 8) then 

Begin 
ClrScr3 GotoXY¥(10,10)3 

Write('Read from or Write to an IDEEL file? (R/W)')s 

Readin( ANS )3 
Writelns 

If (CANS='r') or (ANS='R')) then 
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IDEEL_FILE_READ 
Else if ((ANS='w') or (ANS='W')) then 

IDEEL_FILE_WRITE3 
End; 

£(3900888H38BEBR8NBBEB BEEBE UHBEEB HERR BEBERURREEEBEEEEEHRHHEHHEEE} 
C3 *} 
{% 9 -~ Change program settings *) 
{% x} 

If(CHOICE = 9) then 

Begin 
Window(1,1,80,24)3 ClrScrs 

OUTPUT(1,558;, 'PRGRMSET * 3 
GotoxXY (64,10)3 

Readln( PRG_DRIVE )3 
GotoxY¥ (62,12 )}3 
Readln( DTA_DRIVE )5 

End; 
Ends 

Until (CHOICE=10 )3 
ClrScrs 

Ends 

(RBBB RBRRHREHEB ERE BHBE ERRNO BRHHEBHHHE} 

{ MAIN PROGRAM } 

C } 
2B88BBBEEEEEREEHR BEER RBNRREBEBRHENEUERRBNBNBHRRHREEEEEEHRREHE) 

Begin 
INITIAL 

MAIN_MENU$ 
End. 
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